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Abstract 

This report includes an inventory and evaluation of the ag-
gregate resources in the central and eastern parts of the 
District of Parry Sound. This report is based on a detailed 
field assessment undertaken in the summer of 2014 and 
on previous studies of the area. The investigation was con-
ducted to delineate and determine the quantity and quality 
of aggregate within the area, and to help ensure that suffi-
cient aggregate resources are available for future use. This 
report is part of the Aggregate Resource Inventory Program 
for areas designated under the Aggregate Resources Act. 

Over 935 field station observations, 233 gradation re-
sults and 5161other data points (e.g., water-well records, 
geotechnical boreholes and other drill holes) were used to 
make the interpretations and draw the conclusions as dis-
cussed in the report. 

The sand and gravel resource areas within the central and 
eastern parts of the District of Parry Sound are distributed un-
evenly; such that there are large areas that are aggregate “poor”, 
and other areas that appear to be aggregate “rich”. There are 
numerous granular deposits centred along the Highway 11 cor-
ridor that have been extracted extensively for a number of years, 
but are still capable of supplying large volumes of crushable 
granular material and clean sand to the study area. 

The sand and gravel deposits in the study area are pre-
dominantly ice-contact, outwash, subaqueous fan, deltaic 
and glaciolacustrine plain deposits. Four selected resource 
areas (10 deposits) have been identified as primary resource 

areas. These deposits occupy an unlicenced area of 1167.1 ha 
that is reduced to 962.8 ha after considering physical, cul-
tural and environmental constraints. These deposits have a 
resource potential of approximately 102.2 million tonnes. 

A number of granular resource areas of secondary sig-
nificance are located near the Highway 11 corridor. For a 
variety of reasons, as discussed in this report, these deposits 
are not selected at the primary significance level; however, 
they can still add significantly to the overall aggregate re-
source base of the study area and should be considered dur-
ing land-use planning exercises. As primary resource areas 
become depleted, these secondary resource areas may be-
come more important. There are also a number of sandy 
granular deposits, distributed throughout the map area, con-
sidered as tertiary resource areas. 

The bedrock resources within the report area consist of 
Precambrian rock units that may exhibit wide variations in 
lithology and aggregate quality over short distances. For 
this reason, no bedrock resource areas have been selected. 
The report has provided bedrock aggregate quality test re-
sults for various rock units within the study area, as well as 
similar units outside the study area. 

Low-quality Precambrian bedrock units (e.g., some 
gneisses, particularly where the gneiss may consist of mica 
and other deleterious minerals) are commonly used to produce 
low-specification, bedrock-derived aggregate products. Less-
deformed intrusive rocks or plutons that occur throughout

 

Figure 1.  Map of central and southern Ontario showing the location of the study area. 
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the report area have the potential for producing asphalt 
and other high-specification aggregate products. For as-
phalt use, some of the crushed bedrock products require 
the application of anti-stripping chemical agents to over-
come bonding problems caused by smooth cleavage and 
fracture surfaces inherent in minerals such as feldspar and 
quartz. Site-specific investigations and laboratory testing 
on the bedrock units are important to determine the suita-
bility for high-end applications and the quantity of the ma-
terial available for extraction. As aggregate specifications 

continue to evolve, bedrock-derived aggregate will become 
more important. 

Selected Resource Areas are not intended to be per-
manent, single land use units that must be incorporated 
into an official planning document. They represent are-
as in which a major resource is known to exist. Such re-
source areas may be reserved wholly or partially for ex-
tractive development and/or resource protection within 
the context of the official plan. 
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Introduction 

Mineral aggregates, which include bedrock-derived crushed 
stone as well as naturally formed sand and gravel, constitute 
the major raw material in Ontario’s road building and con-
struction industries. Large quantities of these materials are 
used each year throughout the Province. For example, in 
2012, the total tonnage of mineral aggregates extracted in 
Ontario was 152 million tonnes, greater than that of any 
other metallic or nonmetallic commodity mined in the Prov-
ince (The Ontario Aggregate Resources Corporation 2012). 

Although mineral aggregate deposits are plentiful in 
Ontario, they are fixed-location, non-renewable resources 
that can be exploited only in those areas where they occur. 
Mineral aggregates are characterized by their high bulk and 
low unit value so that the economic value of a deposit is a 
function of its proximity to a market area as well as its qual-
ity and size. The potential for extractive development is usu-
ally greatest in areas where land use competition is extreme. 
For these reasons, the availability of adequate resources for 
future development is now being threatened in many areas, 
especially urban areas where demand is the greatest. 

Comprehensive planning and resource management 
strategies are required to make the best use of available 
resources, especially in those areas experiencing rapid de-
velopment. Unfortunately, in some cases, the best aggregate  

resources are found in or near areas of environmental sensi-
tivity, resulting in the requirement to balance the need for 
the different natural resources. Therefore, planning strate-
gies must be based on a sound knowledge of the total min-
eral aggregate resource base at both local and regional lev-
els. The purpose of the Aggregate Resources Inventory 
Program is to provide the basic geological information re-
quired to include potential mineral aggregate resource areas 
in planning strategies. The reports should form the basis for 
discussion on those areas best suited for possible extraction. 
The aim is to assist decision-makers in protecting the public 
well-being by ensuring that adequate resources of mineral 
aggregate remain available for future use. 

This report is a technical background document, 
based for the most part on geological information and 
interpretation. It has been designed as a component of 
the total planning process and should be used in con-
junction with other planning considerations, to ensure 
the best use of an area's resources. 

The report includes an assessment of sand and gravel 
resources as well as a discussion on the potential for bed-
rock-derived aggregate. The most recent information avail-
able has been used to prepare the report. As new infor-
mation becomes available, revisions may be necessary. 
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Inventory Methods, Data Presentation and 
Interpretation 

FIELD AND OFFICE METHODS 
The methods used to prepare the report involved the inter-
pretation of published geological data such as bedrock and 
surficial geology maps and reports, as well as field exami-
nation of possible resource areas. Field methods included 
the examination of natural and man-made exposures of 
granular material. Most observations were made at quarries 
and sand and gravel pits located by field surveys and from 
records held by the Ministry of Transportation (MTO), by 
the Ontario Geological Survey (OGS), and by the Ministry 
of Natural Resources and Forestry (MNRF) in Regional, 
District and Area offices. Observations made at pit sites in-
cluded estimates of the total face height and the proportion 
of gravel- and sand-sized materials in the deposit. Observa-
tions regarding the shape and lithology of the particles were 
also made. These characteristics are important in estimating 
the quality and quantity of the aggregate. In areas of limited 
exposure, subsurface materials may be assessed by hand au-
gering, test pitting and drilling. 

Deposits with potential for extractive development, or 
those where existing data are scarce, were studied in greater 
detail. In instances, representative sites in these deposits are 
evaluated by taking 11 to 45 kg samples from existing pit or 
quarry faces, roadcuts or other exposures. The samples may 
be subjected to some or all of the following tests: absorption 
capacity, magnesium sulphate soundness test, micro-Deval 
abrasion test, unconfined freeze–thaw test, and accelerated 
mortar bar expansion test. 

The field data were supplemented by pit information on 
file with the Soils and Aggregates Section of MTO. Data 
contained in these files include field estimates of the depth, 
composition and “workability” of deposits, as well as labora-
tory analyses of the physical properties and suitability of the 
aggregate. Information concerning the development history 
of the pit and acceptable uses of the aggregate is also record-
ed. The locations of additional aggregate sources were ob-
tained from records held by MNRF regional, district and area 
offices. In addition, testing data for type, quantity and quality 
of aggregates were also obtained from aggregate licence ap-
plications where these reports are on file with MNRF, and 
from individuals and companies. 

Aerial photographs and remotely sensed imagery at var-
ious scales were used to determine the continuity of depos-
its, especially in areas where information is limited. Water 
well records, held by the Ministry of the Environment and 
Climate Change (MOECC), were used in some areas to cor-
roborate deposit thickness estimates or to indicate the pres-
ence of buried granular material. These records were used 
in conjunction with other evidence. 

 

Topographic maps of the National Topographic System, 
at a scale of 1:50 000, were used as a compilation base for 
the field and office data. The information was then trans-
ferred to a base map, also at a scale of 1:50 000. These base 
maps were prepared using digital information taken from 
the Land Information Ontario Data Warehouse, Land Infor-
mation Ontario, MNRF, with modifications by staff of the 
Ministry of Northern Development and Mines. 

Units and Definitions 
The measurements and other primary data available for re-
source tonnage calculations are presented in metric units in 
the text and on the tables that accompany the report. Data are 
generally rounded off in accordance with the Metric Practice 
Guide (Ontario Interministerial Committee on National 
Standards and Specifications 1975). 

The tonnage estimates for aggregate deposits are termed 
possible resources (see Appendix B – Glossary) in accord-
ance with terminology used by the Ontario Resource Classi-
fication Scheme (Robertson 1975, p.7) and the Association 
of Professional Engineers of Ontario (1976). 

DATA PRESENTATION AND 
INTERPRETATION 
Two maps, each portraying a different aspect of the aggre-
gate resources in the report area, accompany the report. 
Map 1, “Sand and Gravel Resources”, provides an invento-
ry and evaluation of the sand and gravel resources in the 
report area. Map 2, “Bedrock Resources”, shows the distri-
bution of bedrock units and the location of aggregate quali-
ty test samples. 

The hard-copy versions of Map 1 and Map 2 (back 
pocket of the report) are simplified to depict information 
critical to the majority of users. 

Enhanced information on the aggregate resources for 
this area (e.g., complete deposit information for Map 1) is 
provided in vector ESRI® ArcGIS® files available for 
download as a compressed (.zip) file from GeologyOntario 
(www.ontario.ca/geology); this compressed file also pro-
vides Microsoft® Excel® versions of the report tables and 
gradation results. A “readme” file included in the .zip file 
provides further details regarding the contents of these 
vector files. In addition, cross-references to data provided 
in the .zip file are provided for clients who wish to access 
digital data that does not require opening the vector 

http://www.ontario.ca/geology
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ArcGIS® files. The file that contains the tables for sand and 
gravel resources and bedrock resources data is found in the 
root data folder. The tables are in a database (.mdb) format 
file that can be opened using other software, for example, 
Microsoft® Access® (however, it is recommended the file 
be copied before opening to avoid creating problems with 
the vector ArcGIS® files). The cross-references include the 
table and the field name separated by a short vertical line; 
the field name is indicated by bold, small capital letters 
(e.g., | Drift_Thick | AABBCC). 

Map 1:  Sand and Gravel Resources 
Map 1 shows the extent and quality of sand and gravel de-
posits within the study area and an evaluation of the aggre-
gate resources. The map is derived from existing surficial 
geology maps of the area or from aerial photograph inter-
pretation in areas where surficial mapping is incomplete. 

The present level of extractive activity is also indicated 
on Map 1. Those areas licenced for extraction under the 
Aggregate Resources Act are shown by a solid outline and 
identified by a number that refers to the pit descriptions 
in Table 2. Each description notes the owner/operator 
(“licencee”) and licenced hectarage of the pit, as well as 
the estimated face height and percentage gravel. A number 
of unlicenced pits (abandoned pits or pits operating on de-
mand under authority of a wayside permit) are identified by 
a numbered dot on Map 1 and described in Table 2. Simi-
larly, any test locations appear on Map 1 as a point symbol 
and the results of the test material are provided in Table 9. 

SELECTED SAND AND GRAVEL 
RESOURCE AREAS 
All the sand and gravel deposits are first delineated by geo-
logical boundaries and then classified into one of 3 levels 
of significance: primary, secondary or tertiary. The depos-
it’s significance is also recorded in | Sand_Gravel | SIGNIF. 

Areas of primary significance are coloured red on Map 1 
and identified by a deposit number that corresponds to 
numbers in Table 3. The deposit number is also recorded in 
| Sand_Gravel | SELECTAREA. 

Selected Sand and Gravel Resource Areas of prima-
ry significance are not permanent, single land use units. 
They represent areas in which a major resource is 
known to exist, and may be reserved wholly or partially 
for extractive development and/or resource protection. 
In many of the recently approved municipal Official Plans, 
all or portions of resources of primary significance, and in 
some cases resources of secondary significance, are identi-
fied and protected. 

Deposits of secondary significance are coloured orange 
on Map 1. Such deposits are believed to contain significant 
amounts of sand and gravel. Although deposits of second-
ary significance are not considered to be the best resources 

in the report area, they may contain large quantities of sand 
and gravel and should be considered as part of the overall 
aggregate supply of the area. 

Deposits of tertiary significance are coloured yellow on 
Map 1. They are not considered to be important resource 
areas because of their low available resources or because of 
possible difficulties in extraction. Such areas may be useful 
for local needs or extraction under a wayside permit, but are 
unlikely to support large-scale development. 

SELECTION CRITERIA 
The process by which deposits are evaluated and selected in-
volves the consideration of 2 sets of criteria. The main selec-
tion criteria are site specific, related to the characteristics of 
individual deposits. Factors such as deposit size, aggregate 
quality, and deposit location and setting are considered in the 
selection of those deposits best suited for extractive devel-
opment. A second set of criteria involves the assessment of 
local aggregate resources in relation to the quality, quantity 
and distribution of resources in the region in which the report 
area is located. The intent of such a process of evaluation is 
to ensure the continuing availability of sufficient resources 
to meet possible future demands. 

Site Specific Criteria 

DEPOSIT SIZE AND THICKNESS 

Ideally, selected deposits should contain available sand 
and gravel resources large enough to support a commer-
cial pit operation using a stationary or portable processing 
plant. In practice, much smaller deposits may be of signif-
icant value depending on the overall resources in the rest 
of the project area. 

The “thickness class” indicates a depth range, which is 
related to the potential resource tonnage for each deposit 
(see Table 1, Column 1: “Class Number”). Four thickness 
class divisions have been established:  Class 1 deposits are 
greater than 6 m thick; Class 2 sand and gravel deposits are 
from 3 to 6 m thick; Class 3 represents a deposit that is 
from 1.5 to 3 m thick; and Class 4 represents a sand and 
gravel deposit that is less than 1.5 m thick. The thickness 
class for each deposit is also recorded in | Sand_Gravel 
| DEP_THICK. 

Generally, deposits in Class 1 and containing more than 
35% gravel are considered to be most favourable for com-
mercial development. Thinner deposits may be valuable in 
areas with low total resources. 

AGGREGATE QUALITY 

The limitations of natural aggregates for various uses result 
from variations in the lithology of the particles comprising 
the deposit and from variations in the size distribution of 
these particles. 
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Four indicators of the quality of aggregate may be in-
cluded in the deposit information: gravel content (G or S), 
fines (C), oversize (O) and lithology (L). Three of the quali-
ty indicators deal with grain size distribution. 

The gravel content (“G” or “S”) indicates the suitability 
of aggregate for various uses. Deposits containing at least 
35% gravel (“G”) in addition to a minimum of 20% materi-
al greater than the 26.5 mm sieve are considered to be the 
most favourable extractive sites, since this content is the 
minimum from which crushed products can be economical-
ly produced. In “sandy” deposits (“S”), the gravel-sized 
aggregate (greater than 4.75 mm) makes up less than 35% 
of the whole deposit making it difficult to produce coarse 
aggregate products. The gravel content is also recorded in 
| Sand_Gravel | MATERIAL. 

Excess fines (high silt and clay content) (“C”) may se-
verely limit the potential use of a deposit. Fines content in 
excess of 10% may impede drainage in road subbase aggre-
gate and render it more susceptible to the effects of frost 
action. In asphalt aggregate, excess fines hinder the bonding 
of particles. 

Deposits containing more than 20% oversize material 
(greater than 10 cm in diameter) (“O”) may also have use 
limitations. The oversize component is unacceptable for 
uncrushed road base, so it must be either crushed or re-
moved during processing. 

Another indicator of the quality of an aggregate is lith-
ology (“L”). Just as the unique physical and chemical prop-
erties of bedrock types determine their value for use as 
crushed rock, so do various lithologies of particles in a sand 
and gravel deposit determine its suitability for various uses. 
The presence of objectionable lithologies such as chert, silt-
stone and shale, even in relatively small amounts, can result 
in a reduction in the quality of an aggregate, especially for 
high-quality uses such as concrete and asphalt. Similarly, 
highly weathered, very porous and friable rock can restrict 
the quality of an aggregate. 

If the deposit information shows either “C”, “O” or “L”, 
or any combination of these indicators, the quality of the 
deposit is considered to be reduced for some aggregate 
uses. The deposit quality, if applicable, is recorded in 
| Sand_Gravel | LIMITATION. No attempt is made to quan-
tify the degree of limitation imposed. Assessment of the 
4 indicators is made from published data, from data con-
tained in files of both the Ministry of Transportation (MTO) 
and the Ontario Geological Survey, and from field obser-
vations. 

Quality data may also appear in Table 9, where the re-
sults of quality tests are listed by test type and sample loca-
tion. The types of tests conducted and the test specifications 
are explained in Appendixes B and E, respectively. 

Deposit Information 
The deposit information coding is similar to that used in 
soil mapping and land classification systems commonly in 

use in North America and indicates the gravel content, 
thickness of material, origin (type) and quality limitations, 
if applicable. The “gravel content” and “thickness class”, as 
described above, are basic criteria for distinguishing differ-
ent deposits. The geologic deposit type is also reported (the 
types are summarized with respect to their main geologic 
and extractive characteristics in Appendix C of the report). 
The geologic deposit type is recorded in | Sand_Gravel 
| DEP_ORIGIN. 

In the following example of a deposit information code,  
“G / 1 / OW / C”, 

where G represents gravel content, 1 represents thickness 
class, OW represents geological type and C represents ag-
gregate quality. The deposit information code is interpreted 
as an outwash deposit greater than 6 m thick containing 
more than 35% gravel with excess silt and clay. 

The deposit information is recorded in | Sand_Gravel 
| LABEL. 

Texture Symbol 
The texture symbol provides a more detailed assessment of 
the grain size distribution of material sampled during field 
study. These symbols are derived from the information 
plotted on the aggregate grading curves that, if available, 
are included with the report. The relative amounts of gravel, 
sand, and silt and clay in the sampled material are shown 
graphically in the texture symbol by the subdivision of a 
circle into proportional segments. The following example 
shows a hypothetical sample consisting of 60% gravel, 30% 
sand and 10% silt and clay (“fines”). 

Fines 

Sand Gravel 

LOCATION AND SETTING 

The location and setting of a resource area has a direct in-
fluence on its value for possible extraction. The evaluation 
of a deposit’s setting is made on the basis of natural, envi-
ronmental and man-made features that may limit or prohibit 
extractive development. 

First, the physical context of the deposit is considered. 
Deposits with some physical constraint on extractive devel-
opment, such as thick overburden or high water table, are 
less valuable resource areas because of the difficulties in-
volved in resource recovery. Second, permanent man-made 
features, such as roads, railways, power lines and housing 
developments, which are built on a deposit, may prohibit its 
extraction. The constraining effect of legally required set-
backs surrounding such features is included in the evaluation. 
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A quantitative assessment of these constraints can be made 
by measurement of their areal extent directly from the topo-
graphic maps. The area rendered unavailable by these fea-
tures is shown for each resource area in Table 3 (Column 3). 

In addition to man-made and cultural features, certain 
natural features, such as provincially significant wetlands, 
may prove to be constraints. In this report, such constraints 
have not been outlined and the reader is advised to consult 
with municipal planning staff and the local office of MNRF 
for information on these matters. Depending on the number 
and type of constraint applicable, anywhere from 15 to 85% 
of the total resources in a municipality may be unavailable for 
development (Planning Initiatives Limited 1993). 

The assessment of sand and gravel deposits with respect 
to local land use and private land ownership is an important 
component of the general evaluation process. Since the ap-
proval of the Provincial Policy Statement (PPS) under the 
authority of the Planning Act in 2005, recently approved 
Official Plans now contain detailed policies regarding the 
location and operation of aggregate extraction activities. 
These official plans should be consulted at an early stage 
with regard to the establishment of an aggregate extraction 
operation. These aspects of the evaluation process are not 
considered further in this report, but readers are encouraged 
to discuss them with personnel of the pertinent office of 
the Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry, Ministry of 
Municipal Affairs and Housing staff, and/or regional and 
local planning officials. 

Regional Considerations 
In selecting sufficient areas for resource development, it is 
important to assess both the local and the regional resource 
base, and to forecast future production and demand patterns. 

Some appreciation of future aggregate requirements in 
an area may be gained by assessing its present production 
levels and by forecasting future production trends. Such an 
approach is based on the assumptions that production levels 
in an area closely reflect the demand, and that the present 
production or “market share” of an area will remain roughly 
at the same level. 

The availability of aggregate resources in the region 
surrounding a project area should be considered in order 
to properly evaluate specific resource areas and to develop 
optimum resource management plans. For example, an area 
that has large resources in comparison to its surrounding 
region constitutes a regionally significant resource area. 
Areas with large resources in proximity to high-demand 
centres, such as metropolitan areas, are special cases as the 
demand for aggregate may be greater than the amount of 
production in the areas close to the urban boundary. 

Although an appreciation of the multitude of factors 
affecting aggregate availability (e.g., environmental and 
planning constraints) is required to develop comprehensive 
resource management strategies, such detailed evaluation is 

beyond the scope of this report. The selection of resource 
areas made in this study is based primarily on geological 
data or on considerations outlined in the preceding sections. 

SAND AND GRAVEL RESOURCE 
TONNAGE CALCULATIONS 
Once the interpretative boundaries of the aggregate units 
have been established, quantitative estimates of the possi-
ble resources available can be made. Generally, the vol-
ume of a deposit can be calculated if its areal extent and 
average thickness are known or can be estimated. The 
computation methods used are as follows. First, the area 
of the deposit, as outlined on the final base map, is calcu-
lated in hectares (ha). The deposit area is also recorded in 
| Sand_Gravel | AREA. The thickness values used are an 
approximation of the deposit thickness, based on the face 
heights of pits developed in the deposit or on subsurface 
data such as test holes and water well records. Tonnage 
values can then be calculated by multiplying the volume of 
the deposit by 0.01770 (the density factor). This factor is 
approximately the number of tonnes in a 1 m thick layer of 
sand and gravel, 1 ha in extent, assuming an average den-
sity of 1770 kg/m3. 

Tonnage = Area × Thickness × Density Factor 

Tonnage calculated in this manner must be considered only as 
an estimate. Furthermore, such tonnages represent amounts 
that existed prior to any extraction of material (i.e., original 
tonnage) (Table 1, Column 4). 

The Selected Sand and Gravel Resource Areas in Table 
3 are calculated in the following way. Two successive sub-
tractions are made from the total area. Column 3 accounts 
for the number of hectares unavailable because of the pres-
ence of permanent cultural features and their associated set-
back requirements. Column 4 accounts for those areas that 
have previously been extracted (e.g., wayside, unlicenced 
and abandoned pits are included in this category). The re-
maining figure is the area of the deposit currently available 
for extraction (Column 5). The available area is then multi-
plied by the estimated deposit thickness and the density fac-
tor (Column 5 × Column 6 × 0.01770), to give an estimate 
of the sand and gravel tonnage (Column 7) possibly availa-
ble for extractive development and/or resource protection. It 
should be noted, however, that studies (Planning Initiatives 
Limited 1993) have shown that substantial proportions of 
the resources in an area may be constrained due to environ-
mental considerations (e.g., floodplains, environmentally 
sensitive areas). Lack of landowner interest in development, 
a range of planning considerations or other matters may 
also reduce the available resources. 

Resource estimates are calculated for deposits of prima-
ry significance. Resource estimates for deposits of secondary 
and tertiary significance are not calculated in Table 3; how-
ever, the aggregate potential of these deposits is discussed 
in the report. 
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Map 2:  Bedrock Resources 
Map 2 is an interpretative map derived from bedrock geol-
ogy, drift thickness and bedrock topography maps, water 
well data from the Ministry of the Environment and Cli-
mate Change (MOECC), oil and gas well data from the 
Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry (MNRF), and 
from geotechnical test hole data from various sources. Map 
2 is based on concepts similar to those outlined for Map 1. 

Inventory information presented on Map 2 is designed 
to give an indication of the present level of extractive ac-
tivity in the report area. Those areas licenced for extraction 
under the Aggregate Resources Act are shown by a solid 
outline and identified by a number that refers to the quarry 
descriptions in Table 5. Each description notes the owner/ 
operator (“licencee”), licenced hectarage and an estimate of 
face height. Unlicenced quarries (abandoned quarries or 
wayside quarries operating on demand under authority of a 
permit) are also identified and numbered on Map 2 and de-
scribed in Table 5. Drill-hole locations or other descriptive 
stratigraphic sections appear as a point symbol on Map 2. 

SELECTED BEDROCK RESOURCE 
AREAS 
Selection of Bedrock Resource Areas has been restricted to 
a single level of significance. Three factors support this ap-
proach. First, quality and quantity variations within a spe-
cific geological formation are gradual. Second, the areal 
extent of a given quarry operation is much smaller than that 
of a sand and gravel pit producing an equivalent tonnage of 
material, and third, since crushed bedrock has a higher unit 
value than sand and gravel, longer haul distances can be 
considered. These factors allow the identification of alterna-
tive sites having similar development potential. The Select-
ed Areas, if present, are shown on Map 2 by a line pattern 
and the calculated available tonnages are given in Table 6. 

Selected Bedrock Resource Areas shown on Map 2 
are not permanent, single land use units. They represent 

areas in which a major bedrock resource is known to 
exist and may be reserved wholly or partially for extrac-
tive development and/or resource protection, within an 
Official Plan. 

SELECTION CRITERIA 
Criteria equivalent to those used for sand and gravel depos-
its are used to select bedrock areas most favourable for ex-
tractive development. 

The evaluation of bedrock resources is made primarily 
on the basis of performance and suitability data established 
by laboratory testing at MTO. The main characteristics and 
uses of the bedrock units found in southern Ontario are 
summarized in Appendix D. 

BEDROCK RESOURCE TONNAGE 
CALCULATIONS 
The method used to calculate resources of bedrock-derived 
aggregate is much the same as that described above for sand 
and gravel resources. The areal extent of bedrock formations 
overlain by less than 15 m of unconsolidated overburden is 
determined from bedrock geology maps, drift thickness and 
bedrock topography maps, and from the interpretation of 
water well records (Table 4). The measured extent of such 
areas is then multiplied by the estimated quarriable thick-
ness of the formation, based on stratigraphic analyses and on 
estimates of existing quarry faces in the unit. In some cases, 
a standardized estimate of 18 m is used for thickness. Vol-
ume estimates are then multiplied by the density factor (the 
estimated weight in tonnes of a 1 m thick section of rock, 
1 ha in extent). 

Resources of limestone and dolostone are calculated 
using a density factor of 2649 kg/m3; sandstone resources 
are calculated using a density estimate of 2344 kg/m3; and 
shale resources are calculated with a factor of 2408 
kg/m3 (Telford et al. 1980). 
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Assessment of Aggregate Resources in the 
Central and Eastern Parts of the District of Parry Sound 

LOCATION AND POPULATION 
The District of Parry Sound occupies 932 280 ha on the 
eastern shore of Georgian Bay in central Ontario (Statistics 
Canada 2011). It is bounded to the south and east by the 
District Municipality of Muskoka, to the east and north-
east by the District of Nipissing, and to the north and 
northwest by the District of Sudbury (Figure 2). There is a 
previously published Aggregate Resources Inventory Pa-
per for the western part of the district (Ontario Geological 
Survey 1989), so this study is focussed on the central and 
eastern parts of the District of Parry Sound (the study area 
is 717 236 ha). The study area is covered by all or parts of 
11 National Topographic System (NTS) 1:50 000 scale map 
sheets. The 11 map sheets from the northwest to southeast 
are Noelville (41 I/1), Nipissing (31 L/4), Powassan (31 L/3), 
Noganosh Lake (41 H/16), Golden Valley (31 E/13), South 
River (31 E/14), Pointe au Baril Station (41 H/9), Mag-
netawan (31 E/12), Burk’s Falls (31 E/11), Orrville (31 E/5) 
and Huntsville (31 E/6). 

 

The population of the study area was 26 370 in 2011, an 
increase of approximately 3% since 2006 (Table A). There 
are a number of small communities throughout the map 
area, with many of the larger centres located along the High-
way 11 corridor, for example, Burk’s Falls, South River, 
Trout Creek, Sundridge, Powassan and Callander. In addi-
tion to the services that these communities provide to the 
residents and visitors of the area, there are larger communi-
ties located just outside the map area that would provide 
other valuable services. These communities include Parry 
Sound, Huntsville, Bracebridge, Gravenhurst and North Bay. 

Transportation access throughout the map area is pro-
vided by Provincial Highways 11 and 124, and secondary 
highways 510, 518, 520, 522, 524, 534, 592 and 654. Lower-
tier municipal roads and forest access roads complement 
these provincial and secondary highways. There are regions 
within the study area where road access is limited. Both the  

 

Figure 2.  Detailed location map for the District of Parry Sound, including the surrounding area, highlighting the area (central and 
eastern parts of the district) of this study. 
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Table A – Area and Population (2006 and 2011), Central and Eastern Parts of the District of Parry Sound 

Municipality 
(Listed Alphabetically) 

Land Area  
(km2) 

2006  
Population* 

2011  
Population* 

Township of Armour 164.44 1249 1372 
Village of Burk’s Falls 3.12 893 967 
Municipality of Callander 105.97 3249 3864 
Township of Joly 194.33 280 284 
Town of Kearney 531.31 798 841 
Township of Machar 184.62 866 923 
Municipality of Magnetawan 531.83 1610 1454 
Township of McKellar 181.12 1080 1144 
Township of McMurrich / Monteith 278.13 791 779 
Township of Nipissing 393.60 1642 1704 
Township of Perry 187.25 2010 2317 
Municipality of Powassan 224.59 3309 3378 
Township of Ryerson 188.07 686 634 
Village of South River 4.04 1069 1049 
Township of Strong 159.28 1327 1341 
Village of Sundridge 2.23 942 985 
Municipality of Whitestone 957.52 1030 918 
Remaining unorganized townships** 2880.91 2660 2416 

TOTAL 7172.36 25 491 26 370 

 * Source: Statistics Canada (2011). 
 ** Includes the unorganized townships of McConkey, Hardy, Patterson, Wilson, East Mills, Pringle, Lount and Laurier. 

 
Canadian National and Canadian Pacific railways have 
railway corridors that traverse the district in a generally 
north-south direction. 

The scenic landscape, the presence of numerous lakes, 
major transportation corridors and the proximity to the 
Greater Toronto Area (GTA) have combined to make the 
region one of the most popular recreational areas in Ontario 
(recreational activities for all seasons). There are 6 Provin-
cial Parks and 26 Conservation Reserves (either in whole or 
in part) within the study area, and the map area is located 
just west of Algonquin Provincial Park, one of Ontario’s 
premier parks. 

The accompanying maps, report and tables reflect a 
combination of the new and old municipal structure. For 
example, the “new” Town of Kearney is the equivalent of 
the “old” townships of Proudfoot and Bethune. The “new” 
municipal structure will be used in the report, tables and 
maps, but the equivalent “old” township names will also be 
noted and referenced (e.g., Town of Kearney (former 
Proudfoot Township)).  This method of referencing the mu-
nicipal structure is used so that the report and tables can fol-
low a logical sequence starting in the northwest corner of 
the report area and traversing the area to the southeast. Data 
listed in the tables for villages, such as the villages of South 
River and Sundridge, will be considered as part of the sur-

rounding upper tier municipality (Township of Machar and 
Township of Strong, respectively). 

Over 935 field station observations, 233 gradation re-
sults and 5161 other data points (e.g., water-well records, 
geotechnical boreholes and other drill holes) were used to 
make the interpretations and draw the conclusions as dis-
cussed in the report. In addition to the usual field work pro-
cedures, 2 weeks of all-terrain vehicle (ATV) work was 
completed in an effort to access regions of the study area 
that were only accessible via snowmobile and ATV trails. 
Airphoto interpretation of the northern portion of the study 
area was also completed to supplement information con-
tained in previous regional maps (i.e., Gartner 1978, 1979; 
Mollard 1981a, 1981b). 

SURFICIAL GEOLOGY AND 
PHYSIOGRAPHY 
The physiography and distribution of surficial materials in 
the central and eastern parts of the District of Parry Sound, 
including the sand and gravel deposits illustrated on Map 1, 
are primarily the result of glacial activity that took place 
during the Late Wisconsinan (Barnett 1992). This period 
lasted from approximately 23 000 to 10 000 radiocarbon 
years before present (BP). The direction of ice movement in 
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the study area is generally recorded by both erosional fea-
tures (striae, roches moutonnées, crescentic scars) and depo-
sitional forms (drumlins). The glacial ice advanced across 
the study area in a generally south to southwesterly direc-
tion, although a south to southeasterly ice flow is recorded 
near the Algonquin highlands area along the eastern bound-
ary of the study area (range 146 to 222°; Kor 1988, 1991). 
Ice-flow directions along the Georgian Bay shoreline in the 
western part of the District of Parry Sound vary from 172 to 
237° (Kor 1986, 1987). Variations in the ice-flow direction 
are attributed to local bedrock structures and the presence 
of the Algonquin dome. 

Overburden cover within the study area is typically less 
than 1 to 3 m, although local thicknesses can exceed tens of 
metres. In some instances, the thickness of the overburden 
can vary significantly over relatively short distances. Gen-
erally, the thickest overburden cover is located along the 
Highway 11 corridor where extensive ice-contact, subaque-
ous fan, outwash and glaciolacustrine deposits fill a broad, 
linear, north- to northeast-trending bedrock depression. 

As the ice advanced across the study area, debris from 
the underlying soil and hard, erosion-resistant bedrock ac-
cumulated within and beneath the ice. The debris—a mix-
ture of stones, sand, silt and clay—was deposited over large 
portions of the map area as a thin veneer of till. Although 
the till exhibits a variety of textures, structures and colours, 
it is interpreted to represent a single glacial event. The till 
forms a thin, discontinuous, patchy veneer, generally less 
than 1 m thick near Georgian Bay, and thickens eastward 
where it becomes an almost continuous overburden cover 
near the Algonquin highlands. Mappable till units rarely 
exceed 3 m in thickness and seldom mask the entire charac-
ter of the underlying bedrock topography (isolated bedrock 
outcrops protrude through the till and these areas are com-
monly mapped as a bedrock–drift complex). The three-
dimensional component (hill shading) presented in Map 2 
illustrates the importance of the underlying bedrock, and 
even provides evidence of the protruding outcrops through 
the thin till cover. 

Two till facies are recognized in the study area and are 
distinguished on the basis of slight differences in the degree 
of compaction, clast content and structure. Till facies 1 is a 
compact, clast-poor (<10%) silty sand till, which is equiva-
lent to facies A as described and documented by Ford and 
Geddes (1986) in the Algonquin Provincial Park area. The 
more common till facies is a loose, clast-rich (up to about 
30%), coarse-grained sand till, equivalent to facies B of 
Ford and Geddes (1986). The till matrix is described as 
sand to silty sand with little clay (76% sand, 22% silt). The 
matrix clay content is usually less than 3% in both facies 
(Ford and Geddes 1986). Clasts are angular to subangular 
and generally reflect the local bedrock lithology. The colour 
of the till varies from medium grey to light brown on fresh 
surfaces, and deep brown on weathered surfaces. Heavy 
mineral analyses on both till facies indicate a predominance 

of garnet with hornblende, epidote, pyroxene and ilmenite 
also present; reflecting the high metamorphic grade of the 
Grenville Province (Kor 1991). Both till facies are car-
bonate poor with an average of 2.3% and a maximum of 
3.5% (Ford and Geddes 1986). The calcite to dolomite ratio 
is 0.3. The till commonly has centimetre-thick lenses or 
stringers of stratified fine sand. It is believed that the till 
was deposited under stagnating glacial ice and represents 
subglacial basal meltout, although supraglacial and lodge-
ment facies are present in the study area (Kor 1991). Be-
cause of the excess fines and abundant oversized clasts, the 
till is usually not well suited for aggregate use. It may, 
however, be used as a source of fill. 

As the glacial ice began to melt and the ice margin re-
ceded northward, sediment-laden meltwaters flowing within 
and beneath the ice deposited sand and gravel in shallow-
bedrock basins and along structurally controlled bedrock 
valleys as esker–kame complexes. The deposits can gener-
ally be described as texturally varied, stratified complexes 
of sand, gravel and boulders, sometimes interbedded with 
till and fine-grained glaciolacustrine sediments. Planar bed-
ding, ripple cross-laminations and cross-bedding were ob-
served, as well as faulting, tilting, slump structures and de-
watering features. 

Eskers, kettles and other ice-contact features occur pre-
dominantly in the Algonquin highlands area, occupying nar-
row, linear, bedrock valleys. Ice-contact stratified drift occurs 
less frequently as isolated deposits throughout the remain-
ing part of the report area. Although limited in lateral ex-
tent, they are important local sources of aggregate material. 

As the ice continued to melt and recede north-
northeastward, large volumes of meltwater formed a series 
of glacial lakes throughout Ontario. In the study area, gla-
cial Lake Algonquin inundated and covered most of the 
map area. Some rock knobs had a high enough elevation to 
form islands within glacial Lake Algonquin. Where melt-
water channels flowing beneath the ice entered into the gla-
cial lake, deltaic and subaqueous fan deposits were formed. 
These subaqueous fan deposits typically occur in bedrock 
depressions throughout the study area and are especially 
concentrated along the Highway 11 corridor (Kor 1991). 
Several fans may coalesce to form large, near-continuous, 
flat-topped ridges. The upper portion of these subaqueous 
fans typically consist of laminated sand, silt and fine gravel 
draped over a fan-shaped core of poorly sorted, crudely 
bedded sand, coarse gravel and cobbles (a fining-upward 
sequence). Coarser granular material may be present at 
depth. Deformation and dewatering structures are common 
(e.g., ball-and-pillow structures). 

Many of these subaqueous fan deposits were subse-
quently reworked by nearshore processes or buried by ba-
sinal glaciolacustrine deposits formed in glacial Lake Al-
gonquin. Therefore, it is not unusual to observe 1 to 2 m of 
massive to poorly laminated, horizontally bedded, glaciola-
custrine fine sand, silt or clay overlying these fan deposits. 
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These fine-grained sediments were deposited synchronous-
ly or shortly after the formation of these subaqueous fans. 

In the deeper, quieter waters of glacial Lake Algonquin, 
fine-grained sediments were deposited, and commonly ap-
pear as rhythmites of silt and clay. Areas where glacial 
Lake Algonquin was shallower resulted in the deposition of 
silty fine to medium sand. These deposits commonly floor 
bedrock valleys, and form undulating plain deposits from 
approximately 177 m asl near Georgian Bay to approxi-
mately 366 m asl along the Algonquin highlands. Some of 
these deposits have been mapped as high as 427 m asl, but 
are believed to be associated with isolated local ponds as 
opposed to being part of the glacial Lake Algonquin basin 
(Kor 1991). As noted above, these deposits often overlie or 
“mask” other deposit types. 

Glaciofluvial outwash deposits are distributed through-
out the study area. The deposits consist primarily of hori-
zontally stratified, medium- to coarse-grained sand and mi-
nor gravel and are located in bedrock valleys in the eastern 
upland area with a few scattered deposits in the western 
lowland areas. The surface expression is generally flat al-
though the surface may be pitted with kettles, which were 
caused by the melting of buried, stagnant ice blocks. The 
outwash deposits, formed by meltwater streams flowing from 
the retreating ice margin into glacial Lake Algonquin, are 
commonly located in bedrock valleys or depressions along 
the present-day river systems as well as along the Highway 
11 corridor. These outwash deposits have been a traditional 
source of aggregate in the District of Parry Sound. 

Within the study area are a series of glaciolacustrine 
deltaic deposits, which are similar in genesis to subaqueous 
fans, but tend to be transitional from a glaciofluvial to flu-
vial depositional environment (topset beds), to a shore or 
nearshore lacustrine environment on the delta slope (foreset 
beds), to a deep-water lacustrine depositional environment 
(bottomset beds). One of the major distinguishing features 
between the 2 types of deposits is that subaqueous fans will 
generally fine upward, whereas deltaic deposits show a 
coarsening upward sequence. Deltaic deposits can be a 
source of aggregate material. In the vector ESRI® ArcGIS® 
files that accompany Map 1, subaqueous fan-deltaic de-
posits that have been partially buried by glaciolacustrine 
plain sediments have been identified as “Glaciolacustrine 
Deltas–Glaciolacustrine Plains” (“LD-LP”). 

General Glacial History 
Ontario has been subjected to a number of glacial advances 
and retreats (Barnett 1992). In the study area, only the last 
glacial event is recorded (Late Wisconsinan). Glacial ice 
moved across the study area in a generally south to south-
westerly direction with variations in this flow caused by 
bedrock structures (local bedrock deflection and flow 
around the Algonquin highlands resulting in a south to 
southeasterly flow in some locations). 

It has been suggested that, during glacial ice cover, a 
subglacial meltwater flood occurred which sculpted many 
of the bedrock surface structures along the eastern shoreline 
of Georgian Bay (Kor 1991) and elsewhere throughout 
Ontario (e.g., the Bruce Peninsula; Kor and Cowell 1998). 
This massive flood event may also be associated with the 
development of other major Quaternary features throughout 
Ontario (e.g., tunnel valleys to the south in the Barrie area; 
Barnett 1989, 1990). This subglacial meltwater flood event 
“washed” clean many of the bedrock outcrops within the 
study area. 

The deposition of the glacial till within the study area 
represents a single lithostratigraphic unit (with 2 facies), 
which is correlative with glacial till in the Algonquin Pro-
vincial Park area to the east (Ford and Geddes 1986), and is 
quite possibly time equivalent to the Faraday Till in the 
Bancroft area (Barnett 1983). The till was generally depos-
ited as a thin and discontinuous veneer over bedrock knobs 
and in intervening valleys. 

As the glacier began to melt and recede to the north and 
northeast, the study area was inundated by glacial Lake Al-
gonquin at approximately 11 500 radiocarbon years BP 
(Eschman and Karrow 1985; Kor 1988). Drainage of glacial 
Lake Algonquin at this time was via the Kirkfield–Fenelon 
Falls outlet. It has been suggested that the ice formed the 
northern boundary of glacial Lake Algonquin, whereas the 
Algonquin highlands formed the eastern shoreline (Kor 
1991). Few moraines exist in the study area to clearly indi-
cate the ice margin position, although Harrison (1971) has 
mapped the Genesee moraine in the North Bay area, with a 
possible extension into the map area (Kor 1991). There are 
a series of poorly developed subaqueous fan deposits ex-
tending east from Pointe au Baril to Magnetawan, which 
may represent an ice-marginal position. Ice-contact, out-
wash, subaqueous fans, delta and glaciolacustrine plain de-
posits were deposited as discussed earlier in this section. 

Veillette (1986) has suggested that the sediments locat-
ed along the Highway 11 corridor were deposited in a “su-
ture” or “zipper” between 2 ice lobes of the Laurentide Ice 
Sheet (one to the east and one to the west). He further sug-
gests that this “suture” or opening may extend as far south 
as the Lake Simcoe area and as far north as the Abitibi re-
gion and beyond. 

At approximately 11 000 radiocarbon years BP, a series 
of drainage channels along the northern flanks of the Al-
gonquin upland area were uncovered, allowing for the pro-
gressive drainage of glacial Lake Algonquin (Harrison 
1971). Following deglaciation of the North Bay outlet at 
around 10 400 radiocarbon years BP, water levels fell to a 
level below Georgian Bay with the establishment of glacial 
Lake Hough (i.e., glacial Lake Hough was inside the cur-
rent existing boundaries of Georgian Bay). Approximately 
5000 to 4500 radiocarbon years BP, water levels began to 
rise again forming the Nipissing Great Lakes phase of the 
Upper Great Lakes. The Nipissing strandline nearly paral-
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lels the current shoreline of Georgian Bay in the southern 
end of the basin, but was 18 m higher than current levels 
(195 m compared to 177 m asl; G.J. Burwasser, unpublished 
report [no date]). At approximately 3000 radiocarbon 
years BP, lake levels fell to the Algoma level and then to 
the present-day level of 177 m asl. 

More detailed accounts of the glacial history and surfi-
cial geology of the area are provided by Barnett (1992, 

1983), Ford and Geddes (1986), Harrison (1971), Kor 
(1986, 1987, 1988, 1991) and Bajc (1994). 

Physiography 
As a result of this glacial activity, the study area has been 
divided into 3 physiographic regions as defined by Chap-
man and Putnam (1984) and Chapman (1975) (Figure 3).

 

Figure 3.  Physiographic regions of the study area (after Chapman and Putnam 1984, 2007).  Universal Transverse Mercator co-
ordinates provided using North American Datum 1983 (NAD83) in Zone 17. 
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Along the shoreline of Georgian Bay is a physiographic re-
gion known as the Georgian Bay fringe, which is described 
by Chapman and Putnam (1984) as rugged and character-
ized by thinly till-covered rock knobs and ridges. Outcrops 
of bare rock are common and relief in the area is generally 
controlled by the Precambrian bedrock surface. These out-
crops impart a rugged appearance to the landscape, al-
though, collectively, the outcrop belt represents a peneplain 
with maximum relief of approximately 6 to 15 m. In some 
areas along Georgian Bay (e.g., from Pointe au Baril to the 
French River), bare bedrock exposure may exceed 50% of 
the total surface area, but it is commonly about 25% bare 
rock. The bedrock geology of this physiographic region is 
described later in this report. 

Low-lying areas between outcrops are commonly in-
filled by a thin layer of loose, stony, sandy till derived pri-
marily from Precambrian bedrock material. The rock-knob 
lowland areas were subsequently inundated by glacial Lake 
Algonquin resulting in the deposition of predominantly 
thin, fine-grained glaciolacustrine sediments over till or 
bedrock. The till and glaciolacustrine sediments rarely ex-
ceed 2 to 3 m in thickness. Other low-lying areas are filled 
with organic-rich sediments (swamps, bogs, marshes and 
fens). As a result, good sand and gravel deposits within this 
physiographic region are rare (Ontario Geological Survey 
1989) (see Map 1). Many of the aggregate deposits within 
this physiographic region, and identified on Map 1, are 
sandy with a high silt content. During lower stages of gla-
cial Lake Algonquin, wave action swept Precambrian out-
crops clear of overburden material. 

East of the Georgian Bay fringe is a physiographic re-
gion known as the “Highway 11 strip” (Chapman and Put-
nam 1984; Chapman 1975) (see Figure 3), so named be-
cause it parallels and straddles to the Highway 11 corridor. 
The Highway 11 strip is characterized as a relatively flat 
strip of land where a low-lying bedrock valley between 2 
bedrock-dominated upland areas was infilled with sediment 
during the time that glacial Lake Algonquin occupied the 
study area. The sediment was deposited as ice-contact and 
outwash deposits formed by meltwater streams flowing 
within and away from the retreating ice margin; glaciola-
custrine plain deposits; and subaqueous fan and deltaic sed-
iments deposited where sediment-laden meltwaters dis-
charged into a standing body of water. These latter deposits 
formed just below the glacial Lake Algonquin shoreline 
(Kor 1991). As a result, large sand and gravel resources are 
available within this physiographic region, but their distri-
bution and quality may be quite irregular and varied. 

Located to the east, west and north of the Highway 11 
strip is the Algonquin highlands physiographic region (Chap-
man and Putnam 1984; Chapman 1975) (see Figure 3). 
Chapman and Putnam (1984) have described this physio-
graphic region as a broad, bedrock-controlled region with 
the crown (the Algonquin dome) located to the east of the 
study area at an elevation of approximately 485 to 585 m asl. 

The elevation drops to about 275 m asl on the western slope 
of the physiographic region and 180 m asl on the eastern 
flank (Chapman 1975). Relief has been described as rough 
and generally exceeds 15 m, with 60 m or more not un-
common. The topographic relief is commonly related to 
deeply incised streams that follow bedrock fault structures 
and zones of weathered bedrock. There are numerous out-
crops within this physiographic region, but they generally 
cover less than 5% of the total area (Chapman and Putnam 
1984). Overburden cover is generally thin with the drift 
commonly less than 1 m, but this thickness can vary greatly 
over relatively short distances. Many of the valleys are 
floored with outwash sand and gravel, glaciolacustrine sed-
iments (sand, silt and clay), swamps and organic deposits. 

SAND AND GRAVEL EXTRACTIVE 
ACTIVITY 
The sand and gravel deposits of the central and eastern parts 
of the District of Parry Sound are shown on Map 1, which 
accompanies this report. Sand and gravel deposits occupy 
approximately 77 548 ha (roughly 10.8% of the map area) 
and contain an original resource tonnage of 5636.2 million 
tonnes (Table 1). These figures represent a comprehen-
sive inventory of all granular material in the study area, 
although much of the material included in the estimate 
has no potential for use in aggregate products. 

At the time of writing, 168 pits (representing 4626.74 ha 
or 0.65% of the study area’s total land base) were licenced 
for operation under the Aggregate Resources Act. The ma-
jority of these operations have been developed in ice-
contact, outwash, subaqueous fan and deltaic deposits. 
These licenced areas include 30 operations that are licenced 
as both a pit and quarry operation. Three operations are li-
cenced solely for the extraction of bedrock resources (quar-
ry operations). This information was provided to the author 
by the Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry, Parry 
Sound District, in February 2014. 

Table B – Annual Aggregate Production (2007–2012), 
Central and Eastern Parts of the  

District of Parry Sound 

Year Production* (tonnes) 

2007 949 880 
2008 972 755 
2009 1 874 324 
2010 2 740 716 
2011 1 660 355 
2012 999 163 

Average 1 532 866 

* Sources:  The Ontario Aggregate Resources Corporation (2008, 
2009, 2010a, 2010b, 2011, 2012). 
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Table C – Aggregate Production by Municipality (2007 and 2012),  
Central and Eastern Parts of the District of Parry Sound 

Municipality 
(Listed Alphabetically) 

2007 Production* 
(tonnes) 

2012 Production* 
(tonnes) 

Township of Armour 254 467.30 196 858.69 
Municipality of Callander 19 018.64 62 804.56 
Township of Joly 13 140.94 22 610.04 
Town of Kearney 4849.88 11 475.30 
Township of Machar 241 048.22 17 815.40 
Municipality of Magnetawan 78 317.52 141 530.62 
Township of McKellar 7922.88 8541.05 
Township of McMurrich / Monteith 14 359.53 34 217.48 
Township of Nipissing 21 071.89 15 932.00 
Township of Perry 38 768.50 55 898.13 
Municipality of Powassan 61 475.02 98 336.77 
Township of Ryerson 12 846.56 89 201.28 
Township of Strong 33 183.30 9340.34 
Municipality of Whitestone 35 271.20 37 592.72 
Remaining unorganized townships** 114 138.74 197 008.68 

TOTAL 949 880.12 999 163.06 

 * Sources:  The Ontario Aggregate Resources Corporation (2008, 2012). 

 ** Includes the unorganized townships of McConkey, Hardy, Patterson, Wilson, East Mills, Pringle, Lount and Laurier. 

The average annual aggregate production for the study 
area for the period from 2007 to 2012 was approximately 
1 532 866 metric tonnes (Table B). Data from 2007 onward 
were selected because this represents the year that all of the 
District of Parry Sound was designated under the Aggregate 
Resources Act. In 2012, the total aggregate production 
from the study area represented 0.66% of the total aggre-
gate production in the province of Ontario. Construction 
(i.e., four-laning) of Highway 11 and Highway 69/400 over 
the past number of years may have inflated production 
numbers; however, a lot of the aggregate used in the four-
laning process is coming from the highway corridor area 
itself. Table C shows the aggregate production for 2007 and 
2012 on a lower-tier municipal level. 

Generally, aggregate extraction is not allowed in Pro-
vincial Parks and Conservation Reserve areas. One should 
check with the local office of the Ministry of Natural Re-
sources and Forestry to review and verify the limitations 
and restrictions of such extractive activity. Large areas of 
the study area are, therefore, removed from potential aggre-
gate development as indicated on Maps 1 and 2 (parks and 
conservation reserves). 

Most of the unlicenced pits have been abandoned for 
some time and, as a result, some are substantially over-
grown. Many former unlicenced pits have reached the water 
table and are now ponds. Many unlicenced pits are difficult 
to identify and only the very obvious unlicenced pits may 
appear on Map 1. This happens for a variety of reasons, in-

 
cluding 1) many of the unlicenced pits were small to begin 
with and have left a small “footprint”; 2) many have been 
fully or partially rehabilitated following extractive activi-
ties; 3) many pit faces have been naturally sloped and re-
vegetated; 4) many older pits may be hard to identify from 
the natural rolling topography of the area; and 5) the Ag-
gregate Resources Act (1989) has been effective in prevent-
ing the establishment of new unlicenced pits. Pit locations 
are shown on Map 1 and individual descriptions are provid-
ed in Table 2. 

Aggregate permits are similar to licenced properties, 
except the land is Crown land and not privately owned. 
These aggregate permits are not shown on Maps 1 and 2, 
but were visited over the course of the summer to collect 
additional information on the sand and gravel deposit or 
bedrock lithology. 

Gradation Results 
Gradation results are available for viewing (hyperlinked) 
in the ESRI® ArcGIS® version of Map 1. The results are 
also presented in Table 10 of the report (see also com-
pressed (.zip) file). Where multiple analyses are available 
for a site, the bold values in Table 10 indicate the data 
used to create the gradation results linked to the ESRI® 
ArcGIS® version of Map 1. Aggregate quality test results 
presented in Table 9A for sand and gravel samples are 
provided using the same sample numbering system as in 
Table 10 (e.g., Gradation 001). 
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SAND AND GRAVEL AGGREGATE 
QUALITY 
Significant changes have occurred in the testing and speci-
fications applied to aggregates since the original Aggregate 
Resources Inventory Papers (ARIPs) were completed (1979 
to 2000). The Los Angeles abrasion test (LS-603) is no 
longer used in the Ontario Provincial Standard Specifica-
tions (OPSS) and the magnesium sulphate soundness test 
(LS-606) has been reduced to an alternate test. Two newer 
tests, the micro-Deval abrasion test (LS-618 and LS-619) 
and the unconfined freeze–thaw test (LS-614) have been 
added. The accelerated mortar bar expansion bar test (LS-
620) has also become a standard test for the determination of 
potential alkali–silica reactivity in concrete aggregate. 

The MTO files for the study area commonly contain test 
results for the Los Angeles abrasion and magnesium sul-
phate soundness tests. These data are extensive and are still 
useful in assessing the general quality of the material, so 
they have been included in the current assessment. For ex-
ample, a Los Angeles abrasion test loss of 35% or less gen-
erally indicates good physical quality in an aggregate. 

Many former sources of sand and gravel are now de-
pleted; however, the data compiled when they were operat-
ing is useful in indicating the potential of adjacent proper-
ties within the same deposit. 

Aggregate specifications continue to evolve and gener-
ally the specifications are getting more rigid. Aggregate 
quality does matter and, as traffic volumes and loads con-
tinue to increase, there is a greater reliance upon bedrock-
derived crushed aggregate. In many cases, this quarried 
stone allows for a more consistent aggregate product. 

Care should be exercised in extrapolating the quality 
test data for individual samples contained in this report to 
the entire deposit due to the inherent variability of sand and 
gravel deposits, and bedrock deposits, particularly large and 
extensive deposits. Where possible, a range of test results 
have been provided, which represent a number of sample 
locations distributed throughout the deposit as well as from 
samples collected over a long period of time. Where aggre-
gate test results (vector ESRI® ArcGIS® version only) have 
been included for the selected deposit, the position of these 
test results have been re-positioned to ensure the privacy of 
property owners. These results are often placed near the 
centre of the deposit. 

Discussion on what specifications the granular material 
within a deposit or selected resource area may be suitable 
for only relate to aggregate products that are generally used 
by MTO. Other aggregate products, such as winter road 
sand, fill, septic and mortar sand, landscaping stone, to 
name a few, are not discussed; therefore, many licenced op-
erations are economically viable and are successfully pro-
ducing these other valuable aggregate products. 

The granular material that is found in a particular sand 
and gravel deposit is a reflection of the glacial activity that 
occurred within an area. Generally, it is also a reflection of 
the local bedrock units because the glacier would easily 
crush, grind and transport broken pieces of bedrock. 
Meltwater coming from the glacier would also transport 
these local bedrock clasts. Therefore, it is not surprising 
that a sand and gravel deposit that is down ice from a poor 
aggregate-producing bedrock unit may have limited use as a 
high-specification granular source due to the lithology of 
the clasts within the deposit. 

This last point is particularly important in the study 
area where many of the underlying bedrock units contain 
deleterious lithologies (e.g., mica). Therefore, many of the 
granular deposits with a high percentage of crushable and 
gravel-size clasts may be limited in the production of high-
specification coarse aggregate products by poor stone 
quality; commonly reflected in high Petrographic Numbers 
where aggregate quality test results are available. 

Some of the selected water-well records provided in the 
ESRI® ArcGIS® version may not be consistent with the de-
posit thickness as indicated. It is important to recognize that 
these selected water-well records represent only a few of 
the available water-well records for any particular area. The 
deposit thickness is determined using a far greater selection 
of water-well records for each deposit, and a general aver-
age of those deposit thicknesses. 

Based on the comments above, it is highly recom-
mended that where sand and gravel extraction and de-
velopment is contemplated that extensive testing be 
conducted to verify aggregate quality and quantity. Site-
specific investigations provide greater detail on the na-
ture of the local deposit. 

SELECTED SAND AND GRAVEL 
RESOURCES AREAS 
Despite the size (area), thickness (depth) and number of 
granular deposits as shown on Map 1, many of the deposits 
are restricted in their aggregate potential because of the low 
coarse aggregate content, a high fines content, the marginal 
quality of the material in the deposit or a combination of 
these factors. As a result, there are few granular deposits of 
primary significance. There are substantially more aggre-
gate deposits that have been selected as secondary resource 
areas, which can add significantly to the overall aggregate 
resource supply of the study area. Only 10 deposits (4 se-
lected areas) have been chosen as Selected Sand and Gravel 
Resource Areas of primary significance (see Map 1). These 
deposits contain aggregate resources considered suitable, 
and consistently meeting the specifications, for the produc-
tion of a variety of granular base and subbase products such 
as Granular A and B, Select Subbase Material (SSM) and, 
with proper processing and beneficiation, the potential to 
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manufacture Hot-Laid (HL) and concrete coarse and fine 
aggregate (CA and FA, respectively) products. The Select-
ed Sand and Gravel Resource Areas of primary significance 
occupy a total unlicenced area of 1167.1 ha. Previous ex-
tractive activity, and physical, cultural and environmental 
constraints reduce the resource area to 962.8 ha. Selected 
primary resource areas contain possible sand and gravel re-
sources of approximately 102.2 million tonnes (Table 3). 

Selected Sand and Gravel 
Resource Area 1 
– Township of Machar (Including 
the Village of South River) 
Selected Sand and Gravel Resource Area 1 is located in the 
southeast corner of the Township of Machar, just west of 
the Village of South River, and extends into the north end 
of the Township of Strong (see Map 1). The selected re-
source area is a glaciofluvial ice-contact deposit that cur-
rently hosts 3 licenced (Pit Nos. 74, 75 and 76) and 2 per-
mitted properties (not identified on Map 1). 

The aggregate material is varied, ranging from layers of 
clean, medium to coarse sand with pea gravel; to approxi-
mately 60 cm thick beds of clean, fine gravel in a coarse 
sand matrix; to beds of clean, well-stratified, well-sorted 
sand and gravel; to layers of predominantly pebble and 
cobble clasts in a medium to coarse sand matrix; to layers 
of unsupported pebble and cobble material. The clasts are 
rounded to subrounded with a maximum size of approxi-
mately 30 cm. Generally, cobble-sized clasts range from 12 
to 22 cm. A few boulders were noted in some areas of the 
selected resource area. Many of the cobble and coarse ag-
gregate clasts are granite, granodiorite or quartz diorite. 

The coarse aggregate content varies from approximately 
18.0 to 52.8%, including crushable material that ranges 
from 21 to 38%. The sand content ranges from 45.0 to 
79.8% and the fines content varies from 1.1 to 3.4% (see 
Table 10). Historical aggregate quality test results indicate 
Petrographic Numbers that range from 107.0 to 123.0 for 
Granular and 16 mm, and from 168.0 to 201.0 for HL and 
concrete (CA) products. Other aggregate quality test results 
for this selected resource area are presented in Table 9A 
and indicate that the granular material is generally accept-
able for the production of Granular A and B and SSM prod-
ucts. The sand fraction will require blending and beneficia-
tion for the production of HL and concrete (FA) products. 

Selected Sand and Gravel Resource Area 1 occupies an 
area of approximately 215.9 ha exclusive of licenced op-
erations. Previously extracted areas, and physical, cultural 
and environmental constraints reduce this area to approxi-
mately 176.0 ha. Assuming a conservative deposit thickness 
of 6 m, the selected resource area should have a granular 
resource of approximately 18.7 million tonnes (see Table 
3). Five selected water-well records located within this re-
source area indicate 1.52 m gravel and boulders over gran-

ite; 11.89 m boulders and gravel over 7.62 m sand and 
gravel; 10.67 m gravel over bedrock; 8.53 m sand and grav-
el over bedrock; and 8.84 m sand and gravel over 5.18 m 
sand, gravel and silt over bedrock. Pit face heights, indicat-
ed in Table 2, combined with these water-well records, 
suggest that the 6 m deposit thickness may be a conserva-
tive estimate and that granular resources may be substan-
tially greater. The selected resource area is close to the Vil-
lage of South River and in close proximity to the Highway 
11 corridor. 

Selected Sand and Gravel 
Resource Area 2 
– Township of Machar (Including 
the Village of South River) 
Located just north of Selected Sand and Gravel Resource 
Area 1 is a glaciolacustrine delta deposit that has been se-
lected as a primary resource area. The selected resource 
area currently hosts 4 licenced properties (Pit Nos. 70, 71, 
72 and 73). The granular material can generally be de-
scribed as layers of clean, well-stratified, well-sorted sand, 
gravel and coarse aggregate material. 

Historical aggregate quality test results indicate Petro-
graphic Numbers that range from 111.0 to 134.0 for Granu-
lar and 16 mm, and from 194.0 to 230.0 for HL and con-
crete (CA) products (see Table 9A). Gradation results for 
this selected area, as shown in Table 10, indicate coarse ag-
gregate content from 8.0 to 59.1%, sand content from 38.4 
to 89.2% and fines content from 0.6 to 2.8%. The clasts are 
rounded to subrounded with a maximum clast size of ap-
proximately 24 cm. Generally, cobble-sized clasts range 
from 10 to 18 cm. Many of the cobbles and coarse aggre-
gate clasts are granite, granodiorite or quartz diorite. A few 
boulders were noted in some areas of the selected resource 
area. Other aggregate quality test results for this selected 
resource area are presented in Table 9A and indicate that 
the granular material is generally acceptable for the produc-
tion of Granular A and B, and SSM products. Magnesium 
sulphate soundness (CA) test results are a little high. The 
sand fraction will require blending and beneficiation for the 
production of HL and concrete (FA) products. Sections of 
the resource area are predominantly sand. 

Selected Sand and Gravel Resource Area 2 occupies an 
area of approximately 233.5 ha exclusive of licenced op-
erations. Previously extracted areas, and physical, cultural 
and environmental constraints reduce this area to approxi-
mately 213.7 ha. Assuming a conservative deposit thickness 
of 6 m, the selected resource area should have a granular 
resource of approximately 22.7 million tonnes (see Table 
3). Four selected water-well records located within this re-
source area indicate 13.41 m sand and gravel over bedrock; 
24.08 m sand and gravel over bedrock; 1.83 m sand and 
gravel over granite; and 10.06 m gravel over 9.75 m sand 
over 3.66 m gravel. Pit face heights, indicated in Table 2, 
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combined with these water-well records, suggest that the 
6 m deposit thickness may be a conservative estimate and 
that granular resources may be substantially greater. The 
resource area is located in close proximity to the Village of 
South River and the Highway 11 corridor. A good portion 
of the resource area has been used for the Highway 11 four-
laning project, but there remains a large quantity of valua-
ble aggregate material within Selected Sand and Gravel Re-
source Area 2. 

Selected Sand and Gravel 
Resource Area 3 
– Laurier Township 
Selected Sand and Gravel Resource Area 3 is a glaciofluvi-
al ice-contact deposit located along the western boundary of 
the Laurier Township trending westward into the Township 
of Machar. The ice-contact deposit currently hosts a single 
licenced operation (Pit No. 83) and 3 unlicenced pits (Pit 
Nos. 80, 86 and 87) that help to record historical extractive 
activities. The selected resource area straddles the Highway 
11 corridor. 

The aggregate material is varied, ranging from layers of 
predominantly pebble and cobble clasts supported in a me-
dium to coarse sand matrix; to beds of clean, well-stratified, 
well-sorted sand and gravel; to beds of pea-sized and fine 
gravel; to layers of clean medium to coarse sand; to layers 
of silty fine to fine sand. 

The coarse aggregate content varies from approximately 
0.7 to 67.9%, including crushable material that ranges from 
9 to 19%. The clasts are rounded to subrounded with a max-
imum clast size of approximately 23 cm. Generally, cobble-
sized clasts range from 11 to 19 cm. A few boulders were 
noted in some areas of the selected resource area. The sand 
content ranges from 30.6 to 97.3% and the fines content 
varies from 1.1 to 5.6% (see Table 10). 

Historical aggregate quality test results indicate Petro-
graphic Numbers that vary from 102.3 to 112.9 for Granu-
lar and 16 mm, and from 114.4 to 212.4 for HL and con-
crete (CA) products (see Table 9A). Other aggregate quality 
test results for this selected resource area are presented in 
Table 9A and indicate that the granular material is generally 
acceptable for the production of Granular A and B, and 
SSM products. Micro-Deval (CA and FA) abrasion test re-
sults generally fall within specifications. The sand fraction 
will require blending and beneficiation for the production of 
HL and concrete (FA) products. 

Selected Sand and Gravel Resource Area 3 is approxi-
mately 278.4 ha exclusive of licenced operations. Previous-
ly extracted areas, and physical, cultural and environmental 
constraints reduce this area to approximately 200.5 ha. As-
suming a conservative deposit thickness of 6 m, the selected 
resource area should have a granular resource of approxi-
mately 21.3 million tonnes (see Table 3). Four selected 
water-well records located within this resource area indi-

cate 27.43 m sand and gravel; 17.98 m sand and gravel over 
7.93 m of gravel, boulders and silt; 2.44 m gravel over 
15.24 m fine sand over bedrock; and 1.83 m gravel over 
10.36 m fine sand over 1.53 m gravel. Pit face heights, in-
dicated in Table 2, combined with these water-well records, 
suggest that the 6 m deposit thickness may be a conserva-
tive estimate and that granular resources may be substan-
tially greater. The Selected Sand and Gravel Resource area 
is bisected by the Highway 11 corridor. 

Selected Sand and Gravel 
Resource Area 4 
– Township of Armour (Including 
the Village of Burk’s Falls) 
Selected Sand and Gravel Resource Area 4 is a series of 
glaciofluvial ice-contact deposits located within the Town-
ship of Armour and within a short-haul distance to the 
Highway 11 corridor. Many of the haul routes are paved 
municipal roads, so access to the corridor should be easily 
accomplished. There are currently 7 licenced operations lo-
cated within these ice-contact deposits (Pit Nos. 198, 200, 
201, 204, 205, 206 and 207). 

The aggregate material is quite varied, ranging from 
layers of fine-grained sediment; to layers of clean fine to 
medium sand; to layers of clean medium to coarse sand 
with pea gravel; to beds of fine to coarse gravel in a sand 
matrix; to thick beds of clean, well-stratified, well-sorted 
sand and gravel; to layers of predominantly pebble and 
cobble clasts supported in a medium to coarse sand matrix. 
The clasts are rounded to subrounded with a maximum clast 
size of approximately 26 cm. Generally, cobble-sized clasts 
range from 8 to 21 cm. A few boulders were observed in 
some areas of the selected resource areas, but they tend to 
be of minor importance. 

The coarse aggregate content varies from 0 to 77.6%, 
including crushable material that ranges from 13 to 22%. 
The sand content ranges from 21.7 to 97.6%, and the de-
posits are reasonably clean with the fines content varying 
from 0.7 to 5.8% (see Table 10). Historical aggregate quali-
ty test results indicate Petrographic Numbers ranging from 
100.0 to 104.8 for Granular and 16 mm, and from 106.7 to 
153.2 for HL and concrete (CA) products (see Table 9A). 
The aggregate material within these deposits should be 
capable of meeting specifications for Granular A and B, 
SSM and some HL (CA) products with proper processing 
and beneficiation. Magnesium sulphate soundness and 
micro-Deval (CA) abrasion test results generally fall with-
in specifications. The sand fraction will require blending 
and beneficiation for the production of HL and concrete 
(FA) products. 

A sample collected as part of this study, and located 
within one of these ice-contact deposits, had 39.5% coarse 
aggregate, 54.7% sand and 5.8% fines (Gradation 231, see 
Table 10). The Petrographic Number was 118.0 for HL and 
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concrete (CA) products. The micro-Deval (CA) abrasion 
test result was a little high at 17.7%. Other aggregate quali-
ty test results for this sample are provided in Table 9A. 

Selected Sand and Gravel Resource Area 4 is approxi-
mately 439.3 ha exclusive of licenced operations. Previous-
ly extracted areas, and physical, cultural and environmental 
constraints reduce this area to approximately 372.6 ha. As-
suming a conservative deposit thickness of 6 m, the se-
lected resource area should have a granular resource of 
approximately 39.6 million tonnes (see Table 3). Four se-
lected water-well records located within this resource area 
indicate 3.05 m gravel over 2.44 m silt over 5.79 m sand; 
24.38 m sand and gravel over 12.20 m gravel, clay and silt; 
28.04 m sand and gravel over bedrock; and 4.57 m sand 
over 10.06 m sand and gravel over granite. Pit face heights, 
indicated in Table 2, combined with these water-well rec-
ords, suggest that the 6 m deposit thickness may be a con-
servative estimate and that granular resources may be sub-
stantially greater. 

Resource Areas of Secondary 
Significance 
A number of granular deposits within the central and east-
ern parts of the District of Parry Sound have been selected 
as resource areas of secondary significance. Aggregate re-
source areas of secondary significance do not contain the 
highest quality aggregate in the study area, and the coarse 
aggregate content is generally lower than primary deposits; 
however, they commonly contain large quantities of sand 
and gravel. In some cases, resource areas of secondary sig-
nificance are classed as such because of insufficient geolog-
ical or aggregate quality testing data. The lack of data pre-
cludes an accurate assessment of either the quality or 
volume of sand and gravel within a deposit. Some selected 
resource areas of secondary significance in the study area 
have been chosen because the deposits have been extracted 
extensively in the past and much of the good material has 
been removed, still leaving valuable aggregate resources, 
but not at the quality of the original, undisturbed deposit. 
Some secondary resources are located farther away from 
the “market” (more remote) and the haul route may require 
significant upgrades or improvements. Resource areas of 
secondary significance serve as important alternate extrac-
tion sites and should be considered as part of the district’s 
total aggregate supply. 

TOWNSHIP OF NIPISSING (INCLUDING 
FORMER GURD TOWNSHIP AND 
FORMER NIPISSING TOWNSHIP) 
A glaciofluvial outwash–outwash terrace–glaciolacustrine 
beach complex located in the north-central part of the 
Township of Nipissing (former Nipissing Township) has 
been selected as an aggregate resource area of secondary 
significance. The deposit is located at an elevation of ap-

proximately 245 to 260 m asl, along the side of a topo-
graphic high on the west side of the South River. The coarse 
aggregate content varies from 40.3 to 62.4%, the sand con-
tent ranges from 32.7 to 48.8% and the fines content varies 
from 4.9 to 10.9% (see Table 10). The Petrographic Num-
bers range from 106.7 to 113.5 for Granular and 16 mm, 
and from 148.0 to 158.0 for HL and concrete (CA) products 
(see Table 9A). A licenced pit and quarry operation (Pit No. 
9) covers most of the secondary resource area. 

A glaciofluvial ice-contact deposit located in the south-
east corner of the Township of Nipissing (former Nipissing 
Township) has been selected as an aggregate resource area 
of secondary significance. The granular material can be de-
scribed as clean, moderate- to well-stratified, moderate- to 
well-sorted, horizontally bedded sand and gravel. The 
coarse aggregate content varies from 18.2 to 55.7%, the 
sand content ranges from 43.1 to 78.7% and the fines con-
tent varies from 0.8 to 3.1% (see Table 10). Coarse aggre-
gate clast sizes generally vary from 12 to 17 cm with the 
largest measured clast being 25 cm. A few boulders were 
noted, but are minor. The Petrographic Numbers for HL 
and concrete (CA) products vary from 153.6 to 190.3 (see 
Table 9A). This deposit currently hosts a single licenced 
operation (Pit No. 15). 

The remaining granular deposits, shown on Map 1 with-
in the Township of Nipissing (former Gurd Township and 
former Nipissing Township), have been selected as aggre-
gate resource areas of tertiary significance. Most of these 
deposits are primarily a source of sand, although layers and 
pockets of coarse aggregate material may be present and 
may even have been extracted in the past (see Table 10). In 
addition to the gradation results presented in Table 10, ag-
gregate quality data available for some of these deposits are 
presented in Table 9A. The deposits vary significantly with 
regard to thickness or depth. A selection of water-well rec-
ords indicates 11.58 m sand over granite; 4.88 m sand over 
granite; 2.74 m sand over bedrock; and 1.22 m medium sand 
over granite. These deposits may provide granular material to 
some local construction or infrastructure renewal projects. 

MUNICIPALITY OF CALLANDER 
(FORMER NORTH HIMSWORTH 
TOWNSHIP) 
In the west-central part of the Municipality of Callander 
(former North Himsworth Township) is a glaciofluvial ice-
contact deposit (Ontario Geological Survey 1984) that has 
been selected as an aggregate resource area of secondary 
significance. Some coarse material has been extracted in the 
past with the coarse aggregate content varying between 0 
and 41.0%. The 41.0% value appears to be anomalous com-
pared to the other values presented in Table 10. The sand 
content ranges from 54.9 to 100% and the fines content var-
ies from 0 to 13.6% (see Table 10). Historical Petrographic 
Numbers indicate 167.0 for Granular and 16 mm, and 
270.8 for HL and concrete (CA) products (see Table 9A). 
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The deposit is predominantly a source of sand, and care 
must be exercised because the fines content (silt) can be 
substantial (13.6%). The OGS has tested this deposit in the 
past (Ontario Geological Survey 1984). The deposit has 
been selected as a secondary resource because few granular 
deposits exist within the municipality. The deposit currently 
hosts 4 licenced operations (Pit Nos. 18 to 21, inclusive). 

MUNICIPALITY OF POWASSAN 
(FORMER SOUTH HIMSWORTH 
TOWNSHIP) 
Located in the central part of the Municipality of Powas-
san (former South Himsworth Township), just west of the 
community of Powassan, is a glaciofluvial ice-contact–
glaciofluvial outwash complex (Ontario Geological Sur-
vey 1984) that has been identified as a resource area of 
secondary significance. There are currently 2 active li-
cenced operations (Pit Nos. 38 and 39) located within this 
deposit. This selected resource area has been extracted ex-
tensively in the past and, as a result, much of the good 
quality material has been removed. There are still valuable 
aggregate resources within the complex, but generally at the 
secondary resource level. 

The aggregate material is quite varied, ranging from 
layers of silty fine sand and sandy silt; to layers of clean 
medium to coarse sand with minor pea gravel; to beds of 
clean, moderate- to well-stratified, moderate- to well-sorted 
sand and gravel; to layers of predominantly pebble and 
cobble clasts in a medium to coarse sand matrix. As a re-
sult, the coarse aggregate content varies from 1.9 to 72.5%, 
including crushable material that ranges from approximate-
ly 8 to 16%. The sand content ranges from 23.7 to 91.1% 
and the fines content ranges between 3.8 and 7.0% (see Ta-
ble 10). Clasts are rounded to subrounded with a maximum 
clast size of about 24 cm. Generally, the cobble-sized clasts 
range from 10 to 18 cm. The bedding was generally hori-
zontal to gently sloping. 

Historical aggregate quality test results indicate a Petro-
graphic Number of 113.0 for Granular and 16 mm, and 
from 168.0 to 182.0 for HL and concrete (CA) products. 
Other aggregate quality test results are presented in Table 
9A. The granular material is generally acceptable for the 
production of Granular A and B, and SSM products. The 
high Petrographic Numbers for HL and concrete (CA) 
products would appear to limit the use of this aggregate ma-
terial. Three selected water-well records located within the 
glaciofluvial outwash portion of this complex indicate 
5.79 m sand over granite; 6.10 m medium sand over 7.31 m 
boulders and gravel over granite; and 3.66 m sand, gravel 
and boulders over granite. 

An ice-contact deposit located just south of the second-
ary resource area noted above, in the central part of the 
Municipality of Powassan (former South Himsworth 
Township), has been selected as an aggregate resource area 
of secondary significance. The deposit is currently host to 

2 licenced operations (Pit Nos. 41 and 42). The coarse ag-
gregate content varies from 0 to 20.0%, the sand content 
from 59.2 to 74.3% and the fines content varies from 5.7 to 
40.8% (see Table 10). The deposit is predominantly a 
source of sand, and beneficiation and fines control process-
es will have to be implemented. 

Located in the southeastern corner of the Municipality 
of Powassan (former South Himsworth Township) is a se-
ries of glaciofluvial ice-contact esker ridges that have been 
selected as aggregate resource areas of secondary signifi-
cance. The ice-contact esker ridges are surrounded by ice-
contact and outwash deposits that have also been identified 
as secondary resource areas, and add substantially to the 
overall aggregate resources in the area. This area is part of 
the Genesee moraine, as identified by Harrison (1971), and 
the deposit actually continues into the northeastern corner 
of Laurier Township (see Map 1). The selected resource 
area currently hosts a single licenced property (Pit No. 47). 
The deposit area is located a substantial distance from the 
Highway 11 corridor, and all or some of the haul route 
roads would have to be upgraded to handle increased traffic 
flow and heavy loads. 

The aggregate material is quite varied, ranging from 
layers of silty fine sand and sandy silt; to layers of clean 
medium to coarse sand with pea gravel; to beds of pea 
gravel and 1 to 2 inch clean gravel supported by a clean 
medium sand matrix; to thick horizontal beds of clean, 
well-stratified, well-sorted sand and gravel; to layers of 
predominantly pebble and cobble clasts in a coarse sand 
matrix. The clasts are rounded to subrounded with a maxi-
mum clast size of approximately 50 cm. A few boulders, up 
to 1 m, were observed. Generally, cobble-sized clasts range 
from 8 to 20 cm. Beds range in thickness from approxi-
mately 10 cm to almost 1 m, and vary from horizontal to 
gently climbing. Channel fills were also observed in the 
field. The flanks of the esker ridges are predominantly sand. 

The coarse aggregate content varies from 14.8 to 70.2%, 
the sand content ranges from 16.8 to 81.8% and the fines 
content ranges from 0.7 to 14.1% (see Table 10). Historical 
aggregate quality test results indicate Petrographic Numbers 
ranging from 108.0 to 113.0 for Granular and 16 mm, and 
from 148.0 to 193.0 for HL and concrete (CA) products. 
Other aggregate quality test results for this selected re-
source area are presented in Table 9A and indicate that the 
granular material is generally acceptable for the production 
of Granular A and B, and SSM products. The sand fraction 
will require blending and beneficiation for the production of 
HL and concrete (FA) products. 

A glaciofluvial ice-contact esker and surrounding ice-
contact sediments in the south-central portion of the munic-
ipality has been selected as an aggregate resource area of 
secondary significance. The coarse aggregate content varies 
from 0 to 62.7%, the sand content ranges from 33.0 to 
96.6% and the fines content varies from 0.3 to 20.3% (see 
Table 10). Much of the esker core has now been extracted 
and, as a result, a great deal of the coarse aggregate has 
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been removed. The deposit is now predominantly a source 
of sand. Beneficiation and other control processes will have 
to be implemented to control the fines content. Historical 
aggregate quality test results indicate Petrographic Numbers 
from 104.7 to 107.5 for Granular and 16 mm, and from 
144.7 to 163.5 for HL and concrete (CA) products. A single 
water-well record located within this secondary resource 
area indicates 4.27 m sand over granite. The deposit is cur-
rently host to 3 licenced operations (Pit Nos. 43, 44 and 45). 

Along the southern boundary of the Municipality of 
Powassan (former South Himsworth Township), just south 
of Trout Creek, is a glaciofluvial ice-contact deposit that 
has been selected as an aggregate resource area of second-
ary significance. This deposit currently hosts a single li-
cenced property (Pit No. 46). The coarse aggregate content 
varies from 0.5% to 69.9%, the sand content ranges from 
29.0 to 97.9% and the fines content varies from 0.3 to 1.9%. 
The material is quite varied with some sections of the de-
posit revealing clean, moderately sorted, horizontal to gent-
ly climbing beds of sand and gravel; to areas where clay, 
silt and fine sand predominate. Petrographic Numbers vary 
from 100.4 to 109.7 for Granular and 16 mm, and from 
130.3 to 173.1 for HL and concrete (CA) products. 

Other deposits spread throughout the municipality have 
been selected as tertiary. These deposits are predominantly 
a source of sand; some with a high fines content or consist-
ing of areas that have been extensively extracted (depleted). 

LOUNT TOWNSHIP 
There is a small ice-contact deposit located in the northeast 
corner of Lount Township that has been selected as a re-
source area of secondary significance. This particular de-
posit is already part of a licenced pit and quarry operation 
(Pit No. 65) and is currently being extracted. The rest of 
the deposits in Lount Township are classified as tertiary 
deposits. 

LAURIER TOWNSHIP 
A series of glaciofluvial ice-contact deposits scattered 
throughout Laurier Township have been selected as aggre-
gate resource areas of secondary significance. These depos-
its are reasonably close to the Highway 11 corridor; howev-
er, some of the haul routes may be in poor condition and 
will require upgrading before material can be transported to 
Highway 11. The aggregate material can be quite varied, 
ranging from silty clayey sand; to areas of clean medium to 
coarse sand to pea gravel; to fine to medium gravel; to peb-
ble-cobble clasts supported in a coarse sand matrix. 

The largest deposit is situated in the southeastern corner 
of the township and trends southwestward into the Town-
ship of Joly. This deposit has also been selected as a sec-
ondary resource area in the Township of Joly. Aggregate 
quality test results for this deposit are scarce, and the only 
testing that is available was a sample collected as part of 

this study (Gradation 230). The content of this sample was 
41.0% coarse aggregate, 55.5% sand and 3.5% fines (see 
Table 10). The Petrographic Number for HL and concrete 
(CA) was 114.0 with a micro-Deval (CA) abrasion test re-
sult of 13.8. The lithology of the coarse aggregate material 
was predominantly granite to granodiorite, with hard am-
phibolite and gneiss clasts. Site-specific aggregate quality 
testing would be required because the sample that was col-
lected as part of this survey may not be completely repre-
sentative of this large deposit. 

MUNICIPALITY OF MAGNETAWAN 
(FORMER CROFT, CHAPMAN AND 
SPENCE TOWNSHIPS) 
A deposit located in the central part of the Municipality of 
Magnetawan (former Croft Township), just west of the 
community of Magnetawan, has been selected as an aggre-
gate resource of secondary significance. The deposit con-
sists of 2 ice-contact segments surrounded by shallower, 
glaciolacustrine sand deposits. The coarse aggregate con-
tent in the ice-contact segments varies from 0 to 53.4%, the 
sand content ranges from 44.6 to 98.8% and the fines con-
tent varies from 1.0 to 7.7% (see Table 10). The low coarse 
aggregate values are located in the glaciolacustrine plain 
deposit portion of the resource area. Other aggregate test 
results are provided in Table 9A. The selected area current-
ly hosts 5 licenced operations (Pit Nos. 109 to 113, inclu-
sive). 

A series of small ice-contact deposits distributed 
throughout the Municipality of Magnetawan (former Croft 
Township) have been selected as aggregate resource areas 
of secondary significance. The material within these depos-
its is varied, with some coarse aggregate noted. These small 
deposits could be used for local construction projects that 
do not require high-quality, high-specification aggregate. 
These deposits tend to be small and many are shallow. 

Another secondary sand and gravel resource area is lo-
cated within the central part of the Municipality of Mag-
netawan (northeast corner of the former Spence Township). 
The deposit currently hosts 1 licenced operation (Pit No. 
172), but other unlicenced pits were observed in the field, 
indicating previous extractive activity within the deposit. 
The deposit is mapped as a combination of an ice-contact 
segment and a glaciolacustrine delta-plain deposit. Previous 
gradation results indicate the coarse aggregate content 
ranges from 0 to 68.6%, the sand content varies from 30.0 
to 93.3% and the fines content ranges from 1.4 to 15.4%. 

TOWNSHIP OF STRONG (INCLUDING 
THE VILLAGE OF SUNDRIDGE) 
A series of glaciofluvial ice-contact deposits have been se-
lected as resource areas of secondary significance. Many of 
these ice-contact deposits host licenced operations (e.g., Pit 
Nos. 130, 131, 132, 134, 135, 138 and 140). Gradation can 
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be quite varied, ranging from pure sand to areas of gravel-
sized and crushable material. The coarse aggregate content 
varies from 5.7 to 67.9%, the sand content ranges from 31.2 
to 93.3% and the fines content varies from 0.4 to 10.0% for 
these ice-contact deposits (see Table 10). Petrographic 
Numbers vary from 100.0 to 110.4 for Granular and 16 mm, 
and from 110.8 to 175.0 for HL and concrete (CA) prod-
ucts. Other aggregate quality test results for these deposits 
are provided in Table 9A. These aggregate resource areas 
are not large deposits, but they should be able to provide 
aggregate material for local construction and ongoing main-
tenance projects. 

TOWNSHIP OF JOLY 
A series of glaciofluvial ice-contact and glaciofluvial out-
wash deposits that traverse the Township of Joly from the 
northeast to southwest corners have been selected as aggre-
gate resource areas of secondary significance. One ice-
contact deposit is a continuation of a deposit that has also 
been selected as a secondary resource area in adjacent 
Laurier Township. 

The granular material within these deposits is varied, 
with areas of predominantly sand and fine sand, to areas 
where coarse aggregate is predominant. The coarse aggre-
gate content ranges from 9.0 to 67.7% (average 46.1%), the 
sand content varies from 31.4 to 87.3% (average 63.7%) 
and the fines content ranges from 0.8 to 9.8% (average 
4.5%). Table 9A presents additional aggregate quality test 
results that, in general, indicate that the Petrographic Num-
bers for Granular and 16 mm, and HL and concrete (CA) 
products are either within or slightly out of specifications. 
Other quality test data listed in Table 9A are generally ac-
ceptable (e.g., magnesium sulphate soundness (CA and FA) 
and Los Angeles abrasion test data). 

Six licenced operations (Pit Nos. 148 to 152 inclusive, 
and 155), 4 unlicenced pits (Pit Nos. 156, 158, 159 and 
160) and some permitted properties (not identified on Map 
1) have been developed within these deposits. The distance 
and condition of haul roads to the Highway 11 corridor may 
limit the development of some of these aggregate resources; 
however, the aggregate material can be used to maintain 
forest access and other secondary and tertiary roads in the 
central and eastern part of the township. As granular mate-
rial closer to the Highway 11 corridor is depleted, these de-
posits may become more important. 

TOWNSHIP OF RYERSON 
Four glaciolacustrine delta–glaciolacustrine plain deposits 
located in the northwestern part of the Township of 
Ryerson have been selected as aggregate resource areas of 
secondary significance. No aggregate quality test data are 
available for these resource areas, nor any gradation analy-
ses; however, field observations at licenced operations and 
along roadcuts indicate a combination of sand and coarse 
aggregate material, including crushable material. These de-

posits currently host 2 licenced operations (Pit Nos. 186 
and 187). 

In addition to the secondary resource areas noted above, 
there is also a series of small glaciofluvial ice-contact de-
posits dispersed throughout the township that have been se-
lected at the secondary level. These ice-contact deposits 
host licenced operations (Pit Nos. 183, 185, 188, 190 and 
191). For these ice-contact deposits, the coarse aggregate 
content varies from 26.4 to 64.1%, the sand content ranges 
from 32.2 to 72.4% and the fines content ranges from 1.2 to 
3.7% (see Table 10). Other aggregate quality test results 
from these deposits are presented in Table 9A. Material 
within these deposits should be capable of meeting the 
specifications for Granular A, B and SSM products, with 
proper processing and beneficiation. 

The deposits in the western part of the township are 
quite a distance from the Highway 11 or Highway 518 cor-
ridors. Haul routes may have to be upgraded to handle an 
increase in traffic volume or heavy loads. The deposits in 
the eastern part of the township are located close to the 
Highway 11 corridor. The deposits are well distributed 
throughout the township for local construction and ongoing 
maintenance use. The other deposits shown on Map 1 with-
in the Township of Ryerson tend to be predominantly a 
source of sand. Some of these deposits may also have a high 
percentage of fines (silt), which would restrict their use. 

TOWNSHIP OF ARMOUR (INCLUDING 
THE VILLAGE OF BURK’S FALLS) 
A series of glaciofluvial ice-contact, glaciofluvial outwash 
and glaciolacustrine delta–glaciolacustrine plain deposits 
have been selected as aggregate resource areas of secondary 
significance. These deposits tend to be sandier than the de-
posits identified as Selected Sand and Gravel Resource 
Area 4 or are located further away from the Highway 11 
corridor with less accessible haul routes. Coarse aggregate 
content varies from 19.0 to 77.8%, the sand content ranges 
from 19.6 to 80.5% and the fines content ranges from 0.5 to 
3.8% (see Table 10). Other aggregate quality test results for 
these secondary areas are listed in Table 9A. 

The other deposits shown on Map 1 within the Town-
ship of Armour are predominantly sand with a higher fines 
content (silt). As a result, these deposits have been selected 
as tertiary aggregate resource areas, but they still add to the 
overall aggregate resource inventory of the township. 

TOWN OF KEARNEY (FORMER 
PROUDFOOT TOWNSHIP) 
The Town of Kearney (specifically, the former Proudfoot 
Township portion) is a very picturesque area predominant-
ly located within the Algonquin highlands physiographic 
region. Elevations within the township vary from approxi-
mately 360 m asl in the northwest corner of the township to 
greater than 480 m asl along the eastern boundary. The 
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landscape varies from low, flat-lying swamps and marsh 
areas to high bedrock ridges and knobs, commonly covered 
by shallow stony till. Boulders are plentiful. Transportation 
throughout this portion of the Town of Kearney is provided 
by Highway 518 and a series of municipal and forest ac-
cess roads. The Chain Lakes Conservation Reserve is locat-
ed along the eastern boundary of this portion of the Town 
of Kearney. 

A series of glaciofluvial ice-contact and outwash depos-
its have been selected as aggregate resource areas of sec-
ondary significance. These deposits formed along and be-
tween high bedrock topographic ridges and domes as 
glacial meltwater flowed within and beneath, and away 
from the glacier margin. Generally, the deposits can be de-
scribed as clean, moderate- to well-stratified, moderate- to 
well-sorted, horizontally to gently sloping beds of sand and 
gravel. The coarse aggregate content varies from 1.5 to 
73.6%, the sand content ranges from 24.8 to 95.4% and the 
fines content ranges from 0.6 to 5.6% (see Table 10). Other 
aggregate quality test results are presented in Table 9A. 

The granular material within these deposits appear to be 
capable of meeting the specifications for a number of ag-
gregate products, but the distance to the Highway 11 corri-
dor and the condition of some of the haul roads limits ac-
cess to these deposits. The granular material could be used 
to maintain local municipal and forest access roads. There 
are currently 4 licenced operations within this portion of 
the Town of Kearney (Pit Nos. 214 to 217, inclusive). The 
other deposits within this area and as noted on Map 1 tend 
to be sandier and, therefore, are classified as aggregate re-
source areas of tertiary significance. 

TOWNSHIP OF McMURRICH / 
MONTEITH (FORMER McMURRICH 
TOWNSHIP AND FORMER MONTEITH 
TOWNSHIP (EASTERN THIRD)) 
The township lies partially within the Georgian Bay fringe 
physiographic region and the Algonquin highlands physio-
graphic region (see Figure 3; Chapman and Putnam 1984). 
The elevation in the western part of the township is approx-
imately 320 m asl, rising to a height of approximately 360 m 
asl in the eastern part of the township. The western part of 
the township is characterized by a gently rolling to flat-
lying topography, with numerous bedrock outcrops and 
low-lying areas that are occupied by swamps, thin till, shal-
low glaciolacustrine plain deposits and a number of peat-
land areas. Some of these peatland areas have been ana-
lyzed and assessed by the Ontario Geological Survey 
(Monenco Ontario Limited 1984). In fact, one large conser-
vation reserve located in the northwest part of the township 
(Bear Lake Peatland Conservation Reserve) protects a large 
peatland area. The other conservation reserves are the Mon-
teith Forest Conservation Reserve and Axe Lake Wetland 
Conservation Reserve. The main transportation corridor is 
Highway 518, traversing the township in an east-to-west 

direction. Municipal roads branch off Highway 518 and 
provide access in a north-to-south direction (see Map 1). 

A series of glaciofluvial outwash and ice-contact depos-
its located throughout the east-central portion of the Town-
ship of McMurrich / Monteith have been selected as aggre-
gate resource areas of secondary significance. The deposits 
are generally located south of, and along, the Highway 518 
corridor. The coarse aggregate content of the glaciofluvial 
outwash deposits varies from 40.9 to 80.3%, the sand con-
tent ranges from 18.5 to 56.0% and the fines content ranges 
from 1.2 to 3.1% (see Table 10). Other aggregate quality 
test results for these secondary outwash deposits are pre-
sented in Table 9A. The Petrographic Numbers for HL and 
concrete (CA) products are generally out of specifications 
and vary from 152.0 to 216.3. The material within these de-
posits should be capable of producing base and subbase ma-
terial. A number of licenced (Pit Nos. 221, 222 and 223) 
and unlicenced pits (Pit Nos. 228, 229, 230 and 231) have 
been developed in these outwash deposits (see Map 1). The 
water table is exposed in some of the unlicenced pits, and 
bedrock has been exposed in some of the licenced opera-
tions. The southernmost outwash deposit is generally sandi-
er (field observations), whereas the other outwash deposits 
have a higher percentage of coarse aggregate material. 

Some of the licenced properties within the township 
are extracting glaciofluvial ice-contact sediments. These 
deposits are more varied, with the coarse aggregate content 
varying from 0.7 to 65.9%, the sand content ranging from 
32.3 to 97.4% and the fines content ranging from 1.2 to 
29.7%. Other aggregate quality test results are provided in 
Table 9A. The Petrographic Number for HL and concrete 
(CA) products may be high, but the magnesium sulphate 
soundness (CA and FA) test results meet specifications. 
The deposits should be able to provide valuable granular 
material for base and subbase aggregate products to be 
used for construction projects along local roads and the 
Highway 518 corridor. 

TOWNSHIP OF PERRY 
The township lies partially within the Algonquin highlands 
and the Highway 11 strip physiographic regions (see Figure 
3; Chapman and Putnam 1984). Along the western side of 
the township, the topography is gently rolling with numer-
ous bedrock outcrops and low-lying areas. The elevation 
along this part of the township is approximately 340 m asl. 
A large portion of the western part of the township is flat, 
low-lying, marsh and swamp areas with a number of the 
peatland areas. In the eastern portion of the township, the 
elevation rises to approximately 400 m asl, with numerous 
outcrops, bedrock ridges and greater topographic relief. 

A series of glaciofluvial outwash and ice-contact depos-
its have been selected as aggregate resource areas of sec-
ondary significance, including a deposit identified as a sec-
ondary resource area by Gao (2010). Many of these deposits 
are located along the Highway 11 corridor, with the highway 
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actually bisecting some of the deposits. Other deposits are 
within a short haul distance to the corridor and have sup-
plied granular material to the construction activities along 
the highway corridor. Many of the haul routes are along 
paved municipal roads so access to the Highway 11 corri-
dor is easily accomplished. Some of the deposits are begin-
ning to become depleted of good quality material, so other 
deposits farther away from the corridor may become more 
important. There are currently 10 licenced operations locat-
ed in close proximity to the Highway 11 corridor (Pit Nos. 
233 to 242, inclusive). 

The aggregate material is quite varied, ranging from 
silty fine sand to sandy silt; to layers of clean, medium to 
coarse sand with pea gravel; to fine gravel in a medium to 
coarse sand matrix; to medium to thick beds of clean, well-
stratified, well-sorted sand and gravel; to layers of predom-
inantly pebble and cobble clasts. The clasts are rounded to 
subrounded with a maximum clast size of about 33 cm. 
Generally, the cobble-sized clasts are derived from local 
Precambrian bedrock and range in size from 10 to 21 cm. 

The coarse aggregate content varies from 0 to 66.1%, 
including crushable material that ranges from approxi-
mately 16 to 24%. The sand content ranges from 31.6 to 
99.1%, and the deposits are reasonably clean with the 
fines content varying from 0.5 to 9.5% (see Table 10). 
Historical aggregate quality test results indicate Petro-
graphic Numbers from 100.0 to 112.0 for Granular and 
16 mm, and from 105.2 to 181.3 for HL and concrete 
(CA) products (see Table 9A). The aggregate material 
within these deposits should be capable of meeting speci-
fications for Granular A and B, SSM and some HL (CA) 
products with proper processing and beneficiation. The 
sand fraction will require blending and beneficiation for 
the production of HL and concrete (FA) products. 

TOWN OF KEARNEY (FORMER 
BETHUNE TOWNSHIP) 
The Town of Kearney (former Bethune Township portion) 
is a very picturesque area predominantly located within the 
Algonquin highlands physiographic region. Elevations 
within the township vary from approximately 380 m asl in 
the northwest corner of the township to higher than 460 m 
asl along the eastern boundary. The landscape is varied and 
ranges from low, flat-lying swamps and marsh areas (e.g., 
south of Clam Lake) to high bedrock ridges and knobs, 
commonly covered by a thin, shallow stony till. Boulders 
are plentiful. Transportation throughout this portion of the 
Town of Kearney is provided by Highway 518 and a series 
of municipal and forest access roads. The Upper Raft Lake 
Conservation Reserve, the Bear Creek Conservation Re-
serve and the Bridge Lake Outwash Plain Forest Conserva-
tion Reserve are located within the former Bethune Town-
ship portion of the Town of Kearney. 

A series of glaciofluvial ice-contact and glaciofluvial 
outwash deposits have been selected as aggregate resource 
areas of secondary significance. These deposits formed 
along and between high bedrock topographic ridges and 
domes as glacial meltwater flowed within and beneath, and 
away from the glacial ice margin. Generally, the deposits 
can be described as clean, moderate- to well-stratified, 
moderate- to well-sorted, horizontally to gently sloping 
beds of sand and gravel. A sample collected as part of this 
study in a glaciofluvial ice-contact deposit (Gradation 232) 
indicates 45.7% coarse aggregate, 52.4% sand and 1.9% 
fines content (see Table 10). Other aggregate quality test 
results are provided in Table 9A. 

The granular material within these deposits appears to 
be capable of meeting the specifications for a number of 
aggregate products, but the distance to the Highway 11 cor-
ridor and the condition of some of the haul roads limits ac-
cess to these deposits. The granular material could be used 
to maintain local municipal and forest access roads. There 
are currently 8 licenced operations within this portion of the 
Town of Kearney (Pit Nos. 253 to 260, inclusive). As granu-
lar material becomes depleted along the Highway 11 corri-
dor, these deposits may become more important. The other 
deposits within the former Township of Bethune, as shown 
on Map 1, tend to be sandier and, therefore, are classified as 
aggregate resource areas of tertiary significance. The granu-
lar material within these deposits may still be a valuable 
source of fill material or for use in other aggregate products. 

Deposits of Tertiary Significance 
McCONKEY TOWNSHIP 
There are few granular deposits within McConkey Town-
ship. The township is generally flat lying (roughly 220 m to 
240 m asl) with a rise in topography to the south and lower 
elevations along the French River. The northwestern part of 
the township falls within the Georgian Bay fringe physio-
graphic region as defined by Chapman and Putnam (1984). 
Outcrops are numerous throughout the township and many 
of the intervening, flat low-lying areas are occupied by 
swamps, shallow fine-grained sediments (silt and clay), thin 
till and/or minor glaciolacustrine sand deposits (Gartner 
1978; Mollard 1981a). 

A few small sand deposits occur along the Highway 522 
corridor. These deposits are shallow (generally <3 m and 
many are <1.5 m thick) with a high fines content. Gradation 
results presented in Table 10 for deposits located in 
McConkey Township indicate an average material content 
of 89.1% sand (range 79.7 to 100%), 9.7% fines (range 0 to 
19.8%) and 1.2% coarse aggregate (range 0 to 6.3%). The 
deposits are generally classed as glaciolacustrine plain and 
alluvial deposits. There is currently a single licenced prop-
erty (Pit No. 1) located within the township, along the 
Highway 522 corridor. 
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Road access throughout the township is limited. There 
are some snowmobile and ATV trails, but even these are 
minor and commonly poorly developed. Two conservation 
reserves (Northern McConkey and Swan Lake conservation 
reserves) occupy the central part of the township; Dokis 9 
(First Nation) occupies a large portion of the northeastern 
corner of the township. 

HARDY TOWNSHIP 
The elevation in the northwestern part of Hardy Township 
is approximately 220 to 240 m asl. Along the French River, 
in the northeastern part of Hardy Township, the elevation is 
approximately 200 m asl, but rises to 260 m asl in the 
southeastern portion of the township. The township is part 
of the Algonquin highlands physiographic region as de-
fined by Chapman and Putnam (1984). Once again, bedrock 
outcrops are numerous throughout the township with flat, 
low-lying areas occupied by swamps, fine-grained glacio-
lacustrine sediments (silt and clay), thin till and/or minor 
glaciolacustrine sand deposits (Gartner 1979; Mollard 
1981a, 1981b). 

Only small, isolated, shallow glaciolacustrine plain, flu-
vial and alluvial sand deposits are present. Gradation results 
for these deposits indicate an average material content of 
86.0% sand (range 81.5 to 90.4%), 5.1% fines (range 1.4 to 
8.7%) and 9.0% coarse aggregate (range 8.2 to 9.8%) (see 
Table 10). No other aggregate test results are available for 
the township. A single licenced operation (Pit No. 2) is lo-
cated west of Memesogamesing Lake (see Map 1). 

Road and trail access is very limited within the town-
ship. Many of the trails are designed and developed for rec-
reational snowmobile use and even ATV travel can be dif-
ficult along these trails. Dokis 9 and portions of the French 
River Provincial Park occupy a large portion of the northern 
part of the township, whereas the waterway portion of 
Restoule Provincial Park separates the northeastern corner 
from the southern part of the township. There may be other 
small, shallow sand deposits within McConkey and Hardy 
townships; however, access to these deposits would be dif-
ficult and potentially costly. 

PATTERSON TOWNSHIP 
The elevation in the northwestern corner of Patterson 
Township varies from approximately 200 to 245 m asl 
(north of Restoule Lake). The northeastern corner of the 
township is generally flat lying with elevations varying 
from about 215 to 245 m asl. In the south and southeast, the 
topography is more rugged and the relief greater, from 245 
to higher than 305 m asl, moving into the central portion of 
the western part of the Algonquin highlands physiographic 
region (see Figure 3). Bedrock outcrops are numerous with 
swamps, fine-grained glaciolacustrine sediments and/or a 
thin till cover filling the intervening, low-lying areas (Gart-

ner 1979; Mollard 1981b). Road and trail access is better in 
the southern part of Patterson Township, whereas even trail 
access is sparse in the northern part of the township (north 
of Restoule Provincial Park). 

A series of small, shallow glaciolacustrine plain, glacio-
fluvial outwash and poorly developed beach deposits occur 
throughout the southern part of the township. The small, 
poorly developed beach deposits appear to be derived from 
washing of sandy till. These are not clearly definable beach 
ridges that modified or altered previously deposited granu-
lar sediments (e.g., a beach deposit formed along a glacio-
fluvial ice-contact deposit). These poorly developed beach 
deposits appear to be located at approximately 250 to 265 m 
asl. There is a single licenced pit (Pit No. 4) located within 
Patterson Township and a few small unlicenced pits (Pit 
Nos. 6 and 7) where the granular material may have been 
used locally to develop and maintain trails. Because of the 
size, thickness and nature of the granular deposits in Patter-
son Township (see Tables 9A and 10), all have been identi-
fied as tertiary resource areas. They may provide some ag-
gregate and fill material to satisfy local demand. 

WILSON TOWNSHIP 
Wilson Township is similar to McConkey Township located 
to the north. Road and trail access throughout the township is 
extremely limited with the main transportation corridor, 
Highway 522, traversing the township in a generally east-
to-west direction along the northern township boundary. Lo-
cal relief is generally flat lying, with elevations between 
240 m asl in the north and west, and approximately 260 m asl 
in the southeast corner of the township. Northwest-trending, 
bedrock-dominated geological structures can be easily traced 
in the northern part of the township (see Map 2). 

Large areas of the township have been mapped as out-
crop and bedrock ridges (McRoberts and Tremblay 1988) 
with intervening, low-lying areas occupied by swamps, 
shallow fine-grained sediments (silt and clay) and/or thin 
till (Mollard 1981a, 1981b). The Island Lake Forest and 
Barrens Conservation Reserve occupies a large portion of 
the southern part of Wilson Township (see Map 1). 

A few small and shallow sand deposits have been identi-
fied on Map 1. Gradation results indicate these deposits to be 
on average 67.6% sand (range 34.8 to 97.0%), 11.5% fines 
(range 2.4 to 28.2%) and 20.9% coarse aggregate (range 0 to 
68.4%) (see Table 10). A couple of coarse aggregate grada-
tion analyses greatly influence the average because many 
values are 0% (see Table 10). There are currently no licenced 
or permitted operations in Wilson Township. 

EAST MILLS TOWNSHIP 
Road and trail access throughout East Mills Township pro-
vides greater coverage of the township than access through-
out Wilson Township to the west and Hardy Township to 
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the north. Highway 522 provides the main transportation 
corridor in the east-to-west direction, with north-trending 
roads branching off Highway 522. Main communities with-
in East Mills Township include Loring, Port Loring and 
Arnstein. The Raganooter Lake Conservation Reserve is 
located along the southeastern boundary of the township. 

The elevation of the township varies from approximate-
ly 230 m asl in the northwest corner of the township to ap-
proximately 305 m asl in the southeast corner. There are 
numerous outcrops and bedrock ridges distributed through-
out the township (McRoberts and Tremblay 1988), with in-
tervening, low-lying areas occupied by swamps, shallow 
fine-grained sediments (silt and clay) and/or a thin till layer 
(Mollard 1981b). 

Shallow, small glaciolacustrine sand plain, fluvial and 
sandy alluvial deposits are the primary source of granular 
material within the township. At the time of writing, there 
were 4 licenced sand and gravel operations located within 
the township (Pit Nos. 28 to 31, inclusive), 2 of which are 
also licenced as operating quarries. The coarse aggregate 
material from the quarry operations can be used separately 
or blended with sand to manufacture aggregate products. 

PRINGLE TOWNSHIP 
Pringle Township is located in the western portion of the 
Algonquin highland physiographic region as defined by 
Chapman and Putnam (1984) (see Figure 3). The eleva-
tion varies from approximately 245 m asl in the north-
west corner to approximately 350 m asl in the southeast 
corner of the township. There are numerous outcrops, bed-
rock ridges and topographic highs, which impart an over-
all rugged appearance to the township. The intervening, 
low-lying areas are occupied by numerous swamps, fine-
grained glaciolacustrine sediments and/or thin till (Gartner 
1979; Mollard 1981b). 

Road access in an east-to-west direction is provided by 
Highway 522, which traverses across the area in the north-
central part of the township. North-to-south sideroads 
branch off the Highway 522 corridor. 

Granular resources within the township are represented 
by small, shallow glaciolacustrine sand plain, glaciofluvial 
outwash and alluvium deposits. Because of the size, thick-
ness and gradation of these deposits, they have been evalu-
ated as tertiary granular resources. Some of these tertiary 
deposits do contain higher percentages of coarse aggregate, 
either in pockets or layers, but many are predominantly 
sand that may have a high silt content (see Table 10). The 
coarse aggregate content averages 21.1% (range 0 to 
61.7%), sand content averages 70.5% (range 36.8 to 99.2%) 
and fines content averages 8.4% (range 0.8 to 28.9%). There 
are currently 4 licenced sand and gravel operations located 
within the township (Pit Nos. 32 to 35, inclusive), 3 of 
which are also licenced for quarry operations. In all 3 li-
cences, the quarry operation is the predominant activity. 

MUNICIPALITY OF WHITESTONE 
(FORMER BURTON, MCKENZIE, 
FERRIE, EAST BURPEE AND 
HAGERMAN TOWNSHIPS) 
The Municipality of Whitestone is the amalgamation of the 
former Burton, McKenzie, Ferrie, East Burpee and Hager-
man townships. Road access throughout the municipality is 
provided by Highway 520, which trends north and west of 
the community of Dunchurch, and Highway 124, which 
provides access from Dunchurch southwestward to Parry 
Sound and eastward to Sundridge. A number of local mu-
nicipal roads branch from these 2 transportation corridors. 
A number of conservation reserves are located within mu-
nicipal boundaries as indicated on Maps 1 and 2. 

The municipality is predominantly located in the Geor-
gian Bay fringe physiographic region as defined by Chap-
man and Putnam (1984), with some of the most easterly 
portions of the municipality being located in the Algonquin 
highlands physiographic region. Elevation within the mu-
nicipality varies from approximately 200 m asl in the 
northwest corner (Burton Township), to 320 m asl in the 
northeast corner (Ferrie Township), to 215 m asl in the 
southwest corner (East Burpee Township) to 300 m asl in 
the southeast corner (Hagerman Township). Bedrock out-
crops and ridges are numerous throughout the Municipality 
of Whitestone with low-lying intervening areas occupied by 
swamps, fine-grained glaciolacustrine sediments, shallow 
sand deposits and thin till. 

A number of tertiary deposits, with a variety of origins 
(glaciolacustrine plain, deltaic deposits, outwash, alluvium 
and small ice-contact deposits) have been mapped within 
the municipality. They generally share the characteristics of 
being shallow and most are predominantly sand. In a munici-
pality of this size, there will be pockets of coarse aggregate, 
but, as illustrated in Table 10, most historical gradation data 
indicate predominantly sand. Aggregate quality data are 
generally missing for this municipality. There are a number 
of licenced properties throughout the municipality (see Ta-
ble 2), but most are extracting sand for local projects. 

TOWNSHIP OF McKELLAR 
The Township of McKellar is located within the Georgian 
Bay fringe physiographic region and has an elevation that 
varies from approximately 300 m asl along the eastern 
boundary to approximately 260 m asl in the western portion 
of the township. It has a low to moderate relief and most of 
the area would have been under glacial Lake Algonquin. 
Therefore, the sand and gravel deposits located within the 
Township of McKellar tend to be small and shallow glacio-
lacustrine plain deposits that are predominantly a source of 
sand, with relatively small percentages of coarse aggregate 
material (see Table 10). The coarse aggregate content aver-
ages 16.2% (range 0 to 53.6%), the sand content averages 
79.0% (range 39.2 to 99.4%) and the fines content averages 
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4.7% (range 0.1 to 21.0%). Despite the number of licenced 
operations with the township (Pit Nos. 162 to 168, inclu-
sive), the deposits have been evaluated as aggregate re-
source areas of tertiary importance. Marsh and swamp areas 
are plentiful. 

Two conservation reserves (Dutcher Lake Conservation 
Reserve in the southeast, and Ahmic Forest and Rock Bar-
rens Conservation Reserve in the northeast corner of the 
township) occupy large tracts of land. Highway 124 
traverses across the township and provides easy access to 
the Town of Parry Sound. Local municipal roads branch off 
Highway 124. 

BEDROCK GEOLOGY AND 
RESOURCE POTENTIAL 
The study area is underlain by rocks of the Central Gneiss 
Belt of the Grenville Province. The Central Gneiss Belt is 
bounded to the north by the Grenville Front Tectonic Zone 
and to the south by the Central Metasedimentary Belt 
Boundary Zone—the leading edge of the Central Metasedi-
mentary Belt (Easton 1992). Both of these boundary zones 
are located outside the study area. 

The Grenville Province is thought to have been the site 
of mountain-building activity during the Mesoproterozoic 
Era, resulting from continental collision(s). Metamorphic 
conditions recorded by many rocks in this region suggest 
that they were subjected to conditions of heat and pressure 
typically found deep within the Earth’s crust (>20 km), and 
some may have been metamorphosed more than once (i.e., 
they are polycyclic) (Anovitz and Essene 1990; Wodicka, 
Ketchum and Jamieson 2000). 

The Central Gneiss Belt contains a complex assemblage 
of gneissic and migmatitic rocks of plutonic and supracrus-
tal origin. The Central Gneiss Belt has been divided into a 
number of lithotectonic terranes, some of which have been 
subdivided further into domains and subdomains, each dis-
tinguished by rock type, internal structure, metamorphic 
grade, geologic history and, locally, by geophysical signa-
ture (Easton 1992). The domains and subdomains are gen-
erally bounded by long, narrow zones of highly flattened, 
sheared, stretched and disrupted gneisses that appear to rep-
resent zones of ductile deformation, formed during a period 
of crustal compression as one domain was thrust over an-
other in a generally northwesterly direction (Easton 1992). 
A complex assemblage of variably deformed metasedimen-
tary rocks, metavolcanic rocks and intrusive plutonic bod-
ies, ranging from upper amphibolite- to granulite-facies 
metamorphic grade, is found in each of these domains and 
subdomains (Culshaw, Davidson and Nadeau 1983). The 
high grade of metamorphism and high degree of defor-
mation typically make it difficult to identify the original 
rock type or protolith. 

The Central Gneiss Belt consists of rocks of 3 main 
ages. North of the French River, and therefore located out-

side the study area, is the Nipissing Terrane: reworked Ar-
chean and Paleoproterozoic gneisses intruded by Mesopro-
terozoic (1700 to 1350 Ma) plutonic rocks, predominantly 
granitic and monzonitic rocks (Easton 1992). The study 
area is underlain by the Algonquin and Parry Sound ter-
ranes. The Algonquin Terrane, and the Tomiko Terrane that 
is located outside the study area, formed approximately 
1800 to 1600 Ma, and is characterized by felsic to interme-
diate gneisses and migmatites (Easton 1992). Late-stage 
plutonic activity in the Algonquin Terrane occurred be-
tween 1500 and 1400 Ma. The Algonquin Terrane is re-
gionally extensive and subdivided into 12 lithostratigraph-
ic domains. The Algonquin Terrane comprises polycyclic 
gneissic rocks that were intruded by monocyclic granitic 
plutons (Easton 1988, 1992). 

The Parry Sound Terrane consists primarily of interme-
diate to mafic gneisses extracted from the mantle at about 
1450 to 1350 Ma (Easton 1992). These rocks have been in-
truded locally by younger felsic to mafic plutonic rocks that 
show less deformation than the host rocks. There are also 
subordinate marble, quartzite and pelitic rocks within the 
terrane. Three domains—Seguin, Moon River and Parry 
Sound domains—have been identified within the Parry 
Sound Terrane. 

Map 2 shows the general bedrock geology of the map 
area (Ontario Geological Survey 2011). Much of the study 
area is covered only by reconnaissance-scale mapping 
(greater than 1:100 000), although local mapping at a more 
detailed scale is provided by Satterly (1955), Lacy (1960), 
Bright (1990), McRoberts and Tremblay (1988), Lumbers 
and Vertolli (2000a, 2000b) and Culshaw et al. (2004a, 
2004b, 2004c). Greater detail on the bedrock geology of the 
area is provided by Davidson and Morgan (1981); Da-
vidson, Culshaw and Nadeau (1982); Culshaw, Davidson 
and Nadeau (1983); Davidson (1984, 1986); Davidson and 
Grant (1986); Woussen et al. (1986), Bright (1988); Easton 
(1988, 1992), McRoberts (1991), McRoberts and Tremblay 
(1991) and Carr et al. (2000). 

Precambrian bedrock may exhibit wide variations with 
respect to aggregate quality over relatively short distances. 
Highly weathered, brittle and friable Precambrian bed-
rock, which is unacceptable for aggregate use, may occur in 
the report area. Consequently, any site proposed for quarry 
development should be tested in detail before extraction 
occurs. There are also areas underlain by more massive, 
hard and durable rock, which appears suitable for a variety 
of aggregate applications. However, some of the massive, 
coarse-grained felsic igneous rocks and gneisses with 
high mica, feldspar and quartz content may have bonding 
problems because the smooth cleavage and fracture sur-
faces of these minerals hinder the adhesion of asphalt and 
cement mixes. This problem may be circumvented by 
weathering the rocks for a period of time in stockpiles or by 
adding chemicals (anti-stripping agents) that erode the 
smooth surfaces and allow better adhesion. Rogers (1985) 
reports that some granitic rocks can react slowly with alka-
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lis from Portland cement mix resulting in premature con-
crete deterioration. 

In spite of the lithologic variability and complexity, 
field observations and other recent data indicate that the 
bedrock in the study area is capable of producing large 
quantities of low-specification mineral aggregate for granu-
lar base and subbase uses. Many of the operating quarries in 
the study area produce low-quality crushed stone products 
mainly for non-commercial customers. In addition, high-
quality aggregate products can also be produced locally, in 
particular, from less-deformed felsic or mafic plutons that 
are more consistent in composition than the surrounding 
rocks. More Precambrian rock sources are being approved 
for use as skid-resistant asphalt aggregate. These observa-
tions suggest that site-specific investigations and laboratory 
testing are extremely important in locating rocks suitable 
for asphalt aggregates and for ensuring consistent high 
quality. The MTO has an effective, rigid testing process 
that needs to be followed should a quarry operator want to 
be approved for the production of asphalt aggregate materi-
al. Staff at the North Bay office of the MTO can be of assis-
tance in this regard. 

Table 9B provides aggregate quality test results for a 
variety of rock types located throughout the study area. Ta-
ble 9B also provides aggregate quality test results for simi-
lar rock types located in areas adjacent to the map area, but 
which are located within the Central Gneiss Belt of the 
Grenville Province. These data can be used as a source of 
additional information and/or for comparative purposes. 
The general locations of sample sites are shown on Map 2. 
Some test locations have been offset to protect the proprie-
tary nature of the data. 

Hewitt (1967) and Easton (1992) suggest that the study 
area may have the potential for a wide variety of economic 
mineral development opportunities, with particular interest 
in building stone operations and the extraction of feldspar, 
mica, garnet, gold, copper, iron and radioactive minerals. 
Fouts and Marmont (1989) and Marmont (1993) examined 
the building stone potential of the study area. Garland 
(1987) examined the graphite potential of the Central 
Gneiss Belt and provided details on the geology and miner-
alogy of the Cal Graphite deposit located just east of the 
study area in Butt Township (Garland 1991). Marmont 
(1986, 1987, 1988a, 1988b, 1991, 1992) and Marmont and 
Johnston (1987) provide valuable information, geochemical 
results and guidance with regard to mineral development 
opportunities of some of the other minerals/commodities 
within the study area. 

SUMMARY 
This report includes an inventory and evaluation of the ag-
gregate resources in the central and eastern parts of the Dis-
trict of Parry Sound. This report is based on a detailed field 

assessment undertaken in the summer of 2014 and on pre-
vious studies of the area. The investigation was conducted 
to delineate and determine the quantity and quality of ag-
gregate within the area, and to help ensure that sufficient 
aggregate resources are available for future use. This report 
is part of the Aggregate Resource Inventory Program for 
areas designated under the Aggregate Resources Act. 

Over 935 field station observations, 233 gradation re-
sults and 5161other data points (e.g., water-well records, 
geotechnical boreholes and other drill holes) were used to 
make the interpretations and draw the conclusions as dis-
cussed in the report. 

The sand and gravel resource areas within the central 
and eastern parts of the District of Parry Sound are distrib-
uted unevenly; such that there are large areas that are ag-
gregate “poor” and other areas that appear to be aggregate 
“rich”. There are numerous granular deposits centred along 
the Highway 11 corridor that have been extracted exten-
sively for a number of years, but are still capable of supply-
ing large volumes of crushable granular material and clean 
sand to the study area. 

The sand and gravel deposits in the study area are pre-
dominantly ice-contact, outwash, subaqueous fan, deltaic and 
glaciolacustrine plain deposits. Four selected resource areas 
(10 deposits) have been identified as primary resource areas. 
These deposits occupy an unlicenced area of 1167.1 ha that 
is reduced to 962.8 ha after considering physical, cultural and 
environmental constraints. These deposits have a resource 
potential of approximately 102.2 million tonnes. 

A number of granular resource areas of secondary sig-
nificance are located near the Highway 11 corridor. For a 
variety of reasons, as discussed in this report, these deposits 
are not selected at the primary significance level; however, 
they can still add significantly to the overall aggregate re-
source base of the study area and should be considered dur-
ing land use planning exercises. As primary resource areas 
become depleted, these secondary resource areas may be-
come more important. There are also a number of sandy 
granular deposits distributed throughout the map area, con-
sidered as tertiary resource areas. 

The bedrock resources within the report area consist of 
Precambrian rock units that may exhibit wide variations in 
lithology and aggregate quality over short distances. For 
this reason, no bedrock resource areas have been selected. 
The report has provided bedrock aggregate quality test re-
sults for various rock units within the study area, as well as 
similar units outside the study area. 

Low-quality Precambrian bedrock units (e.g., some 
gneisses, particularly where the gneiss may consist of mica 
or other deleterious minerals) are commonly used to pro-
duce low-specification, bedrock-derived aggregate prod-
ucts. Less-deformed intrusive rocks or plutons that occur 
throughout the report area have the potential for producing 
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asphalt and other high-specification aggregate products. For 
asphalt use, some of the crushed bedrock products require 
the application of anti-stripping chemical agents to over-
come bonding problems caused by smooth cleavage and 
fracture surfaces inherent in minerals such as feldspar and 
quartz. Site-specific investigations and laboratory testing 
on the bedrock units are important to determine the suita-
bility for high-end applications and the quantity of the ma-
terial available for extraction. As aggregate specifications 

continue to evolve, bedrock-derived aggregate will become 
more important. 

Enquiries regarding the Aggregate Resources Inventory 
of central and eastern parts of the District of Parry Sound 
should be directed to the Ontario Geological Survey, Mines 
and Minerals Division, Ministry of Northern Development 
and Mines, 933 Ramsey Lake Road, 7th Floor, Sudbury, 
Ontario  P3E 6B5 [Tel: (705) 670-5758]. 
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Table 1 - Total Identified Sand and Gravel Resources,  
Central and Eastern Parts of the District of Parry Sound 

1 
Class Number 

2 
Deposit Type 

3 
Areal Extent 

(Hectares) 

4 
Original Tonnage 
(Million Tonnes) 

McConkey Township 
3 S-AL 17.37 0.6 
4 S-AL 32.77 0.6 
 S-LP 112.04 2.0 

Subtotal  162.18 3.2 

Hardy Township 
3 S-LP 173.36 6.1 
4 S-LP 3.53 0.1 
 S-AL 15.72 0.3 
 S-FL 25.48 0.5 

Subtotal  218.09 6.9 

Patterson Township 
3 S-LB 4.36 0.2 
 S-LP 739.10 26.2 
 S-OW 32.56 1.2 

4 S-AL 6.24 0.1 
 S-LB 18.84 0.3 
 S-LP 33.71 0.6 
 S-OW 13.68 0.2 

Subtotal  848.49 28.8 

Township of Nipissing (including former Gurd Township and former Nipissing Township) 
1 S-LD/LP 396.70 42.1 
 S-LP 1000.21 106.2 

2 G-IC 116.53 9.3 
 G-OW 24.89 2.0 
 S-IC 48.87 3.9 
 S-LD/LP 549.89 43.8 
 S-OW 952.94 75.9 

3 G-IC 203.57 7.2 
 S-AL 22.04 0.8 
 S-LB 14.58 0.5 
 S-LD/LP 175.79 6.2 
 S-LP 1184.52 41.9 
 S-OW 261.47 9.3 

4 S-AL 179.39 3.2 
 S-LD/LP 44.45 0.8 
 S-LP 9.98 0.2 
 S-OW 55.75 1.0 

Subtotal  5241.57 354.2 

Municipality of Callander (includes Callander and former North Himsworth Township) 
1 S-IC 95.47 10.1 
2 S-AL 92.37 7.4 
 S-IC 553.74 44.1 
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Table 1 - Total Identified Sand and Gravel Resources,  
Central and Eastern Parts of the District of Parry Sound 

1 
Class Number 

2 
Deposit Type 

3 
Areal Extent 

(Hectares) 

4 
Original Tonnage 
(Million Tonnes) 

3 S-AL 3.16 0.1 
 S-IC 7.56 0.3 
 S-LP 693.27 24.5 

4 S-LP 93.74 1.7 

Subtotal  1539.31 88.2 

Wilson Township 
3 S-AL 2.53 0.1 
 S-LP 55.54 2.0 

4 S-LP 29.14 0.5 

Subtotal  87.21 2.6 

East Mills Township 
2 S-LP 67.94 5.4 
3 S-LP 192.38 6.8 
 S-FL 36.17 1.3 

4 S-AL 25.00 0.4 
 S-LP 60.73 1.1 
 S-FL 39.95 0.7 

Subtotal  422.17 15.7 

Pringle Township 
2 S-LP 293.25 23.4 
 S-OW 305.03 24.3 

3 S-LB 11.43 0.4 
 S-LP 275.86 9.8 

4 S-IC 12.62 0.2 
 S-LP 9.76 0.2 
 S-OW 28.88 0.5 

Subtotal  936.83 58.7 

Municipality of Powassan (includes Powassan and former South Himsworth Township) 
1 G-IC 271.52 28.8 
 S-AL 495.89 52.7 
 S-IC 448.33 47.6 
 S-LD/LP 331.78 35.2 
 S-LP 885.01 94.0 

2 G-IC 310.64 24.7 
 S-AL 103.12 8.2 
 S-IC 491.24 39.1 
 S-LD/LP 996.29 79.4 
 S-OW 2219.24 176.8 

3 G-IC 53.14 1.9 
 S-AL 85.12 3.0 
 S-IC 19.75 0.7 
 S-LD/LP 38.87 1.4 
 S-LP 2490.16 88.2 
 S-OW 360.18 12.8 
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Table 1 - Total Identified Sand and Gravel Resources,  
Central and Eastern Parts of the District of Parry Sound 

1 
Class Number 

2 
Deposit Type 

3 
Areal Extent 

(Hectares) 

4 
Original Tonnage 
(Million Tonnes) 

4 S-AL 230.91 4.1 
 S-IC 21.66 0.4 
 S-LP 24.47 0.4 
 S-OW 4.15 0.1 

Subtotal  9881.47 699.4 

Municipality of Whitestone (former Burton Township) 
2 G-IC 77.19 6.1 
3 G-IC 125.75 4.5 
 S-LD/LP 91.83 3.3 

4 S-AL 39.52 0.7 
 S-LD/LP 18.97 0.3 

Subtotal  353.26 14.9 

Municipality of Whitestone (former McKenzie Township) 
2 S-LD/LP 359.18 28.6 
3 G-IC 23.72 0.8 
4 S-AL 11.09 0.2 
 S-LD/LP 36.51 0.6 

Subtotal  430.50 30.3 

Municipality of Whitestone (former Ferrie Township) 
2 S-LD/LP 43.54 3.5 
3 G-IC 43.28 1.5 
 S-LD/LP 26.92 1.0 

4 S-AL 28.49 0.5 
 S-LD/LP 15.57 0.3 
 S-LP 3.62 0.1 

Subtotal  161.42 6.8 

Lount Township 
1 G-IC 2.63 0.3 
2 G-OW 78.79 6.3 
 S-LD/LP 1020.96 81.3 
 S-LP 21.72 1.7 

3 S-AL 91.35 3.2 
 S-LD/LP 428.09 15.2 
 S-LP 63.42 2.2 

4 S-AL 144.52 2.6 

Subtotal  1851.48 112.8 

Township of Machar 
1 G-IC 227.26 24.1 
 G-LD/LP 316.15 33.6 
 S-IC 86.23 9.2 
 S-LD/LP 3702.41 393.2 

2 S-LD/LP 183.60 14.6 
3 G-OW 24.28 0.9 
 S-AL 315.43 11.2 
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Table 1 - Total Identified Sand and Gravel Resources,  
Central and Eastern Parts of the District of Parry Sound 

1 
Class Number 

2 
Deposit Type 

3 
Areal Extent 

(Hectares) 

4 
Original Tonnage 
(Million Tonnes) 

 S-LB 13.27 0.5 
 S-LD/LP 336.46 11.9 
 S-LP 13.99 0.5 

4 G-IC 29.20 0.5 
 S-AL 113.48 2.0 
 S-LD/LP 98.15 1.7 
 S-LP 12.39 0.2 

Subtotal  5472.30 504.1 

Laurier Township 
1 G-IC 288.67 30.7 
 S-IC 1615.79 171.6 
 S-LD/LP 359.54 38.2 

2 G-IC 141.57 11.3 
 G-OW 70.42 5.6 
 S-LD/LP 98.13 7.8 
 S-LP 117.54 9.4 

3 G-IC 39.56 1.4 
 G-OW 256.69 9.1 
 S-AL 596.20 21.1 
 S-LD/LP 467.35 16.5 
 S-LP 94.67 3.4 

4 G-IC 91.90 1.6 
 S-AL 88.24 1.6 
 S-LD/LP 124.39 2.2 
 S-LP 30.44 0.5 

Subtotal  4481.10 331.9 

Municipality of Whitestone (former East Burpee Township) 
3 G-IC 32.43 1.1 
 S-LD/LP 85.50 3.0 

4 G-IC 6.33 0.1 
 S-AL 61.41 1.1 

Subtotal  185.67 5.4 

Municipality of Whitestone (former Hagerman Township) 
1 G-IC 41.77 4.4 
 S-LD/LP 33.63 3.6 

2 G-IC 113.04 9.0 
 S-LD/LP 343.04 27.3 

3 G-IC 145.72 5.2 
 S-LD/LP 233.27 8.3 
 S-LP 158.82 5.6 

4 G-IC 39.63 0.7 
 S-AL 132.84 2.4 
 S-LD/LP 37.73 0.7 
 S-LP 82.36 1.5 

Subtotal  1361.85 68.6 
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Table 1 - Total Identified Sand and Gravel Resources,  
Central and Eastern Parts of the District of Parry Sound 

1 
Class Number 

2 
Deposit Type 

3 
Areal Extent 

(Hectares) 

4 
Original Tonnage 
(Million Tonnes) 

Municipality of Magnetawan (former Croft Township) 
1 G-IC 42.02 4.5 
 S-LD/LP 32.47 3.4 

2 G-IC 113.82 9.1 
 S-LD/LP 221.33 17.6 
 S-LP 18.39 1.5 
 S-OW 12.37 1.0 

3 G-IC 215.76 7.6 
 S-LD/LP 466.47 16.5 
 S-LP 9.99 0.4 

4 G-IC 15.58 0.3 
 S-AL 51.86 0.9 
 S-LD/LP 84.53 1.5 
 S-LP 70.86 1.3 

Subtotal  1355.45 65.5 

Municipality of Magnetawan (former Chapman Township) 
2 G-IC 39.82 3.2 
 S-IC 53.84 4.3 
 S-LD/LP 470.66 37.5 
 S-LP 89.79 7.2 

3 G-IC 113.54 4.0 
 G-OW 53.77 1.9 
 S-AL 148.00 5.2 
 S-LD/LP 598.73 21.2 
 S-LP 105.22 3.7 

4 S-AL 198.28 3.5 
 S-LD/LP 59.03 1.0 
 S-LP 15.22 0.3 

Subtotal  1945.90 93.0 

Township of Strong 
1 G-IC 365.58 38.8 
 S-LD/LP 1942.97 206.3 

2 G-IC 162.66 13.0 
 S-IC 43.36 3.5 
 S-LD/LP 1344.54 107.1 
 S-LP 1358.49 108.2 

3 G-IC 123.24 4.4 
 S-AL 212.45 7.5 
 S-LD/LP 309.19 10.9 
 S-LP 96.39 3.4 

4 G-IC 15.39 0.3 
 S-AL 60.29 1.1 
 S-LD/LP 7.27 0.1 
 S-LP 64.17 1.1 

Subtotal  6105.99 505.7 
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Table 1 - Total Identified Sand and Gravel Resources,  
Central and Eastern Parts of the District of Parry Sound 

1 
Class Number 

2 
Deposit Type 

3 
Areal Extent 

(Hectares) 

4 
Original Tonnage 
(Million Tonnes) 

Township of Joly 
1 G-IC 23.19 2.5 
 S-IC 612.94 65.1 
 S-LD/LP 186.50 19.8 
 S-LP 312.61 33.2 

2 G-IC 1036.63 82.6 
 G-OW 643.88 51.3 
 S-LD/LP 813.30 64.8 

3 G-IC 407.03 14.4 
 G-OW 267.52 9.5 
 S-AL 163.53 5.8 
 S-LD/LP 87.84 3.1 
 S-LP 54.17 1.9 

4 G-IC 40.35 0.7 
 G-OW 12.01 0.2 
 S-AL 152.17 2.7 
 S-LD/LP 53.62 0.9 
 S-LP 30.73 0.5 

Subtotal  4898.02 359.0 

Township of McKellar 
2 S-LD/LP 212.99 17.0 
 S-LP 174.78 13.9 

3 G-IC 11.23 0.4 
 S-LD/LP 216.17 7.7 
 S-LP 1038.52 36.8 

4 S-AL 28.25 0.5 
 S-LP 215.10 3.8 

Subtotal  1897.04 80.0 

Municipality of Magnetawan (former Spence Township) 
1 S-LD/LP 241.78 25.7 
2 G-IC 10.13 0.8 
 S-LD/LP 785.30 62.5 
 S-LP 21.29 1.7 
 S-OW 2.58 0.2 

3 G-IC 12.32 0.4 
 G-OW 27.93 1.0 
 S-LD/LP 284.42 10.1 
 S-LP 263.70 9.3 

4 G-OW 6.79 0.1 
 S-AL 128.49 2.3 
 S-LD/LP 36.78 0.7 
 S-LP 35.50 0.6 

Subtotal  1857.01 115.4 
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Table 1 - Total Identified Sand and Gravel Resources,  
Central and Eastern Parts of the District of Parry Sound 

1 
Class Number 

2 
Deposit Type 

3 
Areal Extent 

(Hectares) 

4 
Original Tonnage 
(Million Tonnes) 

Township of Ryerson 
1 G-IC 133.64 14.2 
 S-LD/LP 1602.72 170.2 
 S-LP 77.43 8.2 

2 G-IC 123.63 9.8 
 S-LD/LP 207.81 16.6 
 S-LP 13.26 1.1 

3 G-IC 115.90 4.1 
 S-LD/LP 945.06 33.5 
 S-LP 239.43 8.5 

4 S-AL 241.52 4.3 
 S-LD/LP 69.74 1.2 
 S-LP 23.99 0.4 

Subtotal  3794.13 272.0 

Township of Armour 
1 G-IC 761.82 80.9 
 G-OW 37.12 3.9 
 S-IC 113.69 12.1 
 S-LD/LP 3805.43 404.1 

2 G-IC 245.97 19.6 
 G-OW 27.48 2.2 
 S-IC 200.03 15.9 
 S-LD/LP 324.53 25.8 
 S-LP 57.08 4.5 
 S-OW 29.19 2.3 

3 G-IC 24.96 0.9 
 S-AL 379.18 13.4 
 S-LD/LP 111.47 3.9 
 S-LP 68.89 2.4 

4 G-IC 29.12 0.5 
 G-OW 6.70 0.1 
 S-AL 135.71 2.4 
 S-LP 12.43 0.2 

Subtotal  6370.80 595.4 

Town of Kearney (former Proudfoot Township) 
1 G-IC 489.16 51.9 
 S-LD/LP 730.22 77.5 

2 G-IC 396.07 31.5 
 G-OW 160.03 12.7 
 S-LD/LP 13.88 1.1 

3 G-IC 262.16 9.3 
 G-OW 333.88 11.8 
 S-LD/LP 156.83 5.6 
 S-LP 22.07 0.8 
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Table 1 - Total Identified Sand and Gravel Resources,  
Central and Eastern Parts of the District of Parry Sound 

1 
Class Number 

2 
Deposit Type 

3 
Areal Extent 

(Hectares) 

4 
Original Tonnage 
(Million Tonnes) 

4 G-IC 212.60 3.8 
 G-OW 7.97 0.1 
 S-AL 250.83 4.4 
 S-LD/LP 16.66 0.3 
 S-LP 18.70 0.3 

Subtotal  3071.06 211.3 

Township of McMurrich / Monteith (former McMurrich Township and former Monteith Township (eastern third)) 
1 G-IC 72.64 7.7 
 S-IC 11.65 1.2 
 S-LD/LP 59.99 6.4 
 S-LP 1253.61 133.1 
 S-OW 137.31 14.6 

2 G-IC 36.11 2.9 
 G-OW 485.98 38.7 
 S-LD/LP 86.65 6.9 
 S-LP 706.10 56.2 
 S-OW 813.10 64.8 

3 G-IC 55.18 2.0 
 G-OW 30.62 1.1 
 S-IC 22.36 0.8 
 S-LB 5.56 0.2 
 S-LD/LP 391.15 13.8 
 S-LP 331.03 11.7 
 S-OW 41.58 1.5 

4 G-OW 8.16 0.1 
 S-AL 163.53 2.9 
 S-LP 34.84 0.6 

Subtotal  4747.15 367.2 

Township of Perry 
1 G-IC 742.14 78.8 
 G-OW 211.47 22.5 
 S-LD/LP 1704.91 181.1 
 S-LP 57.89 6.1 
 S-OW 251.23 26.7 

2 G-IC 321.52 25.6 
 G-OW 13.15 1.0 
 S-LD/LP 719.52 57.3 
 S-LP 17.73 1.4 
 S-OW 331.88 26.4 

3 G-IC 47.94 1.7 
 G-OW 57.81 2.0 
 S-AL 37.29 1.3 
 S-IC 1.63 0.1 
 S-LD/LP 322.79 11.4 
 S-LP 186.16 6.6 
 S-OW 231.28 8.2 
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Table 1 - Total Identified Sand and Gravel Resources,  
Central and Eastern Parts of the District of Parry Sound 

1 
Class Number 

2 
Deposit Type 

3 
Areal Extent 

(Hectares) 

4 
Original Tonnage 
(Million Tonnes) 

4 G-OW 15.92 0.3 
 S-AL 163.11 2.9 
 S-LP 25.61 0.5 
 S-OW 6.39 0.1 

Subtotal  5467.37 462.0 

Town of Kearney (former Bethune Township) 
1 G-IC 370.69 39.4 
 S-LD/LP 286.26 30.4 
 S-LP 16.08 1.7 

2 G-IC 409.81 32.6 
 G-OW 516.45 41.1 
 S-LD/LP 101.30 8.1 
 S-OW 26.09 2.1 

3 G-IC 285.45 10.1 
 G-OW 76.74 2.7 
 S-IC 2.01 0.1 
 S-LD/LP 55.92 2.0 
 S-OW 127.56 4.5 

4 G-IC 14.62 0.3 
 G-OW 3.52 0.1 
 S-AL 102.03 1.8 
 S-LP 4.69 0.1 
 S-OW 3.58 0.1 

Subtotal  2402.80 177.1 

    

TOTAL  77 547.62 5636.2 

Minor variations in all tables are caused by the rounding of data. 

* The above figures represent a comprehensive inventory of all granular materials in the map area.  Some of the material 
included in the estimate has no aggregate potential and some is unavailable for extraction due to land use restrictions. 

Explanation of Deposit Type: 
First letter denotes gravel content:  

G = >35% gravel; S = generally “sandy”, <35% gravel (gravel-size (>4.75 mm) aggregate). 
Letters after hyphen denote the geologic deposit type (see also Appendix C):  

AL = alluvium; FL = fluvial deposit; IC = ice-contact stratified drift, includes esker (E) and kame (K) deposits;  
LB = glaciolacustrine beach deposits; LD/LP = glaciolacustrine deltaic or glaciofluvial subaqueous fan–glaciolacustrine 
plain complex; LP = glaciolacustrine plain; OW = outwash. 
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Table 2 - Sand and Gravel Pits, 
Central and Eastern Parts of the District of Parry Sound 

Pit 
No. 

Owner/Operator Licenced Area 
(Hectares) 

Face Height 
(Metres) 

% Gravel Remarks 

McConkey Township 
Licenced 

1 H.J. Brooks Contracting Ltd. 80.00 - ~0 - 10 Predominantly a sand source 
Unlicenced 
 

Hardy Township 
Licenced 

2 Tyler Lambert 4.46 - ~0 - 10 Predominantly a sand source 
Unlicenced  

3 - - ~1 ~0 - 10 Predominantly a sand source 

Patterson Township 
Licenced 

4 Stuart McVeety 16.00 ~7 - 9 Variable Poorly developed beach deposit along 
topographic till high 

Unlicenced  
5 - - ~1.5 - 2.5 ~10 - 20 Partially rehabilitated. Pond in old pit floor 
6 - - ~8 - 11 ~0 - 5 Predominantly a sand source 
7 - - ~3.5 - 4.5 ~0 - 10 Predominantly a sand source 

Township of Nipissing (including former Gurd Township and former Nipissing Township) 
Licenced 

8 Paul W. Lamb Trucking Ltd. 30.31 ~2.5 - 3 ~5 - 20 Predominantly a sand source 
9 Terry Owens 60.00 Variable Variable Licenced as both a pit and quarry 
10 Evan Hughes 6.00 ~4.5 - 8 ~0 - 10 Predominantly a sand source 
11 A. Miron Topsoil Ltd. 81.00 Variable ~0 - 10 Predominantly a sand source 
12 Richard Drinkwater 8.00 ~1 - 3 ~0 - 10 Predominantly a sand source 
13 1167613 Ontario Limited 40.50 Variable Variable Deposit on south side of topographic high 
14 Evan Hughes 1.20 ~1.5 - 2.5 ~10 - 20 Shallow outwash deposit 
15 Eric and Brian Whitehead 32.11 Variable,  

up to 6 
~15 - 45 Ice-contact deposit 

Unlicenced  
16 - - ~4 - 7 Variable Ice-contact deposit 
17 - - ~2.5 - 5 Variable Deposit on south side of topographic high 

Municipality of Callander (includes Callander and former North Himsworth Township) 
Licenced 

18 Gary Mote 20.45 ~2 ~0 - 15 Predominantly a sand source 
19 Jim Corbeil 10.40 ~1.5 - 3 ~0 - 15 Predominantly a sand source 
20 Murray Byers 80.00 Variable ~0 - 15 Predominantly a sand source 
21 Lloyd Yeates 8.00 ~1 - 2.5 ~0 - 15 Predominantly a sand source 
22 James Barber 25.00 ~2.5 - 3.5 ~0 - 15 Predominantly a sand source 
23 Neil Jones Construction Inc. 58.00 ~1 - 1.5 ~0 - 15 Predominantly a sand source 
24 Bolton Backhoeing Ltd. 43.30 ~1 - 1.5 Variable Predominantly a sand source 
25 Evan Hughes 14.00 see Table 5 - Licenced as both a pit and quarry 

Unlicenced  
26 - - ~1 - 2.5 ~0 - 10 Predominantly a sand source 
27 - - ~1 - 2 ~0 - 10 Predominantly a sand source 
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Table 2 - Sand and Gravel Pits, 
Central and Eastern Parts of the District of Parry Sound 

Pit 
No. 

Owner/Operator Licenced Area 
(Hectares) 

Face Height 
(Metres) 

% Gravel Remarks 

Wilson Township 
Licenced 
 
Unlicenced  
 

East Mills Township 
Licenced 

28 H.J. Brooks Contracting Ltd. 6.50 Variable,  
3.5 - 5 

<10% Predominantly a sand source 

29 H.J. Brooks Contracting Ltd. 40.48 Variable,  
1.5 - 5 

Variable Predominantly a sand source 

30 2352695 Ontario Limited 78.50 ~11 - 15 <10% Licenced as both a pit and quarry 
31 H.J. Brooks Contracting Ltd. 80.97 ~3 <5% Predominantly a sand source 
Unlicenced  
 
Pringle Township 

Licenced 
32 1167613 Ontario Limited 32.00 see Table 5 - Licenced as both a pit and quarry. 

Predominantly a quarry operation 
33 HugoMark Services Inc. 18.56 see Table 5 - Licenced as both a pit and quarry. 

Predominantly a quarry operation 
34 Paul W. Lamb Trucking Ltd. 57.30 Variable, 

1 - 4 
Variable Predominantly a sand source. Some coarse 

material present 
35 A. Miron Topsoil Ltd. 63.70 see Table 5 - Licenced as both a pit and quarry. 

Predominantly a quarry operation 
Unlicenced  

36 - - ~7 - 9.5 <10% Predominantly a sand source 

Municipality of Powassan (includes Powassan and former South Himsworth Township) 
Licenced 

37 Jean Jardine 14.00 Variable ~25 - 40 Licence straddles both an outwash and 
lacustrine plain deposit 

38 Whitmill Powassan Limited 29.37 ~5 - 7.5 Variable Ice-contact deposit 
39 Evan Hughes - No. 2 36.00 Variable,  

11 - 13 
Variable Ice-contact deposit 

40 Evan Hughes - No. 4 11.00 Variable,  
up to 15 

Variable Deposit cored by bedrock ridge 

41 1167613 Ontario Limited / P.D. Brooks 11.10 ~3 - 5.5 Variable Ice-contact deposit 
42 Whitmill Powassan Limited 35.00 ~3 - 5.5 Variable Ice-contact deposit 
43 Municipality of Powassan 19.87 ~7 - 8 ~5 - 15 Ice-contact deposit 
44 Jeffrey Kmith 26.96 ~4 - 5 ~0 - 15 Predominantly a sand source 
45 Wayne Harman 32.00 Variable,  

2 - 8 
~0 - 15 Ice-contact deposit 

46 Larry and Steven Ciglen 42.00 Variable,  
2 - 6 

Variable Ice-contact deposit 

47 Garry Keown 14.92 Variable,  
up to 15 

Variable Ice-contact deposit 

Unlicenced  
48 - - ~1 - 1.5 ~0 - 15 Predominantly a sand source 
49 - - ~2 - 3 ~5 - 20 Predominantly a sand source 
50 - - ~1 - 2 ~0 - 15 Predominantly a sand source 
51 - - ~2 - 3 ~0 - 15 Predominantly a sand source 
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Table 2 - Sand and Gravel Pits, 
Central and Eastern Parts of the District of Parry Sound 

Pit 
No. 

Owner/Operator Licenced Area 
(Hectares) 

Face Height 
(Metres) 

% Gravel Remarks 

Municipality of Whitestone (former Burton Township) 
Licenced 
 
Unlicenced  

52 - - ~1.5 - 2.5 ~0 - 10 Predominantly a sand source 
53 - - ~2 - 4 ~5 - 20 Predominantly a sand source 
54 - - ~2.5 - 3.5 ~0 - 10 Predominantly a sand source 

Municipality of Whitestone (former McKenzie Township) 
Licenced 

55 Dean Stewart 28.00 Variable Variable Licenced as both a pit and quarry 
56 Murray Chambers 91.00 2.5 - 3.5 ~0 - 10 Predominantly a sand source 
57 Peter Keck 9.50 2.5 - 4 ~0 - 10 Predominantly a sand source 
58 Murray Chambers 42.50 Variable ~0 - 10 Predominantly a sand source 
59 Arthur Wesley Morris 10.00 1.5 - 3 ~0 - 10 Predominantly a sand source 

Unlicenced  
60 - - ~1 - 1.5 ~0 - 10 Predominantly a sand source 
61 - - ~2 - 3.5 ~0 - 10 Predominantly a sand source 
62 - - ~1 - 2 ~0 - 10 Badly overgrown. Mainly sand 

Municipality of Whitestone (former Ferrie Township) 
Licenced 
 
Unlicenced  

63 - - ~1 - 2 ~0 - 10 Badly overgrown. Mainly sand 

Lount Township 
Licenced 

64 Galina and Youri Akhmadeeva 125.00 see Table 5 ~10 - 35 Licenced as both a pit and quarry. 
Predominantly a quarry operation 

65 Allen Sohm 25.00 ~8 - 10 ~10 - 35 Licenced as both a pit and quarry 
66 Allan Money 135.00 - Variable Predominantly a sand source 

Unlicenced  
 

Township of Machar 
Licenced 

67 Township of Machar 1.50 ~1 - 4.5 Variable Predominantly a sand source 
68 Dale Construction Ltd. 4.00 ~2 - 4 ~5 - 15 Predominantly a sand source 
69 Garnet Redmond 21.00 ~1.5 - 5 Variable Predominantly a sand source 
70 Township of Machar 6.00 ~11 - 13 ~5 - 15 Predominantly a sand source 
71 BOT Aggregates Limited 18.20 ~4.5 - 5.5 ~25 - 55 Mapped as a deltaic deposit 
72 857469 Ontario Limited /  

MacFarlane Construction 
31.97 ~4 - 8.5 ~25 - 55 Mapped as a deltaic deposit 

73 Fowler Construction Company Limited 10.00 ~3 - 7 ~25 - 55 Mapped as a deltaic deposit 
74 L. S. McIsaac Ltd. 37.00 ~2.5 - 8 ~20 - 40 Ice-contact deposit 
75 Blair L. Flowers Construction Ltd. 11.21 ~2.5 - 9 ~25 - 65 Ice-contact deposit 
76 J&P Leveque Bros. Haulage Ltd. 33.00 - - Rehabilitated 

Unlicenced  
77 - - Variable ~0 - 10 Predominantly a sand source 
78 - - ~2 - 3 ~0 - 10 Predominantly a sand source 
79 - - ~5 - 7 ~15 - 35 Deltaic deposit 
80 - - ~5 - 7 ~25 - 40 Ice-contact deposit 
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Table 2 - Sand and Gravel Pits, 
Central and Eastern Parts of the District of Parry Sound 

Pit 
No. 

Owner/Operator Licenced Area 
(Hectares) 

Face Height 
(Metres) 

% Gravel Remarks 

Laurier Township 
Licenced 

81 Glen McFadden 16.50 Variable ~5 - 10 Predominantly a sand source 
82 Guy B. Gibson 41.00 Variable <5% Predominantly a sand source 
83 Preston Sand & Gravel Company Ltd. 25.00 Variable,  

3.5 - 6 
~30 - 60 Ice-contact deposit 

Unlicenced  
84 - - ~2 - 3 ~0 - 10 Predominantly a sand source 
85 - - ~4 - 6 ~0 - 10 Silty fine sand 
86 - - ~3 - 5 ~25 - 50 Ice-contact deposit 
87 - - ~4 - 5.5 ~25 - 50 Ice-contact deposit 
88 - - ~2 - 2.5 ~25 - 50 Outwash deposit 
89 - - - ~25 - 50 Outwash deposit. Rehabilitated 
90 - - ~6 - 8 ~25 - 50 Outwash deposit 

Municipality of Whitestone (former East Burpee Township) 
Licenced 
 
Unlicenced  
 

Municipality of Whitestone (former Hagerman Township) 
Licenced 

91 Weeks Construction Inc. 4.00 - <5% Licenced as both a pit and quarry 
92 Bill Emlaw 12.51 - ~0 - 10 Predominantly a sand source 
93 Wilfred and Kevin Crossman 11.03 Variable,  

up to 7 
~0 - 10 Predominantly a sand source 

94 Susan Hart-Little and Bruce Little 3.50 ~4 - 6 ~0 - 10 Predominantly a sand source. Deposit 
located along a bedrock ridge 

95 Municipality of Whitestone 39.38 ~2 - 3 ~0 - 10 Predominantly a sand source 
96 1484683 Ontario Inc. / Adams Bros. Co. Ltd. 35.23 ~3 - 5 ~0 - 10 Licenced as both a pit and quarry. 

Predominantly a sand source 
97 1484683 Ontario Inc. / Adams Bros. Co. Ltd. 8.79 ~3 - 5 ~0 - 10 Predominantly a sand source 
98 Janice and Roger Lampman 102.07 ~1 - 2 ~0 - 10 Predominantly a sand source 
99 Robert Stoneman and Sons Trucking Ltd. 3.50 - - Predominantly a sand source 
100 Ted and Stella McEwen 6.40 ~1 - 2 ~0 - 10 Predominantly a sand source 

Unlicenced  
101 - - 2 ~0 - 10 Predominantly a sand source 
102 - - ~1.5 - 2 - Depleted, but still noticeable 
103 - - ~2 - 4 ~5 - 15 Predominantly a sand source 
104 - - ~2 - 4 ~5 - 15 Predominantly a sand source 

Municipality of Magnetawan (former Croft Township) 
Licenced 

105 Bill Emlaw 9.50 - ~0 - 10 Pit is currently being filled in by local road 
construction activity 

106 John W. and Carl A. Crossman 20.00 Variable,  
up to 6 

Variable Predominantly a sand source 

107 Fowler Construction Company Limited 18.00 - - Licenced as both a pit and quarry. 
Predominantly a quarry operation 

108 D. Carr Excavating Ltd. 39.00 ~1 - 2 Variable Licenced as both a pit and quarry 
109 Sandra Morris 12.90 Variable ~0 - 10 Predominantly a sand source 
110 A. Miron Topsoil Ltd. 121.40 Variable,  

5 - 7 
Variable Ice-contact deposit 
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Table 2 - Sand and Gravel Pits, 
Central and Eastern Parts of the District of Parry Sound 

Pit 
No. 

Owner/Operator Licenced Area 
(Hectares) 

Face Height 
(Metres) 

% Gravel Remarks 

111 First Choice Landscaping (2010) Ltd. 37.99 Variable,  
1.5 - 4.5 

Variable Ice-contact deposit 

112 Magnetawan Crushing Ltd. 35.00 Variable Variable Licenced as both a pit and quarry. Ice-
contact deposit 

113 Magnetawan Crushing Ltd. 20.00 Variable Variable Pit faces are overgrown - rehabilitated 
Unlicenced  

114 - - Variable ~5 - 15 Predominantly a sand source 
115 - - ~1.5 - 2.5 ~5 - 15 Predominantly a sand source 
116 - - ~3 - 4 ~5 - 15 Predominantly a sand source 
117 - - ~2 - 2.5 ~5 - 15 Predominantly a sand source 
118 - - ~2 - 3 ~5 - 15 Predominantly a sand source 
119 - - ~2 - 3 ~5 - 15 Predominantly a sand source 
120 - - ~2.5 - 3.5 ~5 - 15 Predominantly a sand source 

Municipality of Magnetawan (former Chapman Township) 
Licenced 

121 William and Nancy Woodruff 21.00 Variable,  
2.5 - 4.5 

~0 - 10 Licenced as both a pit and quarry. 
Predominantly a sand source 

122 Lockie Patterson 2.00 ~2.5 - 5.5 ~5 - 15 Predominantly a sand source 
123 Quinn Kuenzig 12.00 - - Predominantly a sand source 
124 Magnetawan Crushing Ltd. 17.00 ~2.5 - 4 ~5 - 20 Licenced as both a pit and quarry. 

Predominantly a sand source 
125 Norm and Janet M. Mason 4.70 ~1 - 2 ~0 - 10 Predominantly a sand source 
126 1048838 Ontario Limited 17.10 - - Licenced as both a pit and quarry. 

Predominantly a quarry operation 
127 William Henry Stewart 49.64 Variable,  

1.5 - 5.5 
Variable,  
up to 40% 

Ice-contact deposit 

Unlicenced  
128 - - ~1.5 - 3 ~5 - 15 Predominantly a sand source 
129 - - ~2 - 3 ~5 - 15 Predominantly a sand source 

Township of Strong 
Licenced 

130 Lawrence Judd 42.70 ~3.5 - 4.5 ~10 - 45 Ice-contact deposit 
131 David Johnstone 12.00 ~3 - 4.5 ~5 - 30 Ice-contact deposit 
132 Ricky Wuilleme 34.00 ~3 - 5.5 Variable Licence straddles both an ice-contact and 

glaciolacustrine plain deposit 
133 McLaren Brothers Const. Co. Limited 10.00 ~2 - 6.5 Variable Licence straddles ice-contact, 

glaciolacustrine plain, till and bedrock 
134 Ivan and Shirley McGirr 7.30 Variable Variable Ice-contact deposit 
135 Corporation of the Township of Strong 32.00 Variable,  

2 - 9 
Variable Ice-contact deposit 

136 Preston Sand & Gravel Company Ltd. 14.05 Variable,  
up to 12 

Variable Predominantly a sand source 

137 Glen Bernard Camp Inc. 8.00 Variable,  
up to 9 

Variable Predominantly a sand source 

138 Joseph Arruda 13.40 Variable,  
2 - 5.5 

Variable Ice-contact deposit 

139 Miller Paving Limited 27.50 - - Licenced as both a pit and quarry 
140 Wilbert Schmidt 8.30 Variable,  

up to 12 
~20 - 60 Ice-contact deposit 

141 Jannette and Murray Harmer 1.62 Variable,  
up to 8 

~0 - 10 Predominantly a sand source 
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Table 2 - Sand and Gravel Pits, 
Central and Eastern Parts of the District of Parry Sound 

Pit 
No. 

Owner/Operator Licenced Area 
(Hectares) 

Face Height 
(Metres) 

% Gravel Remarks 

Unlicenced  
142 - - ~2 ~5 - 15 Predominantly a sand source 
143 - - ~5 - 6 ~25 - 45 Outwash deposit 
144 - - - ~20 - 35 Overgrown, partially rehabilitated 
145 - - ~5 - 7 ~5 - 15 Predominantly a sand source 
146 - - ~5 - 7 ~5 - 15 Predominantly a sand source 

Township of Joly 
Licenced 

147 Andre Dallaire 2.00 ~1.5 - 2 ~0 - 5 Predominantly a sand source 
148 Alex Preston 14.00 Variable,  

up to 8 
~0 - 10 Predominantly a sand source 

149 Dale Parkes 3.00 ~2.5 - 4 ~25 - 40 Ice-contact deposit 
150 Alex Preston 8.00 ~1.5 - 2.5 ~20 - 40 Ice-contact–outwash deposit 
151 Dale Parkes 10.60 ~3.5 - 7 ~20 - 55 Ice-contact–outwash deposit 
152 Lawrence Judd 1.00 ~1 - 2.5 ~20 - 40 Outwash deposit 
153 Richard Stein 11.00 - - Limited pit development 
154 Miles and Angelo Arra 120.00 - - Limited pit development 
155 Bruce Baker and Helga Mertins 3.00 ~4 - 5.5 ~30 - 55 Ice-contact deposit 

Unlicenced  
156 - - ~2.5 - 3.5 ~0 - 10 Predominantly a sand source 
157 - - ~1.5 - 2 ~0 - 10 Predominantly a sand source 
158 - - ~2 ~20 - 40 Outwash deposit 
159 - - ~1 - 2 ~5 - 15 Outwash deposit 
160 - - ~1 - 2 ~25 - 40 Ice-contact–outwash deposit 
161 - - ~1 - 2 ~0 - 10 Overgrown, partially rehabilitated 

Township of McKellar 
Licenced 

162 Paul G. Mallory 46.00 ~2 - 2.5 ~0 - 5 Predominantly a sand source 
163 Robert Stoneman and Sons Trucking Ltd. 5.00 - - Licenced as both a pit and quarry 
164 Andrew Little 14.00 - - Little evidence of extractive activity 
165 Ken and John Jackson 5.00 ~3.5 - 5 ~0 - 5 Licenced as both a pit and quarry 
166 Vince and Bonnie Malofy 118.50 Variable,  

up to 9.5 
Variable Material varies from sand to coarse 

aggregate 
167 W. E. H. Development Limited 33.74 ~2 - 2.5 ~0 - 5 Predominantly a sand source 
168 Ron Downey 51.00 ~2 - 3.5 ~0 - 5 Predominantly a sand source. Pockets of 

coarse aggregate 
Unlicenced  

169 - - Variable Variable Predominantly a sand source 
170 - - Variable Variable Overgrown, partially rehabilitated 

Municipality of Magnetawan (former Spence Township) 
Licenced 

171 Rock Brook Resources Corp. 59.90 - - Licenced as both a pit and quarry. Main 
focus of the operation is the quarry 

172 633478 Ontario Ltd. / J & S Construction 14.02 Variable,  
3.5 - 5.5 

Variable,  
0 - 40 

Glaciolacustrine delta–glaciolacustrine 
plain deposit 

Unlicenced  
173 - - ~2.5 - 3.5 ~5 - 15 Predominantly a sand source 
174 - - ~1 - 1.5 ~0 - 10 Predominantly a sand source 
175 - - ~1 ~0 - 10 Predominantly a sand source 
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Table 2 - Sand and Gravel Pits, 
Central and Eastern Parts of the District of Parry Sound 

Pit 
No. 

Owner/Operator Licenced Area 
(Hectares) 

Face Height 
(Metres) 

% Gravel Remarks 

176 - - ~1 ~0 - 10 Predominantly a sand source 
177 - - ~1 ~0 - 10 Predominantly a sand source 
178 - - Variable ~0 - 10 Predominantly a sand source 
179 - - ~2 - 3.5 ~15 - 30 Predominantly a sand source 
180 - - ~3 - 4.5 ~20 - 30 Glaciolacustrine delta–glaciolacustrine 

plain deposit 
181 - - ~2 - 2.5 ~20 - 30 Glaciolacustrine delta–glaciolacustrine 

plain deposit 
182 - - Variable Variable Overgrown, partially rehabilitated 

Township of Ryerson 
Licenced 

183 William Henry Stewart 24.89 ~5.5 - 7 Variable Licenced as both a pit and quarry. Granular 
material deposited alongside of bedrock 
ridge 

184 Rick Schofield 24.89 - - Licenced as both a pit and quarry 
185 Ron and Robin Micallef 5.25 ~10 - 12 <5% Predominantly a sand source 
186 George Rother 11.00 ~1.5 - 3 ~25 - 40 Glaciolacustrine delta–glaciolacustrine 

plain deposit 
187 Corporation of the Township of Ryerson 26.23 Variable,  

6 - 9 
Variable Glaciolacustrine delta–glaciolacustrine 

plain deposit 
188 G. Heard Construction Ltd. 3.54 Variable,  

4 - 7.5 
Variable Ice-contact deposit 

189 7707916 Canada Inc. 8.45 - - Licenced as both a pit and quarry. Main 
focus of the operation is the quarry 

190 Frank Lane 33.16 ~4.5 - 6.5 Variable Ice-contact deposit 
191 Gary Cullingham 80.94 - - Licenced as both a pit and quarry 
192 Lawrence Judd 81.80 Variable,  

2.5 - 8 
~25 - 40 Licenced as both a pit and quarry 

193 Hewson Brothers Supply Limited 34.50 ~8 - 10.5 Variable Material varies from fine sand to crushable 
coarse aggregate 

194 Charles Taylor 10.90 Variable, 
2 - 6 

<5% Licenced as both a pit and quarry. 
Predominantly a sand source 

Unlicenced  
195 - - ~3.5 - 5.5 Variable Glaciolacustrine delta–glaciolacustrine 

plain deposit 
196 - - ~2.5 - 3.5 ~15 - 25 Ice-contact deposit 
197 - - Variable ~0 - 10 Predominantly a sand source 

Township of Armour 
Licenced 

198 George W. Dingman 81.00 ~13 - 15 Variable Ice-contact deposit 
199 Leslie Loxton 6.45 Variable,  

up to 6.5 
Variable Licenced as both a pit and quarry 

200 531331 Ontario Ltd 19.30 ~11 - 13 Variable Ice-contact deposit 
201 William Murison 36.40 Variable,  

up to 7.5 
- Licenced as both a pit and quarry. 

Predominantly a sand source 
202 Lawrence Judd 40.29 ~5.5 - 7.5 ~0 - 5 Predominantly a sand source 
203 Kenneth and Jean Varcoe 81.00 - - Granular material has been stockpiled 
204 The Township of Armour 40.40 ~5 - 6 ~30 - 50 Ice-contact deposit 
205 The Township of Armour 21.00 Variable,  

3.5 - 9 
~25 - 55 Ice-contact deposit 

206 Thomas Stevenson 5.03 ~7.5 - 9 ~15 - 25 Ice-contact deposit 
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Table 2 - Sand and Gravel Pits, 
Central and Eastern Parts of the District of Parry Sound 

Pit 
No. 

Owner/Operator Licenced Area 
(Hectares) 

Face Height 
(Metres) 

% Gravel Remarks 

207 Davis Industries 30.60 Variable,  
up to 5.5 

Variable,  
25 - 75 

Ice-contact deposit 

208 Steven Rumford 8.90 ~3 - 7 ~0 - 35 Licenced as both a pit and quarry 
209 Thomas Stevenson 27.20 Variable Variable Predominantly a sand source 
210 Fowler Construction Company Limited 27.90 Variable,  

4.5 - 8.5 
Variable,  
35 - 60 

Outwash deposit 

Unlicenced  
211 - - Variable Variable Ice-contact deposit 
212 - - ~3.5 - 5 ~0 - 10 Predominantly a sand source 
213 - - ~2 - 3 ~0 - 10 Predominantly a sand source 

Town of Kearney (former Proudfoot Township) 
Licenced 

214 Edward Rumford 10.52 ~3 - 4 ~0 - 15 Delta–outwash deposit 
215 Ontario Graphite Ltd. 8.26 4.5 - 5.5 35 - 50 Outwash deposit 
216 Corp. of the Town of Kearney 1.00 Variable,  

3 - 5.5 
45 - 70 Outwash deposit 

217 Gordon O'Hara 1.80 Variable,  
3 - 7.5 

~0 - 20 Ice-contact deposit 

Unlicenced  
218 - - Variable ~5 - 15 Glaciolacustrine delta–glaciolacustrine 

plain deposit 
219 - - ~2.5 - 4 ~0 - 10 Predominantly a sand source 

Township of McMurrich / Monteith (former McMurrich Township and former Monteith Township (eastern third)) 
Licenced 

220 Lyle Mulligan 7.26 - - No evidence of current extractive activity 
221 Township of McMurrich / Monteith 29.12 Variable,  

up to 8.5 
Variable,  
30 - 45 

Ice-contact deposit along bedrock ridge 

222 Barry Catlin 12.83 Variable,  
~3 

Variable,  
30 - 45 

Ice-contact deposit along bedrock ridge 

223 Allan Maki 23.40 Variable,  
up to ~7 

Variable,  
30 - 45 

Ice-contact–outwash deposit 

224 Township of McMurrich / Monteith 57.96 Variable,  
up to 10 

Variable,  
30 - 50 

Ice-contact deposit 

225 W. D. Brent Rentals Limited 33.40 Variable,  
up to 9 

Variable,  
5 -20 

Ice-contact deposit along bedrock ridge 

Unlicenced  
226 - - ~1.5 ~0 - 10 Predominantly a sand source 
227 - - ~2.5 - 3.5 ~0 - 10 Predominantly a sand source 
228 - - ~2.5 - 3.5 ~0 - 15 Predominantly a sand source 
229 - - ~3 - 6.5 ~30 - 45 Outwash deposit 
230 - - ~3 - 6.5 ~30 - 45 Outwash deposit 
231 - - ~1 - 2 ~0 - 10 Predominantly a sand source 
232 - - Variable Variable Predominantly a sand source 

Township of Perry 
Licenced 

233 1199939 Ontario Ltd. 9.58 - - Predominantly a sand source 
234 Paul and Elizabeth Sowrey 4.18 - - Pit straddles an ice-contact and deltaic 

deposit 
235 The Corporation of the Township of Perry 27.00 Variable,  

2.5 - 4.5 
Variable,  

5 -20 
Ice-contact deposit along bedrock ridge 

236 John and Delcie Stewart 69.16 Rehabbed Variable Predominantly a sand source 
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Table 2 - Sand and Gravel Pits, 
Central and Eastern Parts of the District of Parry Sound 

Pit 
No. 

Owner/Operator Licenced Area 
(Hectares) 

Face Height 
(Metres) 

% Gravel Remarks 

237 A. Miron Topsoil Ltd. 5.76 Variable,  
up to 6 

Variable,  
up to ~35 

Ice-contact deposit along bedrock ridge 

238 Deborah and Leonard Broderick 6.22 5 - 6.5 ~5 - 15 Predominantly a sand source 
239 Sam Todd 18.41 8 - 10 <5% Predominantly a sand source 
240 Len and Sam Todd 27.33 Variable,  

up to 11 
Variable Outwash deposit 

241 Cushman Stone & Gravel Inc. 31.98 6 - 8 Variable,  
15 - 71% 

Licenced as both a pit and quarry. Outwash 
deposit 

242 The Corporation of the Township of Perry 1.22 2.5 - 4 Variable,  
20 - 40% 

Ice-contact deposit 

 
Unlicenced  

243 - - ~2.5 ~0 - 15 Predominantly a sand source 
244 - - ~1.5 - 2.5 ~0 - 15 Predominantly a sand source 
245 - - ~4 - 5.5 ~0 - 15 Predominantly a sand source 
246 - - ~3 - 3.5 ~0 - 15 Predominantly a sand source 
247 - - ~4 - 5 ~10 - 20 Ice-contact deposit 
248 - - ~2 - 3.5 ~15 - 25 Ice-contact deposit 
249 - - ~3.5 - 5 Variable Ice-contact deposit 
250 - '- ~5 - 7 ~0 - 15 Predominantly a sand source 
251 - - ~3.5 - 5 ~30 - 50 Outwash deposit 
252 - - Variable ~10 - 20 Outwash deposit 

Town of Kearney (former Bethune Township) 
Licenced 

253 Douglas and Jeraldine McNeely 25.21 ~3 - 5 ~25 - 50 Ice-contact deposit 
254 Dennis McAvoy 9.15 Variable ~0 - 10 Ice-contact deposit 
255 Justin Heran 4.94 ~2 - 4 ~10 - 25 Ice-contact deposit 
256 James Terrence Lawson 38.19 ~2 - 3 ~20 - 35 Ice-contact deposit 
257 Andre Dallaire 7.06 Variable Variable Ice-contact deposit 
258 Gary Groome 11.58 ~2.5 - 4 ~25 - 50 Ice-contact deposit 
259 Gary Groome 5.10 ~3 - 7 ~25 - 50 Ice-contact deposit 
260 Gary Groome 7.48 ~3 - 6 ~25 - 50 Ice-contact deposit 

Unlicenced  
261 - - ~1 - 2 ~0 - 15 Predominantly a sand source 
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Table 3 - Selected Sand and Gravel Resource Areas, 
Central and Eastern Parts of the District of Parry Sound 

1 
Deposit 

No. 

2 
Unlicenced 

Area* 
(Hectares) 

3 
Cultural  

Setbacks** 
(Hectares) 

4 
Extracted  
Area*** 

(Hectares) 

5 
Possible  

Resource Area 
(Hectares) 

6 
Estimated  

Deposit Thickness 
(Metres) 

7 
Possible Aggregate 

Resources**** 
(Million tonnes) 

       
1 215.9 39.9 0.0 176.0 6 18.7 
2 233.5 19.8 0.0 213.7 6 22.7 
3 278.4 77.9 0.0 200.5 6 21.3 
4 439.3 66.7 0.0 372.6 6 39.6 
       

TOTAL 1167.1 204.3 0.0 962.8  102.2 

Minor variations in the tables are caused by the rounding of the data. 

* Excludes areas licenced under the Aggregate Resources Act. 

** Cultural setbacks include heavily populated urban areas, roads (including a 100 m wide strip centred on each road), water features (e.g., lakes, 
streams), 1 ha for individual houses.  NOTE: This provides a preliminary and generalized constraint application only.  Additional 
environmental and social constraints will further reduce the deposit area. 

*** Extracted area is a rough estimate of areas that are not licenced, but, due to previous extractive activity, are largely depleted. 

**** Further environmental, resource, social and economic constraints will greatly reduce the selected resource quantity realistically available for 
potential extraction. 

 

Table 4 - Total Identified Bedrock Resources, 
Central and Eastern Parts of the District of Parry Sound 

1 
Drift Thickness 

(Metres) 

2 
Formation 

3 
Estimated Deposit Thickness  

(Metres) 

4 
Areal Extent 

(Hectares) 

5 
Original Tonnage  

(Millions of Tonnes) 

 
 

– No Bedrock Resources have been identified – 
Please see “Bedrock Resources” for explanation; see also Table 9B. 
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Table 5 - Quarries, 
Central and Eastern Parts of the District of Parry Sound 

Quarry No. Owner/Operator Licenced Area 
(Hectares) 

Face Height 
(Metres) 

Remarks 

McConkey Township 
Licenced 

Unlicenced 

Hardy Township 
Licenced 

Unlicenced  

Patterson Township 
Licenced 

Unlicenced  

Township of Nipissing (including former Gurd Township and former Nipissing Township) 
Licenced 

1 Terry Owens 60.00 Variable Licenced as both a pit and quarry. 
Predominantly a pit operation 

Unlicenced  

Municipality of Callander (includes Callander and former North Himsworth Township) 
Licenced 

2 Evan Hughes 14.00 ~9 - 11 Licenced as both a pit and quarry 
Unlicenced  

Wilson Township 
Licenced 

Unlicenced  

East Mills Township 
Licenced 

3 2352695 Ontario Limited 78.50 ~11 - 15 Licenced as both a pit and quarry 
4 H.J. Brooks Contracting Ltd. 3.60 ~12 - 14 Licenced as a quarry operation only 

Unlicenced  

Pringle Township 
Licenced 

5 1167613 Ontario Limited 32.00 ~13 - 16 Licenced as both a pit and quarry 
6 HugoMark Services Inc. 18.56 ~11 - 14 Licenced as both a pit and quarry 
7 A. Miron Topsoil Ltd. 63.70 ~25 - 30 Licenced as both a pit and quarry 

Unlicenced  

Municipality of Powassan (includes Powassan and former South Himsworth Township) 
Licenced 

Unlicenced  

Municipality of Whitestone (former Burton Township) 
Licenced 

Unlicenced  

Municipality of Whitestone (former McKenzie Township) 
Licenced 

8 Dean Stewart 28.00 Variable Licenced as both a pit and quarry. 
Predominantly a pit operation 

Unlicenced  
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Table 5 - Quarries, 
Central and Eastern Parts of the District of Parry Sound 

Quarry No. Owner/Operator Licenced Area 
(Hectares) 

Face Height 
(Metres) 

Remarks 

Municipality of Whitestone (former Ferrie Township) 
Licenced 

Unlicenced  

Lount Township 
Licenced 

9 Galina and Youri Akhmadeeva 125.00 ~10 - 12 Licenced as both a pit and quarry 
10 Allen Sohm 25.00 ~10 - 12 Licenced as both a pit and quarry 

Unlicenced  

Township of Machar 
Licenced 

Unlicenced  

Laurier Township 
Licenced 

Unlicenced  

Municipality of Whitestone (former East Burpee Township) 
Licenced 

Unlicenced  

Municipality of Whitestone (former Hagerman Township) 
Licenced 

11 Weeks Construction Inc. 4.00 - Licenced as both a pit and quarry 
12 1484683 Ontario Inc. / Adams Bros. Co. Ltd. 35.23 - Licenced as both a pit and quarry. 

Predominantly a pit operation 
Unlicenced  

Municipality of Magnetawan (former Croft Township) 
Licenced 

13 Fowler Construction Company Limited 18.00 ~10 - 12 Licenced as both a pit and quarry 
14 D. Carr Excavating Ltd. 39.00 ~4 - 7 Licenced as both a pit and quarry 
15 Magnetawan Crushing Ltd. 35.00 ~2 - 7 Licenced as both a pit and quarry 

Unlicenced  

Municipality of Magnetawan (former Chapman Township) 
Licenced 

16 1048838 Ontario Limited 17.10 ~2 - 5 Licenced as both a pit and quarry 
17 William and Nancy Woodruff 21.00 - Licenced as both a pit and quarry. 

Predominantly a pit operation 
18 Magnetawan Crushing Ltd. 17.00 - Licenced as both a pit and quarry. 

Predominantly a pit operation 
Unlicenced  

Township of Strong 
Licenced 

19 Miller Paving Limited 27.50 - Licenced as both a pit and quarry 
Unlicenced  

Township of Joly 
Licenced 

20 Brown’s Quarry Inc. 8.00 ~10 - 12 Licenced as a quarry operation only 
Unlicenced  
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Table 5 - Quarries, 
Central and Eastern Parts of the District of Parry Sound 

Quarry No. Owner/Operator Licenced Area 
(Hectares) 

Face Height 
(Metres) 

Remarks 

Township of McKellar 
Licenced 

21 Ken and John Jackson 5.00 - Licenced as both a pit and quarry. 
Predominantly a pit operation 

Unlicenced  

Municipality of Magnetawan (former Spence Township) 
Licenced 

22 Rock Brook Resources Corp. 59.90 - Licenced as both a pit and quarry. 
Industrial mineral extraction 

Unlicenced  

Township of Ryerson 
Licenced 

23 Rick Schofield 24.89 - Licenced as both a pit and quarry 
24 Bert and Alwine Wichern 20.00 - Licenced as a quarry operation only 
25 Medusa Stone 24.00 ~3 - 5 Licenced as a quarry operation only. 

Industrial mineral extraction 
26 7707916 Canada Inc. 8.45 - Licenced as both a pit and quarry. 

Industrial mineral extraction 
27 Gary Cullingham 80.94 - Licenced as both a pit and quarry 
28 Lawrence Judd 81.80 - Licenced as both a pit and quarry. 

Predominantly a pit operation 
29 Charles Taylor 10.90 - Licenced as both a pit and quarry. 

Predominantly a pit operation 
Unlicenced  

Township of Armour 
Licenced 

30 William Murison 36.40 ~9 - 12 Licenced as both a pit and quarry 
31 Leslie Loxton 6.45 - Licenced as both a pit and quarry 
32 Steven Rumford 8.90 - Licenced as both a pit and quarry. 

Predominantly a pit operation 
Unlicenced  

Town of Kearney (former Proudfoot Township) 
Licenced 

Unlicenced  

Township of McMurrich / Monteith (former McMurrich Township and former Monteith Township (eastern third)) 
Licenced 

Unlicenced  

Township of Perry 
Licenced 

33 Cushman Stone & Gravel Inc. 31.98 ~8 - 10 Licenced as both a pit and quarry 
Unlicenced  

Town of Kearney (former Bethune Township) 
Licenced 

Unlicenced 
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Table 6 - Selected Bedrock Resource Areas, 
Central and Eastern Parts of the District of Parry Sound 

1 
Area 

Number 

2 
Depth of 

Overburden 
(Metres) 

3 
Unlicenced 

Area* 
(Hectares) 

4 
Cultural 

Setbacks** 
(Hectares) 

5 
Extracted 
Area*** 

(Hectares) 

6 
Possible 

Resource  
Area 

(Hectares) 

7 
Estimated 
Workable 
Thickness 
(Metres) 

8 
Possible 
Bedrock 

Resources**** 
(Million Tonnes) 

 
 

– There are no Selected Bedrock Resource Areas – 
Please see cautionary information in the report with regard to Precambrian bedrock and Table 9B. 

 

 

Minor variations in the tables are caused by the rounding of the data. 

* Excludes areas licenced under the Aggregate Resources Act (1989). 
** Cultural setbacks include heavily populated urban areas, roads (including a 100 m wide strip centred on each road), water features (e.g., lakes, 

streams), 1 ha for individual houses.  NOTE: This provides a preliminary and generalized constraint application only.  Additional 
environmental and social constraints will further reduce the deposit area. 

*** Extracted area is a rough estimate of areas that are not licenced, but, due to previous extractive activity, are largely depleted. 

**** Further environmental, resource, social and economic constraints will greatly reduce the selected resource quantity realistically available for 
potential extraction. 

 

Table 7 - Summary of Borehole Data, 
Central and Eastern Parts of the District of Parry Sound 

 
 

— NONE — 
 
 

 

Table 8 - Summary of Geophysical Data, 
Central and Eastern Parts of the District of Parry Sound 

 
 

— NONE — 
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Table 9A - Aggregate Quality Test Data (Sand and Gravel), 
Central and Eastern Parts of the District of Parry Sound 

 COARSE AGGREGATE FINE AGGREGATE 

Sample 

Petrographic Number 

MgSO4  
(%) 

Micro-
Deval 

Abrasion 
(% Loss) 

Los Angeles 
Abrasion 

Test 
(% Loss) 

Freeze– 
Thaw  

(% Loss) 

Absorp-
tion  
(%) 

Bulk 
Relative 
Density 

MgSO4  
(%) 

Micro-
Deval 

Abrasion  
(% Loss) 

Granular 
and  

16 mm 

Hot Mix 
and 

Concrete 

Generally Acceptable Values: <125–140 <12–15% <14–17% <35–45% <6% <2% >2.5 <25% <15–25% 

McConkey Township 
Tertiary Resource Area 

Gradation 001 - - - - - - - - 5.86 - 
 - - - - - - - - 5.11 - 
Gradation 002 - - - - - - - - 3.11 - 
 - - - - - - - - 5.13 - 
Gradation 004 - - - - - - - - 5.82 - 
 - - - - - - - - 4.37 - 
 - - - - - - - - 3.43 - 
Hardy Township 
 
Patterson Township 

Tertiary Resource Areas 
Gradation 014 104.8 150.4 5.7 - - - 0.760 2.677 - - 
Gradation 016 130.4 130.4 - - - - - - - - 
 125.6 125.6 - - - - - - - - 
 114.8 114.8 - - - - - - - - 
Gradation 018 107.4 132.3 3.43 - - - 0.668 2.695 9.62 - 
 103.6 131.4 5.57 - - - - - 4.64 - 
 110.6 147.5 3.45 - - - - - 7.23 - 
Gradation 019 - - - - 31.2 - - - - - 
 - - - - 32.1 - - - - - 
Township of Nipissing (including former Gurd Township and former Nipissing Township) 

Secondary Resource Areas 
Gradation 119 106.7 148.0 - - 33.7 - - - - - 
 113.5 158.0 - - 42.0 - - - - - 
Gradation 135 - 190.3 - - 45.9 - - - - - 
 - 153.6 - - 46.4 - 0.767 2.644 - - 

Tertiary Resource Areas 
Gradation 120 108.4 179.9 3.58 - 43.1 - 0.668 2.639 9.58 - 
 116.6 164.8 3.64 - 39.7 - - - 11.17 - 
Gradation 121 - - - - - - - - 4.10 - 
 101.4 119.5 0.90 - 27.8 - 0.560 2.668 4.80 - 
Gradation 122 105.0 134.9 3.19 - - - 0.701 2.731 6.28 - 
Gradation 123 108.7 147.0 4.00 - - - 0.730 2.642 4.30 - 
 102.3 126.3 - - - - - - - - 
Gradation 126 111.8 171.9 2.95 - - - 0.869 2.692 3.80 - 
Gradation 127 101.8 141.0 1.37 - - - 0.769 2.892 3.85 - 
 - - - - - - - - 2.10 - 
Gradation 129 105.9 165.1 - - - - - - - - 
Gradation 130 113.5 130.0 - - - - - - 4.50 - 
 - - - - - - - - 6.00 - 
 - 134.0 - - - 8.3 - - - 13.0 
 - 185.0 - 20.4 - 9.9 0.830 - - 19.5 
Gradation 132 104.4 116.6 1.60 - 42.1 - 0.700 2.624 3.40 - 
 101.4 115.1 2.00 - - - 0.730 2.624 6.10 - 
Gradation 133 - - - - - - - - 4.81 - 
Gradation 134 - - - - - - - - 6.02 - 
 - - - - - - - - 3.77 - 
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Table 9A - Aggregate Quality Test Data (Sand and Gravel), 
Central and Eastern Parts of the District of Parry Sound 

 COARSE AGGREGATE FINE AGGREGATE 

Sample 

Petrographic Number 

MgSO4  
(%) 

Micro-
Deval 

Abrasion 
(% Loss) 

Los Angeles 
Abrasion 

Test 
(% Loss) 

Freeze– 
Thaw  

(% Loss) 

Absorp-
tion  
(%) 

Bulk 
Relative 
Density 

MgSO4  
(%) 

Micro-
Deval 

Abrasion  
(% Loss) 

Granular 
and  

16 mm 

Hot Mix 
and 

Concrete 

Generally Acceptable Values: <125–140 <12–15% <14–17% <35–45% <6% <2% >2.5 <25% <15–25% 

Municipality of Callander (includes Callander and former North Himsworth Township) 
Secondary Resource Area 

Gradation 140 - - - - - - - - 2.58 - 
 - - - - - - - - 6.02 - 
Gradation 142 - - - - - - - - 7.94 - 
 167.0 270.8 15.57 - - - - - 7.89 - 

Tertiary Resource Areas 
Gradation 138 - 129.2 - - - - - - 5.40 - 
Gradation 139 - - - - - - - - 6.76 - 
 119.8 177.2 5.74 - - - 1.171 2.606 8.47 - 
 113.9 187.1 7.17 - - - 1.204 2.588 14.51 - 
Gradation 145 - - - - - - - - 2.09 - 
           
Gradation 146 162.0 247.3 9.66 - - - 1.794 2.594 11.30 - 
 - - - - - - - - 7.06 - 
Gradation 147 162.0 247.3 9.66 - - - 1.794 2.594 11.30 - 
Gradation 148 - - - - - - - - 7.31 - 
 - - - - - - - - 3.86 - 
Gradation 149 - - 3.02 - - - - - 5.76 - 
Wilson Township 

Tertiary Resource Areas 
Gradation 009 103.9 144.4 4.36 - - - 0.667 2.639 - - 
Gradation 012 103.4 132.8 2.92 - - - - - 6.87 - 
 - - - - - - - - 8.00 - 
East Mills Township 

Tertiary Resource Areas 
Gradation 020 102.9 132.8 3.32 - - - - - 6.33 - 
Gradation 021 107.9 133.2 - 3.12 - - - - 8.42 - 
 - - - - - - - - 3.55 - 
Gradation 022 - - - - - - - - 2.31 - 
 - - - - - - - - 5.01 - 
Gradation 023 - - - 17.2 - - - - - 12.8 
 - - - 17.4 - - - - - 13.1 
Gradation 024 105.2 154.2 2.17 - - - 0.688 2.685 7.04 - 
Gradation 027 - - - - - - - - 4.71 - 
 - - - - - - - - 1.29 - 
Gradation 028 - - - - - - - - 4.13 - 
 - - - - - - - - 3.10 - 
Gradation 029 - - - - - - - - 4.28 - 
 - - - - - - - - 7.62 - 
Pringle Township 

Tertiary Resource Areas 
Gradation 031 104.0 125.4 - - 35.1 - - - 2.60 - 
 - - - - - - - - 2.80 - 
Gradation 032 - - - - - - - - 3.40 - 
Gradation 033 113.4 158.3 5.80 - - - 0.630 2.724 13.20 - 
 105.1 134.2 4.00 - - - 0.730 2.694 8.80 - 
Gradation 035 - - - - - - - - 1.30 - 
Gradation 036 105.6 161.9 3.70 - - - 0.770 2.646 2.20 - 
 107.4 150.8 4.00 - - - 0.760 2.714 4.40 - 
 111.5 159.1 1.70 - - - 0.666 2.720 7.00 - 
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Table 9A - Aggregate Quality Test Data (Sand and Gravel), 
Central and Eastern Parts of the District of Parry Sound 

 COARSE AGGREGATE FINE AGGREGATE 

Sample 

Petrographic Number 

MgSO4  
(%) 

Micro-
Deval 

Abrasion 
(% Loss) 

Los Angeles 
Abrasion 

Test 
(% Loss) 

Freeze– 
Thaw  

(% Loss) 

Absorp-
tion  
(%) 

Bulk 
Relative 
Density 

MgSO4  
(%) 

Micro-
Deval 

Abrasion  
(% Loss) 

Granular 
and  

16 mm 

Hot Mix 
and 

Concrete 

Generally Acceptable Values: <125–140 <12–15% <14–17% <35–45% <6% <2% >2.5 <25% <15–25% 

Gradation 037 105.0 134.9 3.19 - - - 0.701 2.731 6.28 - 
Gradation 038 108.5 139.0 4.10 - - - 0.700 2.705 9.70 - 
 108.2 138.3 2.30 - 35.6 - 0.630 2.675 6.30 - 
Gradation 039 - - - - - - - - 3.20 - 
 - - - - - - - - 4.15 - 
Municipality of Powassan (includes Powassan and former South Himsworth Township) 

Secondary Resource Areas 
Gradation 158 113.0 168.0 5.42 - - - 0.768 2.606 5.57 - 
 113.0 182.0 6.05 - 46.4 - 0.802 2.607 10.11 - 
Gradation 169 113.0 193.0 8.92 - - - 0.781 2.672 13.45 - 
 108.0 148.0 11.50 - 41.9 - 0.701 2.643 15.44 - 
Gradation 163 107.5 163.5 6.74 - 23.0 - 0.867 2.634 8.30 - 
 104.7 144.7 4.73 - - - - - 5.64 - 
Gradation 175 100.7 130.3 4.30 - 36.9 - 0.700 2.637 7.57 - 
 105.7 167.1 9.21 - - - - - 8.99 - 
 103.2 164.3 5.55 - - - - - 7.81 - 
Gradation 176 109.7 173.1 2.03 - - - - - 9.15 - 
 106.3 158.0 6.48 - 52.7 - - - 7.63 - 
 100.4 151.1 4.09 - - - - - 7.55 - 

Tertiary Resource Areas 
Gradation 159 - 149.3 - - 38.1 - 0.350 2.646 - - 
 - - - - - - 0.635 2.672 - - 
Municipality of Whitestone (former Burton Township) 
 
Municipality of Whitestone (former McKenzie Township) 
 
Municipality of Whitestone (former Ferrie Township) 
 
Lount Township 
 
Township of Machar 

Selected Sand and Gravel Resource Area 1 
Gradation 184 123.0 201.0 6.97 - 54.3 - - - 6.92 - 
 107.0 174.0 16.08 - - - 0.802 2.617 10.59 - 
 107.0 168.0 16.00 - - - 0.902 2.619 10.05 - 
Gradation 185 - 198.9 2.00 - - - 0.701 2.622 6.60 - 
 - 179.0 9.70 - 52.0 - 0.570 2.646 15.30 - 
Gradation 187 - - - - - - - - 1.69 - 
 - - - - - - - - 2.79 - 

Selected Sand and Gravel Resource Area 2 
Gradation 182 123.0 230.0 26.07 - - - 0.935 2.620 15.17 - 
 111.0 194.0 21.74 - - - 0.701 2.631 8.95 - 
 - - - - - - - - 6.69 - 
Gradation 183 113.3 214.7 - - - - - - - - 
 134.0 214.0 21.88 - - - 0.769 2.627 8.17 - 

Selected Sand and Gravel Resource Area 3 
Gradation 179 - 212.4 - - 55.0 - 0.668 2.670 - - 
 - 191.7 - - 58.2 - 0.801 2.666 - - 
 - - - - - - - - 3.60 - 
 - - - - - - - - 4.20 - 
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Table 9A - Aggregate Quality Test Data (Sand and Gravel), 
Central and Eastern Parts of the District of Parry Sound 

 COARSE AGGREGATE FINE AGGREGATE 

Sample 

Petrographic Number 

MgSO4  
(%) 

Micro-
Deval 

Abrasion 
(% Loss) 

Los Angeles 
Abrasion 

Test 
(% Loss) 

Freeze– 
Thaw  

(% Loss) 

Absorp-
tion  
(%) 

Bulk 
Relative 
Density 

MgSO4  
(%) 

Micro-
Deval 

Abrasion  
(% Loss) 

Granular 
and  

16 mm 

Hot Mix 
and 

Concrete 

Generally Acceptable Values: <125–140 <12–15% <14–17% <35–45% <6% <2% >2.5 <25% <15–25% 

 - 145.0 - 10.1 - 2.3 0.700 - - 12.9 
 - 179.0 - 15.1 - 2.1 0.700 - - 13.7 
 - - - - - - - - 5.70 - 
 - - - - - - - - 5.60 - 

Tertiary Resource Areas 
Gradation 187 - - - - - - - - 1.69 - 
 - - - - - - - - 2.79 - 
Laurier Township 

Selected Sand and Gravel Resource Area 3 
Gradation 194 112.9 180.3 - - 53.6 - 0.760 2.657 - - 
Gradation 195 - - - 7.3 - - - - - 7.6 
 102.3 114.4 5.00 19.9 56.0 - - - - 8.8 
 - - - 12.1 - - - - - 5.2 

Secondary Resource Areas 
Gradation 189 - - - - - - - - 5.38 - 
 124.6 206.1 10.03 - - - - - 12.04 - 
Gradation 230 - 114.0 - 13.8 - - 0.880 2.649 - 8.9 

Tertiary Resource Areas 
Gradation 191 110.6 171.8 4.39 - - - 0.770 2.657 9.55 - 
 107.2 169.6 3.09 - - - 0.770 2.662 8.39 - 
Gradation 193 - - - - - - - - - 5.4 
 - - - - - - - - - 6.0 
 - 115.0 2.90 11.0 31.0 3.0 0.780 2.680 15.90 6.0 
Gradation 196 106.2 141.6 3.80 - 36.8 - 0.600 2.669 8.50 - 
 105.0 127.8 5.80 - 31.2 - 0.800 2.678 12.40 - 
 100.0 117.5 - - - - - - - - 
 - 143.0 - - - - 0.801 2.635 - - 
Municipality of Whitestone (former East Burpee Township) 
 
Municipality of Whitestone (former Hagerman Township) 

Secondary Resource Areas 
Gradation 052 - - - - - - - - 8.00 - 
Gradation 056 - - - - - - - - 5.10 - 

Tertiary Resource Areas 
Gradation 050 - - - - - - - - 10.60 - 
 - - - - - - - - 14.10 - 
Gradation 051 106.4 147.9 4.48 - - - 0.835 2.689 9.13 - 
 111.3 119.7 - - - - - - - - 
Gradation 054 - - - - - - - - 7.20 - 
Municipality of Magnetawan (former Croft Township) 

Secondary Resource Areas 
Gradation 198 121.8 190.7 6.39 - 54.7 - - - 6.92 - 
 117.9 174.3 7.90 - 54.7 - - - 7.05 - 
Gradation 204 102.6 156.9 7.90 - - - 0.530 2.694 7.40 - 
 104.1 166.6 6.80 - - - 0.670 2.674 6.70 - 
 111.0 165.5 13.30 - - - 0.840 2.641 8.80 - 
Gradation 205 104.6 142.0 4.78 - 35.6 - - - 4.00 - 
 109.2 135.6 5.64 8.4 - - - - 2.74 11.2 
Gradation 206 - 114.0 - 13.1 37.3 - 0.801 2.660 2.78 7.2 
 - 130.5 - - - - 0.700 2.639 7.77 - 
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Table 9A - Aggregate Quality Test Data (Sand and Gravel), 
Central and Eastern Parts of the District of Parry Sound 

 COARSE AGGREGATE FINE AGGREGATE 

Sample 

Petrographic Number 

MgSO4  
(%) 

Micro-
Deval 

Abrasion 
(% Loss) 

Los Angeles 
Abrasion 

Test 
(% Loss) 

Freeze– 
Thaw  

(% Loss) 

Absorp-
tion  
(%) 

Bulk 
Relative 
Density 

MgSO4  
(%) 

Micro-
Deval 

Abrasion  
(% Loss) 

Granular 
and  

16 mm 

Hot Mix 
and 

Concrete 

Generally Acceptable Values: <125–140 <12–15% <14–17% <35–45% <6% <2% >2.5 <25% <15–25% 

Gradation 207 138.0 273.0 - - 42.5 - - - - - 
 112.0 141.4 - - - - - - - - 
 101.0 108.5 - - - - - - - - 

Tertiary Resource Areas 
Gradation 197 102.1 133.7 3.05 - 29.9 - 0.868 2.666 13.77 - 
Gradation 200 - 105.0 - - 19.1 - - - - - 
Gradation 201 - 167.9 - - - - - - - - 
Gradation 202 108.2 101.6 - - - - - - - - 
Municipality of Magnetawan (former Chapman Township) 

Tertiary Resource Areas 
Gradation 208 - - - - - - - - 4.60 - 
 - - - - - - - - 3.10 - 
 - - - - - - - - 6.00 - 
Gradation 211 - - - - - - - - 2.70 - 
 - - - - - - - - 2.60 - 
Gradation 212 103.2 131.6 3.30 - - - 0.530 2.651 6.50 - 
Gradation 216 101.3 125.2 3.10 - 39.7 - 0.600 2.642 10.20 - 
 101.9 130.5 2.70 - 42.1 - 0.630 2.664 8.50 - 
Gradation 217 - - - - - - - - 5.60 - 
 - - - - - - - - 2.80 - 
Gradation 218 - 139.3 4.70 - 36.3 - - - 6.20 - 
Gradation 219 - - - - - - - - 3.40 - 
 - - - - - - - - 3.10 - 
Gradation 220 106.0 155.1 2.30 - - - 1.510 2.609 11.90 - 
 105.1 142.8 1.90 - - - 0.970 2.645 5.80 - 
Township of Strong 

Secondary Resource Areas 
Gradation 060 105.7 143.2 3.30 - 44.1 - 0.560 2.698 5.20 - 
 101.6 110.8 2.00 - 42.4 - 0.700 2.700 6.70 - 
 100.0 140.2 2.30 - - - 0.590 2.690 6.60 - 
Gradation 061 - - - - - - - - 3.54 - 
 105.0 139.0 8.56 - - - 0.568 2.682 2.17 - 
Gradation 062 108.0 175.0 4.33 - 50.7 - 0.668 2.673 - - 
 104.7 127.6 1.80 - 43.3 - 0.630 2.968 3.83 - 
 100.6 134.3 3.10 - 54.3 - 0.760 2.688 8.10 - 
Gradation 063 110.4 151.6 1.80 - - - 0.560 2.630 6.20 - 
 109.7 147.9 4.90 - - - 0.630 2.630 6.90 - 
Gradation 064 100.0 114.0 4.25 - 56.9 - 0.569 2.622 9.32 - 
 100.0 126.0 4.76 - 49.1 - 0.536 2.634 5.63 - 
 100.0 118.0 5.30 - - - 0.467 2.655 5.02 - 
Gradation 065 102.0 132.0 4.58 - - - 0.568 2.633 5.89 - 
 104.0 130.0 5.61 - - - 0.571 2.621 5.44 - 
Gradation 067 107.7 173.7 - - - - - - 1.78 - 
 107.0 145.0 7.13 - - - 0.601 2.659 4.53 - 

Tertiary Resource Areas 
Gradation 066 108.0 156.7 10.10 - 45.3 - 0.970 2.736 17.70 - 
 114.2 175.2 7.20 - 42.8 - 0.890 2.793 19.20 - 
Gradation 221 - - - - - - - - 4.87 - 
 114.0 201.0 22.34 - - - 0.704 2.659 11.23 - 
 122.0 240.0 22.33 - - - 0.889 2.635 10.87 - 
 125.0 224.0 26.35 - - - 0.771 2.634 14.91 - 
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Table 9A - Aggregate Quality Test Data (Sand and Gravel), 
Central and Eastern Parts of the District of Parry Sound 

 COARSE AGGREGATE FINE AGGREGATE 

Sample 

Petrographic Number 

MgSO4  
(%) 

Micro-
Deval 

Abrasion 
(% Loss) 

Los Angeles 
Abrasion 

Test 
(% Loss) 

Freeze– 
Thaw  

(% Loss) 

Absorp-
tion  
(%) 

Bulk 
Relative 
Density 

MgSO4  
(%) 

Micro-
Deval 

Abrasion  
(% Loss) 

Granular 
and  

16 mm 

Hot Mix 
and 

Concrete 

Generally Acceptable Values: <125–140 <12–15% <14–17% <35–45% <6% <2% >2.5 <25% <15–25% 

Gradation 222 - - - - - - - - 2.25 - 
 - - - - - - - - 3.97 - 
 101.0 127.0 8.72 - - - - - 6.80 - 
Gradation 223 - - - - - - - - 5.60 - 
 100.9 132.7 1.30 - 45.1 - 0.660 2.636 10.00 - 
Gradation 225 110.3 167.8 - - - - - - - - 
 111.4 173.3 - - - - - - - - 
Township of Joly 

Secondary Resource Areas 
Gradation 226 100.0 120.8 2.90 - 33.4 - 0.560 2.695 17.30 - 
 100.0 110.5 4.40 - 34.6 - 0.600 2.689 16.40 - 
 - 117.5 - - - - 0.667 2.679 - - 
Gradation 227 115.0 154.2 3.20 - 36.3 - 0.803 2.681 9.70 - 
Gradation 228 107.8 147.5 4.80 - 41.3 - 0.730 2.712 13.20 - 
 101.3 132.6 7.20 - 41.3 - 0.660 2.714 15.60 - 
Gradation 229 104.2 130.1 5.80 - 38.1 - 0.730 2.675 11.60 - 
 107.9 146.1 4.50 - 39.6 - 0.690 2.669 - - 
 100.8 127.4 2.60 - 41.3 - 0.600 2.682 12.30 - 
Township of McKellar 

Tertiary Resource Areas 
Gradation 070 103.0 - - - - - - - - - 
 109.7 - - - - - - - - - 
 109.4 - - - - - - - - - 
Municipality of Magnetawan (former Spence Township) 

Secondary Resource Areas 
Gradation 073 103.0 130.1 2.90 - 40.7 - 0.600 2.682 13.80 - 
 - - - - - - - - 1.50 - 
 - - - - - - - - 9.70 - 
Township of Ryerson 

Secondary Resource Areas 
Gradation 079 111.8 186.5 4.00 14.9 55.9 - 0.560 2.696 5.40 19.4 
 118.0 222.8 4.10 14.7 - - 0.560 2.685 11.00 18.3 

Tertiary Resource Areas 
Gradation 075 102.1 135.2 - - - - - - 4.40 - 
 - - - - - - - - 3.40 - 
 - - - - - - - - 5.40 - 
Gradation 077 105.6 138.4 6.10 - - - 0.600 2.693 4.40 - 
 111.2 146.4 6.40 - - - 0.700 2.720 8.30 - 
 112.9 161.0 10.00 - - - 0.760 2.689 7.90 - 
Gradation 078 - - - - - - - - 6.10 - 
Gradation 080 100.0 120.6 - 9.3 - - 0.634 2.768 - - 
Gradation 081 115.5 146.7 - 16.3 - 2.0 0.425 2.650 - 8.9 
Township of Armour 

Selected Sand and Gravel Resource Area 4 
Gradation 083 101.4 139.3 2.90 - - - 0.600 2.670 8.80 - 
 104.0 121.8 0.90 - - - 0.660 2.644 6.80 - 
 100.4 129.6 1.40 - - - 0.760 2.650 11.80 - 
Gradation 084 100.0 150.0 6.10 - 51.0 5.0 0.902 2.723 5.70 - 
 101.2 107.4 5.70 - - - - - 6.60 - 
 101.2 114.0 7.30 - - - - - 6.70 - 
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Table 9A - Aggregate Quality Test Data (Sand and Gravel), 
Central and Eastern Parts of the District of Parry Sound 

 COARSE AGGREGATE FINE AGGREGATE 

Sample 

Petrographic Number 

MgSO4  
(%) 

Micro-
Deval 

Abrasion 
(% Loss) 

Los Angeles 
Abrasion 

Test 
(% Loss) 

Freeze– 
Thaw  

(% Loss) 

Absorp-
tion  
(%) 

Bulk 
Relative 
Density 

MgSO4  
(%) 

Micro-
Deval 

Abrasion  
(% Loss) 

Granular 
and  

16 mm 

Hot Mix 
and 

Concrete 

Generally Acceptable Values: <125–140 <12–15% <14–17% <35–45% <6% <2% >2.5 <25% <15–25% 

Gradation 085 - - - - - - - - 2.80 - 
Gradation 086 - - - - - - - - 9.90 - 
 - - - - - - - - 10.10 - 
Gradation 087 101.0 106.7 0.70 9.5 - - 0.660 2.853 3.80 5.1 
 104.8 153.2 2.10 10.2 - - 0.670 2.687 7.30 5.3 
 101.6 109.6 1.50 - - - 0.590 2.694 5.80 - 
Gradation 231 - 118.0 - 17.7 - - 0.870 2.592 - 11.5 

Secondary Resource Areas 
Gradation 088 100.0 116.8 3.90 - 60.8 - 0.700 2.662 8.00 - 
 103.2 122.3 3.10 - - - 0.800 2.610 7.60 - 
Gradation 089 - - - - - - - - 5.20 - 
 100.0 121.9 2.90 - 51.4 - 0.560 2.622 9.00 - 
Gradation 093 103.4 113.0 5.05 - - - 0.530 2.720 6.18 - 
 101.0 118.1 5.71 - - - 0.630 2.764 6.73 - 
 108.8 165.0 4.50 - - - 0.930 2.709 11.97 - 
Gradation 094 100.0 130.3 - 14.0 39.0 6.0 0.602 2.742 - 6.1 
 100.0 112.2 - 9.9 37.0 6.0 0.534 2.723 - 7.2 
 100.0 117.5 6.10 - 39.0 6.0 0.667 2.715 6.70 - 
 100.0 136.5 3.00 - 55.3 - 0.660 2.624 8.80 - 
 100.0 114.5 2.70 - 60.8 - 0.700 2.664 10.60 - 
 100.0 125.6 2.60 - 57.7 - 0.660 2.680 11.10 - 

Tertiary Resource Areas 
Gradation 090 100.0 126.1 2.20 - - - 0.630 2.668 10.20 - 
 100.0 116.2 3.00 - 46.8 - 0.590 2.697 8.50 - 
Gradation 091 104.7 152.3 6.30 - 45.1 - 0.868 2.763 11.00 - 
 101.2 113.3 2.90 - 36.1 - 0.836 2.741 9.90 - 
 100.0 137.2 1.10 - 35.0 - 1.070 2.759 11.20 - 
Gradation 092 - - - - - - - - 5.30 - 
 - - - - - - - - 6.10 - 
 105.1 116.0 - - 43.0 5.0 0.703 2.788 - - 
 101.4 124.7 - - 37.0 6.0 0.736 2.746 - - 
Town of Kearney (former Proudfoot Township) 

Secondary Resource Areas 
Gradation 116 112.7 189.7 6.42 - 54.9 - 0.702 2.679 13.43 - 
 117.0 189.0 6.07 - 48.6 - 0.636 2.695 15.57 - 
 112.0 186.3 4.44 - - - - - 17.46 - 
Gradation 117 123.6 208.0 5.27 - - - 0.836 2.646 5.04 - 
 122.4 208.7 9.40 - - - 0.703 2.660 15.55 - 
 115.1 192.4 6.48 - - - 0.670 2.662 7.99 - 
Gradation 118 - - - - - - - - 9.70 - 
 - - - - - - - - 10.28 - 
 104.7 140.8 7.10 6.1 48.0 - 0.768 2.702 - - 
 105.6 129.2 - 11.5 - - - - - - 
Township of McMurrich / Monteith (former McMurrich Township and former Monteith Township (eastern third)) 

Secondary Resource Areas 
Gradation 095 111.6 179.2 4.92 - - - 0.768 2.762 8.57 - 
 121.6 216.3 8.13 - - - 0.635 2.668 7.72 - 
 125.7 206.7 7.48 - 48.2 - - - 12.01 - 
 107.0 168.2 3.65 - 46.5 - - - 13.95 - 
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Table 9A - Aggregate Quality Test Data (Sand and Gravel), 
Central and Eastern Parts of the District of Parry Sound 

 COARSE AGGREGATE FINE AGGREGATE 

Sample 

Petrographic Number 

MgSO4  
(%) 

Micro-
Deval 

Abrasion 
(% Loss) 

Los Angeles 
Abrasion 

Test 
(% Loss) 

Freeze– 
Thaw  

(% Loss) 

Absorp-
tion  
(%) 

Bulk 
Relative 
Density 

MgSO4  
(%) 

Micro-
Deval 

Abrasion  
(% Loss) 

Granular 
and  

16 mm 

Hot Mix 
and 

Concrete 

Generally Acceptable Values: <125–140 <12–15% <14–17% <35–45% <6% <2% >2.5 <25% <15–25% 

Gradation 096 104.9 152.0 4.82 - 41.3 - - - 8.86 - 
 111.6 156.9 7.62 - - - 0.735 2.671 9.58 - 
 109.6 170.3 7.01 - 43.7 - - - 9.30 - 
 109.7 180.9 6.33 - 45.1 - 0.735 2.659 10.16 - 
Gradation 097 116.2 171.2 9.20 - - - 0.667 2.688 10.89 - 
 - - 5.42 - - - 0.534 2.682 8.88 - 
 - - 4.82 - - - 0.667 2.681 10.62 - 
 108.0 140.0 4.07 - - - 0.668 2.675 11.31 - 
 104.0 134.0 4.65 - - - 0.667 2.673 9.84 - 
 105.0 134.0 8.68 - - - 0.801 2.655 9.10 - 
Gradation 098 105.0 146.0 8.21 - - - - - 13.52 - 
 103.0 137.0 3.06 - - - 0.534 2.671 7.23 - 
 101.0 149.0 5.46 - 47.0 - 0.633 2.641 11.77 - 
Township of Perry 

Secondary Resource Areas 
Gradation 102 104.2 125.7 3.10 - - - 0.560 2.674 7.60 - 
 103.0 112.1 4.00 - - - 1.000 2.695 9.00 - 
 101.2 105.2 1.80 - - - 1.200 2.734 6.60 - 
Gradation 108 - - - - - - - - 4.25 - 
 - - - - - - - - 7.79 - 
 - - - - - - - - 11.74 - 
Gradation 109 109.6 130.2 2.60 - - - 0.700 2.666 10.00 - 
 112.0 136.0 3.00 - - - 0.870 2.664 11.80 - 
 103.4 119.9 1.80 - - - 0.630 2.670 9.60 - 
Gradation 110 101.0 117.0 - - - - 0.850 - 9.70 - 
 - - - - - - - - 13.30 - 
 - - - - - - - - - - 
Gradation 111 100.0 174.0 - - 75.0 5.0 0.601 2.644 - - 
Gradation 112 107.7 112.8 5.70 - 42.5 - 0.600 2.699 14.80 - 
 104.0 141.0 2.00 - - - 0.600 2.724 12.90 - 
 104.4 146.4 1.30 - 41.7 - 0.800 2.736 9.50 - 
 100.6 123.9 2.00 - - - 0.730 2.660 9.70 - 
Gradation 113 105.0 155.4 4.90 - - - 0.634 2.703 8.90 - 
 108.9 175.2 10.38 - 45.6 - - - 10.06 - 
 110.8 181.3 10.96 - - - 0.601 2.689 10.25 - 
Gradation 114 102.0 120.0 - 18.0 - 1.4 0.590 2.687 - 8.7 
 - - - - - - - - - - 
 100.0 114.0 - 16.8 - 1.3 0.490 2.667 - 7.3 
 109.0 168.0 6.40 - 51.4 - - - 9.78 - 
 105.0 136.0 5.75 - - - 0.768 2.692 9.07 - 
 108.0 140.0 4.07 - - - 0.668 2.675 11.31 - 

Tertiary Resource Areas 
Gradation 100 113.0 175.0 7.59 - 39.1 - 0.767 2.697 5.88 - 
 103.0 163.9 6.71 - - - 0.634 2.750 5.49 - 
 109.7 188.4 6.94 - - - 0.669 2.725 12.54 - 
Gradation 105 - - - - 39.8 - - - 6.58 - 
 - - - - - - - - 7.10 - 
Gradation 106 - - - - - - - - 5.20 - 
 - - - - - - - - 8.10 - 
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Table 9A - Aggregate Quality Test Data (Sand and Gravel), 
Central and Eastern Parts of the District of Parry Sound 

 COARSE AGGREGATE FINE AGGREGATE 

Sample 

Petrographic Number 

MgSO4  
(%) 

Micro-
Deval 

Abrasion 
(% Loss) 

Los Angeles 
Abrasion 

Test 
(% Loss) 

Freeze– 
Thaw  

(% Loss) 

Absorp-
tion  
(%) 

Bulk 
Relative 
Density 

MgSO4  
(%) 

Micro-
Deval 

Abrasion  
(% Loss) 

Granular 
and  

16 mm 

Hot Mix 
and 

Concrete 

Generally Acceptable Values: <125–140 <12–15% <14–17% <35–45% <6% <2% >2.5 <25% <15–25% 

Gradation 107 - - - - - - - - 6.70 - 
 - - - - - - - - 5.90 - 
 - 137.3 - - 48.0 5.0 0.668 2.685 - 5.4 
 - 125.1 - - 45.0 - 0.663 - - 7.2 
 - 129.6 - - 44.0 - - - - - 
 - 139.7 - - 50.0 - 0.635 2.707 - - 
Town of Kearney (former Bethune Township) 

Secondary Resource Area 
Gradation 232 - 120.0 - 14.90 - - 0.690 2.687 - 7.6 
 

Note - The quality test data refer strictly to a specific sample.  Because of the inherent variability of sand and gravel deposits, care should be 
exercised in extrapolating such information to the rest of the deposit, particularly where some of the deposits may be quite large. 

Samples are referred to as "Gradation xxx", which can be linked to the same Gradation results listed in Table 10, and also to the Gradation 
locations in the vector ESRI® ArcGIS® version of the map. 

Additional data points are for samples that were collected and that have additional test results. However, these samples were not tested for 
gradation and, therefore, do not appear in the vector ESRI® ArcGIS® version of the map. 
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Table 9B - Aggregate Quality Test Data (Bedrock), 
Central and Eastern Parts of the District of Parry Sound 

 
COARSE AGGREGATE FINE 

AGGREGATE 

Sample 
Number  
and 
Description 

Petrographic Number 

MgSO4  
(%) 

Micro-
Deval 

Abrasion 
(% Loss) 

Los 
Angeles 

Abrasion 
Test 

(% Loss) 

Freeze– 
Thaw  

(% 
Loss) 

Absorp-
tion  
(%) 

Bulk 
Relative 
Density 

Aggregate 
Abrasion 

Value 

Polished 
Stone 
Value 

Accelerated 
Mortar Bar 

(14 days)  
(% Loss) 

MgSO4  
(%) 

Micro-
Deval 

Abrasion  
(% Loss) 

Granular 
and  

16 mm 

Hot Mix 
and 

Concrete 

Generally Acceptable Values: <125–140 <12–15% <14–17% <35–45% <6% <2% >2.5 <6 ≥50 <0.150% <25% <15–25% 

McConkey Township 
Sample 01 

Mafic gneiss 
100.0 102.0 - 6.3 - - 0.468 3.136 - - - - - 

Hardy Township 
 

Patterson Township 
 

Township of Nipissing (including former Gurd Township and former Nipissing Township) 
 

Municipality of Callander (includes Callander and former North Himsworth Township) 
14DJR-0200 

Granite/ 
granitic 

- 112.0 1.70 11.7 - 2.2 0.550 2.626 - - 0.023 - - 

Wilson Township 
 

East Mills Township 
Sample 02 

Amphibolite 
105.1 189.7 6.64 - - - 0.538 2.871 - - - 13.74 - 
100.4 123.9 2.65 - - - 0.502 2.851 - - - 10.60 - 

Pringle Township 
Sample 03 

Amphibolite 
103.3 157.4 4.60 - 51.6 - 0.600 2.877 - - - - - 
120.0 194.6 6.70 - 47.9 - 0.631 2.774 - - - 10.60 - 

Municipality of Powassan (includes Powassan and former South Himsworth Township) 
 

Municipality of Whitestone (former Burton Township) 
 

Municipality of Whitestone (former McKenzie Township) 
Sample 04 

Gneiss 
102.0 149.0 8.00 15.7 51.0 1.0 0.518 2.851 8.3 56.0 - - - 

Municipality of Whitestone (former Ferrie Township) 
 

Lount Township 
Sample 05 

Mafic gneiss 
- 107.0 - 12.9 - 2.3 0.530 2.818 - - - - 8.6 

Township of Machar 
Sample 13 

Granite/ 
granitic 

100.0 115.2 - - 45.0 - - - - - - - 8.6 

100.0 112.9 - 7.0 34.0 1.0 0.303 2.625 - 54.0 - - - 

Laurier Township 
 

Municipality of Whitestone (former East Burpee Township) 
 

Municipality of Whitestone (former Hagerman Township) 
Sample 06 

Amphibolite 
- mafic 
gneiss 

100.0 105.2 - 14.6 30.0 6.0 0.535 2.856 7.2 53.0 - - 9.6 
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Table 9B - Aggregate Quality Test Data (Bedrock), 
Central and Eastern Parts of the District of Parry Sound 

 
COARSE AGGREGATE FINE 

AGGREGATE 

Sample 
Number  
and 
Description 

Petrographic Number 

MgSO4  
(%) 

Micro-
Deval 

Abrasion 
(% Loss) 

Los 
Angeles 

Abrasion 
Test 

(% Loss) 

Freeze– 
Thaw  

(% 
Loss) 

Absorp-
tion  
(%) 

Bulk 
Relative 
Density 

Aggregate 
Abrasion 

Value 

Polished 
Stone 
Value 

Accelerated 
Mortar Bar 

(14 days)  
(% Loss) 

MgSO4  
(%) 

Micro-
Deval 

Abrasion  
(% Loss) 

Granular 
and  

16 mm 

Hot Mix 
and 

Concrete 

Generally Acceptable Values: <125–140 <12–15% <14–17% <35–45% <6% <2% >2.5 <6 ≥50 <0.150% <25% <15–25% 

Sample 07 
Gneiss 

- 511.7 - - - - 0.330 2.781 - - - - - 

14DJR-0201 
Mafic gneiss 

- 106.0 2.00 14.3 - 2.4 0.660 2.680 - - 0.080 - - 

Municipality of Magnetawan (former Croft Township) 
Sample 14 

Gneiss 
100.0 124.0 - 10.9 - - 0.600 - - - - - - 

Municipality of Magnetawan (former Chapman Township) 
 

Township of Strong 
Sample 08 

Gneiss 
100.0 120.2 2.00 7.0 - 0.0 0.267 2.710 4.9 50.0 - - - 
101.0 117.3 - 7.8 - 1.7 0.410 2.685 - - - - 9.5 
100.0 111.5 - 7.1 36.0 0.0 0.267 2.690 - - - - - 

Sample 09 
Gneiss 

100.0 118.2 - 8.5 - 1.3 0.310 2.748 - - - - 8.4 
104.0 121.9 - 8.2 - 0.9 0.300 2.713 - - - - 8.8 

Sample 17 
Mafic rock 

100.0 115.3 - - 20.0 - - - - - - - - 
100.0 122.1 - - - - 0.467 2.639 - - - - - 

Township of Joly 
Sample 15 

Amphibolite 
100.0 123.3 3.60 10.2 - - 0.668 2.677 - - - - 6.9 
103.0 132.8 3.40 10.5 - - 0.800 2.692 - - - - 15.4 

Sample 16 
Gneiss 

- 100.0 - 9.6 - 1.4 0.495 2.736 - 55.0 - - - 

Township of McKellar 
 

Municipality of Magnetawan (former Spence Township) 
 

Township of Ryerson 
Sample 10 

Mafic gneiss 
102.0 149.0 8.00 15.7 51.0 1.0 0.518 2.851 8.3 56.0 - - - 
101.1 121.4 - - - - - - - - - - - 

Sample 11 
Gneiss 

105.7 132.4 3.82 - 40.4 - 0.630 2.693 - - - - - 
- - 4.62 - 38.1 - 0.535 2.697 - - - - - 

104.7 148.7 3.51 - 37.0 - - - - - - 10.25 - 
104.0 154.5 3.34 - 41.3 - - - - - - 11.43 - 

Township of Armour 
14DJR-0202 

Amphibolite 
- 108.0 0.70 9.9 - 2.0 0.510 2.728 - - 0.029 - - 

Town of Kearney (former Proudfoot Township) 
 

Township of McMurrich / Monteith (former McMurrich Township and former Monteith Township (eastern third)) 
 

Town of Kearney (former Bethune Township) 
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Table 9B - Aggregate Quality Test Data (Bedrock), 
Central and Eastern Parts of the District of Parry Sound 

 
COARSE AGGREGATE FINE 

AGGREGATE 

Sample 
Number  
and 
Description 

Petrographic Number 

MgSO4  
(%) 

Micro-
Deval 

Abrasion 
(% Loss) 

Los 
Angeles 

Abrasion 
Test 

(% Loss) 

Freeze– 
Thaw  

(% 
Loss) 

Absorp-
tion  
(%) 

Bulk 
Relative 
Density 

Aggregate 
Abrasion 

Value 

Polished 
Stone 
Value 

Accelerated 
Mortar Bar 

(14 days)  
(% Loss) 

MgSO4  
(%) 

Micro-
Deval 

Abrasion  
(% Loss) 

Granular 
and  

16 mm 

Hot Mix 
and 

Concrete 

Generally Acceptable Values: <125–140 <12–15% <14–17% <35–45% <6% <2% >2.5 <6 ≥50 <0.150% <25% <15–25% 

Township of Perry 
Sample 12 

Gneiss 
107.3 180.3 4.93 - - - 0.561 2.719 - - - - - 
108.3 179.1 2.59 - - - 0.668 2.725 - - - - - 

Similar Rock Types* (located outside the study area) 
BD-01* 

Granite 
100.0 148.0 1.00 - 42.0 - - - - - - - - 

BD-02* 
Felsic 
intrusive 

100.0 140.0 - 18.9 67.0 7.0 0.768 - - - - - - 

BD-03* 
Felsic 
intrusive 

100.0 101.0 - - - - 0.319 - - - - - - 

BD-04* 
Gneiss 

102.0 194.0 - - 6.3 2.0 0.905 - - - - - - 

BD-05* 
Gneiss 

100.0 105.0 2.60 2.6 32.9 - 0.837 - - - - - - 

Site 093* 
Felsic gneiss 

101.8 193.9 - 9.8 63.0 2.0 0.905 - - - - - - 

Site 110* 
Felsic 
intrusive 

100.0 101.0 - - - - 0.317 - 4.4 50.0 - - - 

Quarry 03* 
Gneiss 

118.0 135.0 - 13.5 - 1.0 0.260 2.750 - 52.0 - - 8.6 

Quarry 04* 
Granite 

100.0 143.0 - 9.3 - 0.0 0.480 2.620 - - - - 10.0 

Quarry 17* 
Gneiss 

100.0 103.0 - 7.4 - 1.0 0.240 2.690 - - - - 10.9 

Quarry 15* 
Gneiss 

100.0 110.0 - 13.5 - 1.0 0.290 2.860 - - - - 13.5 

Quarry 22* 
Gneiss 

100.0 104.0 - 8.0 - 1.0 0.410 2.670 - - - - - 

Stn. 310* 
Gneiss 

100.0 104.0 - 6.0 - 1.0 0.290 2.650 - - - - 12.2 

Quarry 23* 
Peridotite-
olivine 
gabbro 

- 302.0 - 14.0 - 2.0 0.920 2.800 - 46.0 - - - 

Stn. 218* 
Gneiss 

100.0 113.0 - 10.1 - 1.0 0.220 2.780 - - - - 10.1 

Note - The quality test data refer strictly to a specific sample.  Because of the inherent variability of Precambrian rock units, care should be exercised in 
extrapolating such information to the rest of the deposit, particularly where some of the deposits may be quite large. 

* Source: Rowell and Dodge (2012). 
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Table 10 - Gradation Results (Sand and Gravel), 
Central and Eastern Parts of the District of Parry Sound 

Gradation File Gradation Chart* % Coarse Aggregate % Sand % Fines 

McConkey Township 
Tertiary Resource Area 

Gradation 001 * 0.0 96.8 3.2 
  6.3 79.7 14.0 
  0.6 87.4 12.0 
Gradation 002  0.9 96.0 3.1 
 * 0.0 90.9 9.1 
Gradation 003 * 0.0 87.8 12.2 
  0.0 80.2 19.8 
Gradation 004 * 2.2 96.5 1.3 
  0.0 100.0 0.0 
  3.4 80.1 16.5 
Gradation 005 * 0.0 88.7 11.3 
Gradation 006 * 0.0 91.9 8.1 
Gradation 007 * 1.8 82.9 15.3 
Hardy Township 

Tertiary Resource Areas 
Gradation 013  8.2 90.4 1.4 
 * 9.8 81.5 8.7 
Patterson Township 

Tertiary Resource Areas 
Gradation 014 * 51.2 44.5 4.3 
  52.5 43.3 4.2 
Gradation 015 * 51.5 43.8 4.7 
Gradation 016  69.4 27.5 3.1 
  18.7 74.6 6.7 
 * 31.4 60.1 8.5 
Gradation 017 * 5.6 88.0 6.4 
  19.1 80.3 0.6 
Gradation 018  22.0 69.4 8.6 
  47.4 47.1 5.5 
 * 33.4 59.7 6.9 
Gradation 019 * 51.9 34.3 13.8 
  74.9 24.5 0.6 
Township of Nipissing (including former Gurd Township and former Nipissing Township) 

Secondary Resource Areas 
Gradation 119 * 40.3 48.8 10.9 
  62.4 32.7 4.9 
Gradation 135 * 48.7 50.5 0.8 
  18.2 78.7 3.1 
  55.7 43.1 1.2 

Tertiary Resource Areas 
Gradation 120 * 43.9 54.8 1.3 
  72.3 27.5 0.2 
Gradation 121  0.0 98.9 1.1 
  52.9 45.3 1.8 
 * 1.4 73.4 25.2 
Gradation 122 * 57.1 41.1 1.8 
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Table 10 - Gradation Results (Sand and Gravel), 
Central and Eastern Parts of the District of Parry Sound 

Gradation File Gradation Chart* % Coarse Aggregate % Sand % Fines 

Gradation 123 * 12.1 76.9 11.0 
  38.3 60.6 1.1 
Gradation 124 * 4.4 94.8 0.8 
Gradation 125 * 0.6 98.6 0.8 
Gradation 126 * 40.9 46.2 12.9 
Gradation 127 * 0.0 98.0 2.0 
  0.6 85.0 14.4 
Gradation 128 * 0.7 98.4 0.9 
  9.0 89.2 1.8 
Gradation 129  68.4 29.6 2.0 
 * 24.1 74.2 1.7 
  3.0 91.6 5.4 
Gradation 130 * 15.8 83.7 0.5 
  6.0 93.1 0.9 
Gradation 131 * 18.6 64.9 16.5 
Gradation 132 * 14.2 85.3 0.5 
  54.1 44.3 1.6 
  65.7 33.1 1.2 
Gradation 133 * 2.3 96.3 1.4 
Gradation 134  4.9 94.9 0.2 
 * 23.4 74.8 1.8 
Gradation 136 * 34.1 64.6 1.3 
Gradation 137 * 1.1 91.9 7.0 
Municipality of Callander (includes Callander and former North Himsworth Township) 

Secondary Resource Area 
Gradation 140 * 3.7 86.7 9.6 
  19.5 66.9 13.6 
Gradation 141 * 0.0 92.2 7.8 
Gradation 142 * 16.7 70.6 12.7 
  41.0 54.9 4.1 
Gradation 143 * 0.0 99.6 0.4 
  2.2 97.5 0.3 
Gradation 144 * 0.0 100.0 0.0 

Tertiary Resource Areas 
Gradation 138 * 18.0 81.2 0.8 
Gradation 139 * 0.0 89.9 10.1 
  58.8 35.1 6.1 
  56.6 36.2 7.2 
Gradation 145  0.0 91.9 8.1 
 * 0.0 86.8 13.2 
Gradation 146 * 2.6 90.9 6.5 
  0.0 84.1 15.9 
Gradation 147 * 2.6 96.0 1.4 
  51.4 35.1 13.5 
Gradation 148 * 32.6 49.7 17.7 
  1.2 97.0 1.8 
Gradation 149 * 23.6 53.4 23.0 
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Table 10 - Gradation Results (Sand and Gravel), 
Central and Eastern Parts of the District of Parry Sound 

Gradation File Gradation Chart* % Coarse Aggregate % Sand % Fines 

Wilson Township 
Tertiary Resource Areas 

Gradation 008  0.0 84.6 15.4 
 * 0.0 87.1 12.9 
  0.6 97.0 2.4 
Gradation 009 * 59.2 34.8 6.0 
  68.4 27.3 4.3 
Gradation 010  0.0 87.2 12.8 
 * 0.0 80.2 19.8 
  0.0 71.8 28.2 
Gradation 011 * 31.7 53.1 15.2 
Gradation 012 * 36.0 60.9 3.1 
  34.3 59.2 6.5 
East Mills Township 

Tertiary Resource Areas 
Gradation 020 * 4.9 83.4 11.7 
  1.6 86.8 11.6 
Gradation 021  40.4 59.6 0.0 
 * 6.1 93.9 0.0 
Gradation 022 * 6.9 93.1 0.0 
  3.6 96.4 0.0 
Gradation 023 * 60.8 32.4 6.8 
  64.5 29.5 6.0 
Gradation 024 * 54.0 40.5 5.5 
Gradation 025 * 61.9 32.1 6.0 
Gradation 026 * 2.8 93.5 3.7 
  0.0 98.0 2.0 
Gradation 027 * 2.9 97.1 0.0 
  11.6 88.4 0.0 
  0.0 100.0 0.0 
Gradation 028 * 15.5 80.4 4.1 
  2.9 94.0 3.1 
Gradation 029 * 8.5 75.1 16.4 
  24.7 67.4 7.9 
Pringle Township 

Tertiary Resource Areas 
Gradation 030 * 10.7 75.8 13.5 
  13.0 73.0 14.0 
Gradation 031 * 2.2 71.6 26.2 
  0.0 97.8 2.2 
Gradation 032 * 26.8 57.8 15.4 
Gradation 033  39.2 59.5 1.3 
 * 22.5 76.7 0.8 
Gradation 034 * 39.8 51.9 8.3 
  39.8 52.9 7.3 
Gradation 035  1.8 69.3 28.9 
 * 1.5 89.4 9.1 
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Table 10 - Gradation Results (Sand and Gravel), 
Central and Eastern Parts of the District of Parry Sound 

Gradation File Gradation Chart* % Coarse Aggregate % Sand % Fines 

Gradation 036  7.5 87.7 4.8 
 * 12.8 83.3 3.9 
  18.5 61.0 20.5 
Gradation 037 * 57.1 42.3 0.6 
Gradation 038  61.7 36.8 1.5 
 * 61.3 37.7 1.0 
Gradation 039 * 5.5 93.0 1.5 
  0.0 99.2 0.8 
Gradation 040 * 5.1 89.3 5.6 
Gradation 041 * 15.7 74.7 9.6 
Municipality of Powassan (includes Powassan and former South Himsworth Township) 

Secondary Resource Areas 
Gradation 155 * 56.9 37.0 6.1 
Gradation 156 * 5.1 90.7 4.2 
Gradation 157 * 5.4 89.3 5.3 
Gradation 158  1.9 91.1 7.0 
  72.5 23.7 3.8 
 * 50.4 45.7 3.9 
Gradation 160 * 0.0 59.2 40.8 
Gradation 161 * 20.0 74.3 5.7 
Gradation 162  62.7 35.3 2.0 
 * 59.9 35.2 4.9 
  41.4 38.3 20.3 
Gradation 163 * 62.5 33.0 4.5 
  29.2 66.2 4.6 
Gradation 164 * 3.1 96.6 0.3 
  21.2 77.9 0.9 
Gradation 165 * 31.3 52.3 16.4 
Gradation 166 * 32.7 63.4 3.9 
Gradation 167 * 0.0 93.1 6.9 
Gradation 169  69.1 16.8 14.1 
 * 68.6 22.3 9.1 
Gradation 170  26.1 70.0 3.9 
 * 14.8 81.8 3.4 
Gradation 171 * 66.8 32.4 0.8 
Gradation 172 * 41.5 57.3 1.2 
  50.6 48.4 1.0 
Gradation 173  70.2 28.3 1.5 
 * 51.1 48.2 0.7 

  64.4 32.9 2.7 
Gradation 174 * 0.5 97.9 1.6 
Gradation 175  69.9 29.0 1.1 
  20.7 77.4 1.9 
 * 42.5 56.7 0.8 
Gradation 176  55.2 44.1 0.7 
  25.6 73.2 1.2 
 * 42.1 57.6 0.3 
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Table 10 - Gradation Results (Sand and Gravel), 
Central and Eastern Parts of the District of Parry Sound 

Gradation File Gradation Chart* % Coarse Aggregate % Sand % Fines 
Tertiary Resource Areas 

Gradation 150 * 0.0 98.0 2.0 
Gradation 151  0.0 80.4 19.6 
 * 19.7 75.3 5.0 
Gradation 152 * 47.2 44.5 8.3 
Gradation 153 * 0.0 98.3 1.7 
Gradation 154 * 43.1 53.2 3.7 
Gradation 159 * 55.2 43.9 0.9 
Gradation 168 * 15.4 64.6 20.0 
  19.4 30.9 49.7 
Municipality of Whitestone (former Burton Township) 

Tertiary Resource Areas 
Gradation 042 * 23.4 72.7 3.9 
Gradation 043  41.8 56.5 1.7 
 * 15.8 81.7 2.5 
  6.8 92.8 0.4 
  7.9 91.7 0.4 
Gradation 044  0.0 81.0 19.0 
  21.7 76.0 2.3 
  3.7 88.9 7.4 
  0.8 95.8 3.4 
 * 8.9 80.2 10.9 
Municipality of Whitestone (former McKenzie Township) 

Tertiary Resource Areas 
Gradation 045 * 0.2 96.8 3.0 
Gradation 046  1.7 95.0 3.3 
  18.9 80.7 0.4 
 * 0.0 90.9 9.1 
  0.0 98.7 1.3 
  0.0 93.1 6.9 
Gradation 047  1.0 76.8 22.2 
 * 1.5 81.0 17.5 
Gradation 048  11.9 86.0 2.1 
 * 0.6 83.2 16.2 
  0.9 90.9 8.2 
Municipality of Whitestone (former Ferrie Township) 
 
Lount Township 

Tertiary Resource Areas 
Gradation 049 * 43.9 53.1 3.0 
  53.4 44.3 2.3 
Township of Machar 

Selected Sand and Gravel Resource Area 1 
Gradation 185 * 27.4 69.2 3.4 
  51.7 46.9 1.4 
Gradation 186  18.0 79.8 2.2 
  52.8 45.0 2.2 
 * 28.9 70.0 1.1 
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Table 10 - Gradation Results (Sand and Gravel), 
Central and Eastern Parts of the District of Parry Sound 

Gradation File Gradation Chart* % Coarse Aggregate % Sand % Fines 
Selected Sand and Gravel Resource Area 2 

Gradation 182  54.9 44.4 0.7 
  49.8 47.5 2.7 
 * 8.0 89.2 2.8 
Gradation 183  59.1 38.4 2.5 
  12.9 86.5 0.6 
 * 37.7 61.1 1.2 

Selected Sand and Gravel Resource Area 3 
Gradation 179  59.1 39.7 1.2 
 * 44.9 54.0 1.1 

Tertiary Resource Areas 
Gradation 177  51.3 41.3 7.4 
 * 37.6 50.4 12.0 
Gradation 178 * 44.4 51.9 3.7 
Gradation 180 * 30.8 65.9 3.3 
  35.7 62.3 2.0 
Gradation 181 * 34.2 63.9 1.9 
  40.5 56.9 2.6 
Gradation 184  31.3 68.3 0.4 
 * 51.3 47.1 1.6 
  51.3 46.5 2.2 
Gradation 187  0.8 97.1 2.1 
 * 0.9 96.4 2.7 
Laurier Township 

Selected Sand and Gravel Resource Area 3 
Gradation 194  0.7 97.3 2.0 
 * 67.9 30.6 1.5 
Gradation 195 * 53.5 40.9 5.6 
  45.4 51.4 3.2 
  42.5 55.2 2.3 

Secondary Resource Areas 
Gradation 189 * 8.3 90.5 1.2 
  48.9 48.1 3.0 
Gradation 230 * 41.0 55.5 3.5 

Tertiary Resource Areas 
Gradation 188  22.5 76.8 0.7 
 * 0.8 98.8 0.4 
Gradation 190 * 0.0 77.3 22.7 
  7.7 91.3 1.0 
Gradation 191  47.8 46.7 5.5 
 * 46.6 52.3 1.1 
Gradation 192 * 0.0 85.8 14.2 
Gradation 193  0.0 95.9 4.1 
 * 0.0 99.2 0.8 
Gradation 196 * 51.0 47.8 1.2 
  63.0 31.2 5.8 
Municipality of Whitestone (former East Burpee Township) 
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Table 10 - Gradation Results (Sand and Gravel), 
Central and Eastern Parts of the District of Parry Sound 

Gradation File Gradation Chart* % Coarse Aggregate % Sand % Fines 

Municipality of Whitestone (former Hagerman Township) 
Secondary Resource Areas 

Gradation 052 * 6.1 93.8 0.1 
Gradation 053 * 0.0 90.1 9.9 
Gradation 056 * 0.0 97.0 3.0 
  3.0 92.4 4.6 
Gradation 057 * 1.1 97.8 1.1 
  25.0 73.2 1.8 

Tertiary Resource Areas 
Gradation 050 * 9.7 88.1 2.2 
  3.8 94.4 1.8 
Gradation 051 * 11.0 86.7 2.3 
  22.5 75.0 2.5 
Gradation 054 * 5.0 93.9 1.1 
  1.5 87.6 10.9 
Gradation 055 * 0.8 94.2 5.0 
Gradation 058 * 23.2 70.7 6.1 
Municipality of Magnetawan (former Croft Township) 

Secondary Resource Areas 
Gradation 198  56.7 39.9 3.4 
 * 51.3 45.9 2.8 
  0.7 98.6 0.7 
Gradation 204  2.4 95.2 2.4 
  42.4 56.5 1.1 
 * 21.6 77.4 1.0 
Gradation 205  2.1 95.3 2.6 
 * 43.4 53.3 3.3 
Gradation 206 * 52.4 44.6 3.0 
  53.4 44.8 1.8 
  7.1 91.7 1.2 
Gradation 207  22.4 72.7 4.9 
  0.0 98.8 1.2 
 * 2.9 89.4 7.7 

Tertiary Resource Areas 
Gradation 197  65.9 33.6 0.5 
 * 9.6 86.5 3.9 
Gradation 199 * 0.0 98.6 1.4 
Gradation 200 * 0.2 99.8 0.0 
Gradation 201 * 13.9 85.4 0.7 
  0.9 89.2 9.9 
Gradation 202 * 18.5 77.1 4.4 
  2.2 93.7 4.1 
  30.6 64.9 4.5 
Gradation 203 * 0.0 100.0 0.0 
Municipality of Magnetawan (former Chapman Township) 

Tertiary Resource Areas 
Gradation 208 * 0.3 97.4 2.3 
  1.1 97.9 1.0 
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Table 10 - Gradation Results (Sand and Gravel), 
Central and Eastern Parts of the District of Parry Sound 

Gradation File Gradation Chart* % Coarse Aggregate % Sand % Fines 

Gradation 209 * 2.4 90.4 7.2 
  2.3 86.3 11.4 
Gradation 210 * 5.6 92.7 1.7 
  0.3 97.9 1.8 
Gradation 211 * 1.5 95.6 2.9 
  0.0 98.1 1.9 
Gradation 212 * 10.8 83.3 5.9 
  49.1 50.4 0.5 
Gradation 213 * 2.0 96.6 1.4 
  0.0 98.6 1.4 
Gradation 214 * 54.6 42.3 3.1 
  56.6 41.0 2.4 
Gradation 215 * 28.4 69.9 1.7 
Gradation 216 * 36.8 62.6 0.6 
  43.3 55.8 0.9 
Gradation 217 * 1.8 91.2 7.0 
  1.8 94.1 4.1 
Gradation 218 * 53.6 43.9 2.5 
  4.2 92.7 3.1 
Gradation 219 * 0.0 96.9 3.1 
  1.1 97.9 1.0 
Gradation 220 * 10.0 88.9 1.1 
  17.9 80.7 1.4 
Township of Strong 

Secondary Resource Areas 
Gradation 059  9.9 81.7 8.4 
 * 53.7 45.9 0.4 
Gradation 060 * 34.1 65.4 0.5 
  60.5 37.5 2.0 
  41.6 57.5 0.9 
Gradation 061 * 5.7 93.3 1.0 
  64.5 34.7 0.8 
Gradation 062  32.5 67.0 0.5 
 * 37.2 60.1 2.7 
  67.9 31.2 0.9 
Gradation 063  45.4 54.1 0.5 
 * 33.9 65.3 0.8 
Gradation 064 * 42.6 54.8 2.6 
  62.0 37.5 0.5 
  37.8 52.2 10.0 
Gradation 065 * 32.5 66.9 0.6 
  43.2 55.0 1.8 
Gradation 067 * 51.9 45.9 2.2 
Gradation 224 * 26.1 73.4 0.5 

Tertiary Resource Areas 
Gradation 066 * 30.1 67.7 2.2 
  52.2 44.2 3.6 
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Table 10 - Gradation Results (Sand and Gravel), 
Central and Eastern Parts of the District of Parry Sound 

Gradation File Gradation Chart* % Coarse Aggregate % Sand % Fines 

Gradation 221  18.9 79.1 2.0 
  69.6 29.6 0.8 
 * 57.1 41.1 1.8 
  60.5 39.0 0.5 
Gradation 222  8.2 87.8 4.0 
 * 11.1 87.4 1.5 
  45.5 53.0 1.5 
Gradation 223  40.6 55.9 3.5 
  9.2 90.2 0.6 
 * 36.9 62.3 0.8 
Gradation 225  66.1 33.3 0.6 
 * 12.9 85.0 2.1 
Township of Joly 

Secondary Resource Areas 
Gradation 226 * 13.1 77.1 9.8 
  14.3 78.0 7.7 
Gradation 227 * 9.0 87.3 3.7 
Gradation 228 * 56.9 39.6 3.5 
  49.5 49.7 0.8 
Gradation 229 * 53.4 44.0 2.6 
  58.8 38.8 2.4 
  67.7 31.4 0.9 
Township of McKellar 

Tertiary Resource Areas 
Gradation 068  11.3 88.6 0.1 
 * 0.0 99.4 0.6 
Gradation 069 * 10.0 87.3 2.7 
  39.8 39.2 21.0 
  15.3 83.0 1.7 
  2.8 92.3 4.9 
  5.7 92.8 1.5 
  0.3 93.0 6.7 
Gradation 070 * 53.6 42.9 3.5 
Gradation 071 * 23.9 71.7 4.4 
Municipality of Magnetawan (former Spence Township) 

Secondary Resource Areas 
Gradation 073  0.0 93.3 6.7 
  1.0 83.6 15.4 
  68.6 30.0 1.4 
 * 29.3 69.3 1.4 

Tertiary Resource Areas 
Gradation 072  9.7 88.0 2.3 
  49.5 48.6 1.9 
 * 42.7 55.4 1.9 
  46.3 51.8 1.9 
Township of Ryerson 

Secondary Resource Areas 
Gradation 074 * 51.0 47.0 2.0 
  53.5 43.8 2.7 
  54.8 43.6 1.6 
  41.0 55.7 3.3 
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Table 10 - Gradation Results (Sand and Gravel), 
Central and Eastern Parts of the District of Parry Sound 

Gradation File Gradation Chart* % Coarse Aggregate % Sand % Fines 

Gradation 079 * 26.4 72.4 1.2 
  64.1 32.2 3.7 

Tertiary Resource Areas 
Gradation 075  35.6 63.7 0.7 
  10.4 88.2 1.4 
 * 21.2 77.5 1.3 
Gradation 076  0.0 90.4 9.6 
 * 0.0 85.7 14.3 
  18.4 57.2 24.4 
Gradation 077  40.2 54.9 4.9 
  58.3 39.0 2.7 
 * 26.8 72.2 1.0 
Gradation 078 * 0.0 95.4 4.6 
  0.0 98.2 1.8 
Gradation 080 * 22.7 71.6 5.7 
  42.1 55.5 2.4 
Gradation 081 * 62.1 35.1 2.8 
Gradation 082  34.9 64.7 0.4 
 * 22.0 75.9 2.1 
Township of Armour 

Selected Sand and Gravel Resource Area 4 
Gradation 083  53.3 44.3 2.4 
 * 38.6 59.4 2.0 
  56.9 41.3 1.8 
Gradation 084  77.6 21.7 0.7 
 * 34.1 64.5 1.4 
  50.0 44.6 5.4 
Gradation 085 * 0.0 97.6 2.4 
Gradation 086  0.0 98.3 1.7 
 * 1.8 94.7 3.5 
Gradation 087 * 43.2 53.4 3.4 
  44.5 52.7 2.8 
  28.3 70.9 0.8 
Gradation 231 * 39.5 54.7 5.8 

Secondary Resource Areas 
Gradation 088 * 50.8 46.2 3.0 
  61.3 36.1 2.6 
Gradation 089 * 20.4 77.8 1.8 
  77.8 19.6 2.6 
Gradation 091  70.4 28.3 1.3 
 * 64.5 35.0 0.5 
  67.8 29.4 2.8 
Gradation 093  19.0 80.5 0.5 
  47.8 50.9 1.3 
 * 22.0 77.5 0.5 
Gradation 094 * 40.5 57.7 1.8 
  57.0 39.2 3.8 
  74.5 24.8 0.7 
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Table 10 - Gradation Results (Sand and Gravel), 
Central and Eastern Parts of the District of Parry Sound 

Gradation File Gradation Chart* % Coarse Aggregate % Sand % Fines 
Tertiary Resource Areas 

Gradation 090 * 51.4 47.0 1.6 
  71.0 25.6 3.4 
Gradation 092 * 2.6 95.6 1.8 
  0.6 97.2 2.2 
Town of Kearney (former Proudfoot Township) 

Secondary Resource Areas 
Gradation 116 * 72.9 25.7 1.4 
  73.1 24.8 2.1 
  73.6 25.0 1.4 
Gradation 117  26.7 68.1 5.2 
  65.9 33.2 0.9 
 * 37.3 57.1 5.6 
Gradation 118 * 1.5 95.4 3.1 
  13.0 86.4 0.6 

Tertiary Resource Areas 
Gradation 115 * 36.4 62.8 0.8 
  48.8 50.7 0.5 
Township of McMurrich / Monteith (former McMurrich Township and former Monteith Township (eastern third)) 

Secondary Resource Areas 
Gradation 095  57.2 40.6 2.2 
 * 40.9 56.0 3.1 
  69.1 29.2 1.7 
  80.3 18.5 1.2 
Gradation 096  60.3 37.2 2.5 
  63.6 34.0 2.4 
 * 57.8 40.3 1.9 
  66.7 30.2 3.1 
Gradation 097 * 52.0 45.8 2.2 
  63.8 34.4 1.8 
  61.3 37.1 1.6 
Gradation 098  65.9 32.3 1.8 
 * 46.3 51.3 2.4 
  39.3 57.6 3.1 
Gradation 099  1.3 69.0 29.7 
  1.4 97.4 1.2 
 * 0.7 93.2 6.1 

Tertiary Resource Areas 
Gradation 233 * 0.0 97.7 2.3 
Township of Perry 

Secondary Resource Areas 
Gradation 102 * 46.9 52.1 1.0 
  55.3 43.1 1.6 
  44.7 53.0 2.3 
Gradation 108  0.0 95.4 4.6 
  3.2 95.4 1.4 
 * 3.6 95.6 0.8 
  27.9 71.6 0.5 
  34.4 65.0 0.6 
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Table 10 - Gradation Results (Sand and Gravel), 
Central and Eastern Parts of the District of Parry Sound 

Gradation File Gradation Chart* % Coarse Aggregate % Sand % Fines 

Gradation 109 * 41.2 57.0 1.8 
  28.2 70.4 1.4 
  54.4 42.3 3.3 
Gradation 110  0.0 96.5 3.5 
  0.0 98.5 1.5 
 * 0.0 99.0 1.0 
  61.7 37.4 0.9 
  57.1 41.1 1.8 
Gradation 111 * 58.2 39.3 2.5 
Gradation 112  62.8 34.3 2.9 
 * 41.3 57.5 1.2 
  46.4 52.0 1.6 
  36.3 62.3 1.4 
Gradation 113  46.1 52.1 1.8 
 * 33.7 61.6 4.7 
  48.0 48.9 3.1 
Gradation 114  0.0 99.1 0.9 
  0.0 90.5 9.5 
 * 0.0 99.1 0.9 
  64.8 31.6 3.6 
  66.1 31.6 2.3 
  53.8 44.8 1.4 

Tertiary Resource Areas 
Gradation 100  24.0 75.2 0.8 
 * 39.9 59.3 0.8 
  61.2 37.6 1.2 
Gradation 101 * 0.0 94.0 6.0 
Gradation 103  20.3 72.4 7.3 
 * 6.3 92.0 1.7 
Gradation 104 * 17.6 81.6 0.8 
Gradation 105  51.5 46.5 2.0 
 * 44.4 52.5 3.1 
Gradation 106  10.4 88.4 1.2 
 * 3.8 94.7 1.5 
Gradation 107  0.3 96.8 2.9 
 * 1.0 94.6 4.4 
Town of Kearney (former Bethune Township) 

Secondary Resource Area 
Gradation 232 * 45.7 52.4 1.9 
     

Gradation locations are provided in the vector ESRI® ArcGIS® version of Map 1. 

* These values (also indicated in bold) were used to produce the gradation charts. 
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Appendix B – Glossary 

Abrasion Resistance: Tests such as the Los Angeles abrasion 
test (see Appendix E) are used to measure the ability of ag-
gregate to resist crushing and pulverizing under conditions 
similar to those encountered in processing and use. Measur-
ing resistance is an important component in the evaluation of 
the quality and prospective uses of aggregate. Hard, durable 
material is preferred for road building. 
Acid-Soluble Chloride Ion Content: This test measures total 
chloride ion content in concrete and is used to judge the like-
lihood of re-bar corrosion and susceptibility to deterioration 
by freeze–thaw in concrete structures. There is a strong posi-
tive correlation between chloride ion content and depas-
sivation of reinforcing steel in concrete. Depassivation 
permits corrosion of the steel in the presence of oxygen and 
moisture. Chloride ions are contributed mainly by the ap-
plication of de-icing salts. 
Aggregate: Any hard, inert, construction material (sand, 
gravel, shells, slag, crushed stone or other mineral material) 
used for mixing in various-sized fragments with a cement or 
bituminous material to form concrete, mortar, etc., or used 
alone for road building or other construction. Synonyms in-
clude mineral aggregate and granular material. 
Alkali–Aggregate Reaction: A chemical reaction between the 
alkalis of Portland cement and certain minerals found in 
rocks used for aggregate. Alkali–aggregate reactions are un-
desirable because they can cause expansion and cracking of 
concrete. Although perfectly suitable for building stone and 
asphalt applications, alkali-reactive aggregates should be 
avoided for structural concrete uses. 
Beneficiation: Beneficiation of aggregates is a process or 
combination of processes that improves the quality (physical 
properties) of a mineral aggregate and is not part of the nor-
mal processing for a particular use, such as routine crushing, 
screening, washing, or classification. Heavy media separa-
tion, jigging, or application of special crushers (e.g., “cage 
mill”) are usually considered processes of beneficiation. 
Blending: Required in cases of extreme coarseness, fine-
ness, or other irregularities in the gradation of unprocessed 
aggregate. Blending is done with approved sand-sized ag-
gregate in order to satisfy the gradation requirements of the 
material. 
Cambrian: The first period of the Paleozoic Era, thought to 
have covered the time between 540 and 500 million years 
age. The Cambrian precedes the Ordovician Period. 
Chert: Amorphous silica, generally associated with lime-
stone. Often occur as irregular masses or lenses, but can al-
so occur finely disseminated through limestones. It may be 
very hard in unleached form. In leached form, it is white 
and “chalky” and is very absorptive. It has deleterious effect 
for aggregates to be used in Portland cement concrete due to 
reactivity with alkalis in Portland cement. 

Clast: An individual constituent, grain or fragment of a sed-
iment or rock, produced by the mechanical weathering of 
larger rock mass. Synonyms include particle and fragment. 
Crushable Aggregate: Unprocessed gravel containing a 
minimum of 35% coarse aggregate larger than the No. 4 
sieve (4.75 mm) as well as a minimum of 20% greater than 
the 26.5 mm sieve. 
Deleterious Lithology: A general term used to designate 
those rock types that are chemically or physically unsuited 
for use as construction or road-building aggregates. Such 
lithologies as chert, shale, siltstone and sandstone may dete-
riorate rapidly when exposed to traffic and other environ-
mental conditions. 
Devonian: A period of the Paleozoic Era thought to have 
covered the span of time between 410 and 355 million years 
ago, following the Silurian Period. Rocks formed in the 
Devonian Period are among the youngest Paleozoic rocks in 
Ontario. 
Dolostone: A carbonate sedimentary rock consisting chiefly 
of the mineral dolomite and containing relatively little cal-
cite (dolostone is also known as dolomite). 
Drift: A general term for all unconsolidated rock debris, 
transported from one place and deposited in another, distin-
guished from underlying bedrock. In North America, gla-
cial activity has been the dominant mode of transport and 
deposition of drift. Synonyms include overburden and sur-
ficial deposit. 
Drumlin: A low, smoothly rounded, elongated hill, mound 
or ridge composed of glacial materials. These landforms 
were formed beneath an advancing ice sheet and were 
shaped by its flow. 
Eolian: Pertaining to the wind, especially with respect to 
landforms the constituents of which were transported and 
deposited by wind activity. Sand dunes are an example of 
an eolian landform. 
Fines: A general term used to describe the size fraction of 
an aggregate which passes (is finer than) the No. 200 mesh 
screen (0.075 mm). Also described informally as “dirt”, 
these particles are in the silt and clay size range. 
Glacial Lobe: A tongue-like projection from the margin of 
the main mass of an ice cap or ice sheet. During the Pleisto-
cene Epoch, several lobes of the Laurentide continental ice 
sheet occupied the Great Lakes basins. These lobes ad-
vanced then melted back numerous times during the Pleis-
tocene, producing the complex arrangement of glacial mate-
rial and landforms found in Ontario. 
Gneiss: A coarse-textured metamorphic rock with the min-
erals arranged in parallel streaks or bands. Gneiss is relative-
ly rich in feldspar. Other common minerals found in this rock 
include quartz, mica, amphibole and garnet. 
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Gradation: The proportion of material of each particle size, 
or the frequency distribution of the various sizes, which con-
stitute a sediment. The strength, durability, permeability and 
stability of an aggregate depend to a great extent on its grada-
tion. The size limits for different particles are as follows: 

Boulder more than 200 mm 
Cobbles 75–200 mm 
Coarse Gravel 26.5–75 mm 
Fine Gravel 4.75–26.5 mm 
Coarse Sand 2–4.75 mm 
Medium Sand 0.425–2 mm 
Fine Sand  0.075–0.425 mm 
Silt, Clay less than 0.075 mm 

Granite: A coarse-grained, light-coloured rock that ordinar-
ily has an even texture and is composed of quartz and feld-
spar with either mica, hornblende or both. 

Granular Base and Subbase: Components of a pavement 
structure of a road, which are placed on the subgrade and 
are designed to provide strength, stability and drainage, as 
well as support for surfacing materials. Granular A consists 
of crushed and processed aggregate and has relatively strin-
gent quality standards in comparison to Granular B, which is 
usually pit-run or other unprocessed aggregate. Granular M 
is a shouldering and surface dressing material with quality 
requirements similar to Granular A. Select Subgrade Mate-
rial (SSM) has similar quality requirements to Granular B 
and it provides a stable platform for the overlying pavement 
structure. (For more specific information, the reader is re-
ferred to Ontario Provincial Standard Specification (OPSS) 
1010 and Appendix E). 

Heavy Duty Binder: Second layer from the top of hot mix 
asphalt pavements used on heavily travelled (especially by 
trucks) expressways, such as Highway 401. Coarse and fine 
aggregates are to be produced from high-quality bedrock quar-
ries, except when gravel is permitted by special provisions. 
Hot-Laid (or Asphaltic) Paving Aggregate: Bituminous, 
cemented aggregates used in the construction of pavements 
either as surface or bearing course or as binder course used 
to bind the surface course to the underlying granular base. 

Limestone: A carbonate sedimentary rock consisting chiefly 
of the mineral calcite. It may contain the mineral dolomite 
up to about 40%. 

Lithology: The description of rocks on the basis of such 
characteristics as colour, structure, mineralogic composition 
and grain size. Generally, the description of the physical 
character of a rock. 

Medium Duty Binder: Second layer from the top of hot mix 
asphalt pavements used on heavily travelled, usually four-
lane, highways and municipal arterial roads. It may be con-
structed with high-quality quarried rock or high-quality 
gravel with a high percentage of fractured faces or polymer 
modified asphalt cements. 

Meltwater Channel: A drainage way, often terraced, pro-
duced by water flowing away from a melting glacier margin. 

Ordovician: An early period of the Paleozoic Era thought to 
have covered the span of time between 500 and 435 million 
years ago. 
Paleozoic: One of the major divisions of the geologic time 
scale thought to have covered the time period between 540 
and 250 million years ago, the Paleozoic Era (or Ancient 
Life Era) is subdivided into 6 geologic periods, of which 
only 4 (Cambrian, Ordovician, Silurian and Devonian) can 
be recognized in southern Ontario. 
Pleistocene: An epoch of the recent geological past includ-
ing the time from approximately 1.75 million years ago to 
7000 years ago. Much of the Pleistocene was characterized 
by extensive glacial activity and is popularly referred to as 
the “Great Ice Age”. 
Possible Resource: Reserve estimates based largely on broad 
knowledge of the geological character of the deposit and for 
which there are few, if any, samples or measurements. The 
estimates are based on assumed continuity or repetition for 
which there are reasonable geological indications, but do not 
take into account many site-specific natural and environmen-
tal constraints that could render the resource inaccessible. 
Precambrian: The earliest geological period extending 
from the consolidation of the Earth’s crust to the beginning 
of the Cambrian Period. 
Sandstone: A clastic sedimentary rock consisting chiefly of 
sand-sized particles of quartz and minor feldspar, cemented 
together by calcareous minerals (calcite or dolomite) or by 
silica. 
Shale: A fine-grained, sedimentary rock formed by the con-
solidation of clay, silt or mud and characterized by well-
developed bedding planes, along which the rock breaks 
readily into thin layers. The term shale is also commonly 
used for fissile claystone, siltstone and mudstone. 
Siltstone: A clastic sedimentary rock consisting chiefly of 
silt-sized particles, cemented together by calcareous miner-
als (calcite and dolomite) or by silica. 
Silurian: An early period of the Paleozoic Era thought to 
have covered the time between 435 and 410 million years 
ago. The Silurian follows the Ordovician Period and pre-
cedes the Devonian Period. 
Soundness: The ability of the components of an aggregate 
to withstand the effects of various weathering processes and 
agents. Unsound lithologies are subject to disintegration 
caused by the expansion of absorbed solutions. This may 
seriously impair the performance of road-building and con-
struction aggregates. 
Till: Unsorted and unstratified rock debris, deposited directly 
by glaciers, and ranging in size from clay to large boulders. 
Wisconsinan: Pertaining to the last glacial period of the 
Pleistocene Epoch in North America. The Wisconsinan be-
gan approximately 100 000 years ago and ended approxi-
mately 7000 years ago. The glacial deposits and landforms 
of Ontario are predominantly the result of glacial activity 
during the Wisconsinan Stage. 
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Appendix C – Geology of Sand and Gravel Deposits 

The type, distribution and extent of sand and gravel depos-
its in Ontario are the result of extensive glacial and glacially 
influenced activity in Wisconsinan time during the Pleisto-
cene Epoch, approximately 100 000 to 7000 years ago. The 
deposit types reflect the different depositional environments 
that existed during the melting and retreat of the continental 
ice masses, and can readily be differentiated on the basis of 
their morphology, structure and texture. The deposit types 
are described below. 

GLACIOFLUVIAL DEPOSITS 
These deposits can be divided into 2 broad categories: those 
that were formed in contact with (or in close proximity to) 
glacial ice, and those that were deposited by meltwaters car-
rying materials beyond the ice margin. 
Ice–Contact Terraces (ICT): These are glaciofluvial features 
deposited between the glacial margin and a confining topo-
graphic high, such as the side of a valley. The structure of the 
deposits may be similar to that of outwash deposits, but, in 
most cases, the sorting and grading of the material is more 
variable and the bedding is discontinuous because of exten-
sive slumping. The probability of locating large amounts of 
crushable aggregate is moderate, and extraction may be ex-
pensive because of the variability of the deposits both in 
terms of quality and grain size distribution. 
Kames (K): Kames are defined as mounds of poorly sorted 
sand and gravel deposited by meltwater in depressions or fis-
sures on the ice surface or at its margin. During glacial re-
treat, the melting of supporting ice causes collapse of the de-
posits, producing internal structures characterized by bedding 
discontinuities. The deposits consist mainly of irregularly 
bedded and cross-bedded, poorly sorted sand and gravel. The 
present forms of the deposits include single mounds, linear 
ridges (crevasse fillings) or complex groups of landforms. 
The latter are occasionally described as “undifferentiated ice-
contact stratified drift” (IC) when detailed subsurface infor-
mation is unavailable. Since kames commonly contain large 
amounts of fine-grained material and are characterized by con-
siderable variability, there is generally a low to moderate prob-
ability of discovering large amounts of good quality, crushable 
aggregate. Extractive problems encountered in these deposits 
are mainly the excessive variability of the aggregate and the 
rare presence of excess fines (silt- and clay-sized particles). 
Eskers (E): Eskers are narrow, sinuous ridges of sand and 
gravel deposited by meltwaters flowing in tunnels within or 
at the base of glaciers, or in channels on the ice surface. Es-
kers vary greatly in size. Many, though not all, eskers con-
sist of a central core of poorly sorted and stratified gravel 
characterized by a wide range in grain size. The core mate-
rial is often draped on its flanks by better sorted and strati-
fied sand and gravel. The deposits have a high probability 
of containing a large proportion of crushable aggregate and, 

since they are generally built above the surrounding ground 
surface, are convenient extraction sites. For these reasons, 
esker deposits have been traditional aggregate sources 
throughout Ontario, and are significant components of the 
total resources of many areas. 

Some planning constraints and opportunities are inher-
ent in the nature of the deposits. Because of their linear na-
ture, the deposits commonly extend across several property 
boundaries leading to unorganized extractive development 
at numerous small pits. On the other hand, because of their 
form, eskers can be easily and inexpensively extracted and 
are amenable to rehabilitation and sequential land use. 

Undifferentiated Ice-Contact Stratified Drift (IC): This des-
ignation may include deposits from several ice-contact, 
depositional environments which usually form extensive, 
complex landforms. It is not feasible to identify individual 
areas of coarse-grained material within such deposits be-
cause of their lack of continuity and grain size variability. 
They are given a qualitative rating based on existing pit and 
other subsurface data. 

Outwash (OW): Outwash deposits consist of sand and grav-
el laid down by meltwaters beyond the margin of the ice 
lobes. The deposits occur as sheets or as terraced valley fills 
(valley trains) and may be very large in extent and thick-
ness. Well-developed outwash deposits have good horizon-
tal bedding and are uniform in grain size distribution. Out-
wash deposited near the glacier’s margin is much more 
variable in texture and structure. The probability of locating 
useful crushable aggregates in outwash deposits is moderate 
to high depending on how much information on size, distri-
bution and thickness is available. 

Subaqueous Fans (SF): Subaqueous fans are formed within 
or near the mouths of meltwater conduits when sediment-
laden meltwaters are discharged into a standing body of 
water. The geometry of the resulting deposit is fan or lobe 
shaped. Several of these lobes may be joined together to form 
a larger, continuous sedimentary body. Internally, subaque-
ous fans consist of stratified sands and gravels that may ex-
hibit wide variations in grain size distribution. As these fea-
tures were deposited under glacial lake waters, silt and clay 
that settled out of these lakes may be associated in varying 
amounts with these deposits. The variability of the sedi-
ments and presence of fines are the main extractive prob-
lems associated with these deposits. 

Alluvium (AL): Alluvium is a general term for clay, silt, sand, 
gravel, or similar unconsolidated material deposited during 
postglacial time by a stream as sorted or semi-sorted sedi-
ment, on its bed or on its floodplain. The probability of locat-
ing large amounts of crushable aggregate in alluvial deposits 
is low, and they have generally low value because of the 
presence of excess silt- and clay-sized material. There are 
few large postglacial alluvium deposits in Ontario. 
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GLACIOLACUSTRINE DEPOSITS 
Glaciolacustrine Beach Deposits (LB): These are relative-
ly narrow, linear features formed by wave action at the 
shores of glacial lakes that existed at various times during 
the deglaciation of Ontario. Well-developed lacustrine 
beaches are usually less than 6 m thick. The aggregate is 
well sorted and stratified and sand-sized material com-
monly predominates. The composition and size distribu-
tion of the deposit depends on the nature of the source ma-
terial. The probability of obtaining crushable aggregate is 
high when the material is developed from coarse-grained 
materials such as a stony till, and low when developed 
from fine-grained materials. Beaches are relatively nar-
row, linear deposits, so that extractive operations are often 
numerous and extensive. 

Glaciolacustrine Deltas (LD): These features were formed 
where streams or rivers of glacial meltwater flowed into 
lakes and deposited their suspended sediment. In Ontario, 
such deposits tend to consist mainly of sand and abundant 
silt. However, in near-ice and ice-contact positions, coarse 
material may be present. Although deltaic deposits may be 
large, the probability of obtaining coarse material is gen-
erally low. 

Glaciolacustrine Plains (LP): The nearly level surface 
marking the floor of an extinct glacial lake is called a 
glaciolacustrine plain. The sediments that form the plain 
are predominantly fine to medium sand, silt and clay, and 
were deposited in relatively deep water. Lacustrine depos-
its are generally of low value as aggregate sources because 
of their fine grain size and lack of crushable material. In 
some aggregate-poor areas, lacustrine deposits may con-
stitute valuable sources of fill and some granular subbase 
aggregate. 

GLACIOMARINE DEPOSITS 
Glaciomarine Beach Deposits (MB): Similar to glaciolacus-
trine beach deposits, glaciomarine beach deposits are formed 
in a glaciomarine environment (i.e., ocean rather than lake 
environment). 
Glaciomarine Deltas (MD): Similar to glaciolacustrine 
deltas, glaciomarine deltas are the result of a glaciomarine 
environment. 
Glaciomarine Plains (MP): Similar to glaciolacustrine 
plains, glaciomarine plains are the result of a glaciomarine 
environment. 

GLACIAL DEPOSITS 
End Moraines (EM): These are belts of glacial drift depos-
ited at, and parallel to, glacier margins. End moraines com-
monly consist of ice-contact stratified drift and, in such in-
stances, are usually called kame moraines. Kame moraines 
commonly result from deposition between 2 glacial lobes (in-
terlobate moraines). The probability of locating aggregates 
within such features is moderate to low. Exploration and de-
velopment costs are high. Moraines may be very large and 
contain vast aggregate resources, but the location of the best 
areas within the moraine is usually poorly defined. 

EOLIAN DEPOSITS 
Windblown Deposits (WD): Windblown deposits are those 
formed by the transport and deposition of sand by winds. The 
form of the deposits ranges from extensive, thin layers to 
well-developed linear and crescentic ridges known as dunes. 
Most windblown deposits in Ontario are derived from, and 
deposited on, pre-existing lacustrine sand plain deposits. 
Windblown sediments almost always consist of fine to coarse 
sand and are usually well sorted. The probability of locating 
crushable aggregate in windblown deposits is very low. 
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Appendix D – Geology of Bedrock Deposits 

The purpose of this appendix is to familiarize the reader 
with the general bedrock geology of southern Ontario (Fig-
ure D1) and, where known, the potential uses of the various 
bedrock formations. The reader is cautioned against using 
this information for more specific purposes. The strati-
graphic chart (Figure D2) is intended only to illustrate the 
stratigraphic sequences in particular geographic areas and 
should not be used as a regional correlation table. 

The following description is arranged in ascending strati-
graphic order, on a group and formation basis. Precambrian 
rocks are not discussed. Additional stratigraphic information is 
included for some formations where necessary. The publica-
tions and maps of the Ontario Geological Survey (e.g., John-
son et al. 1992 and Armstrong and Carter 2010) and the Geo-
logical Survey of Canada should be referred to for more detailed 
information. The lithology, thickness and general use of rocks 
from these formations are noted. If a formation may be suitable 
for use as aggregate and aggregate suitability test data are 
available, the data have been included in the form of ranges.

The following short forms have been used in presenting 
these data: 

AAV = aggregate abrasion value,  
Absn = absorption (percent),  
BRD = bulk relative density,  
LA = Los Angeles abrasion and impact test  

(loss in percent),  
MgSO4 = magnesium sulphate soundness test  

(loss in percent),  
PN (A-C) = PN (Asphalt & Concrete) = petrographic 

number for asphalt (“A”) and concrete (“C”) 
use,  

PSV = polished stone value. 

The ranges are intended as a guide only and care should 
be exercised in extrapolating the information to specific situ-
ations. Aggregate suitability test data have been provided by 
the Ministry of Transportation (MTO). Aggregate suitability 
tests are defined in Appendix E. Aggregate product specifica-
tions are also provided in Appendix E. 

 
Covey Hill Formation (Cambrian) 
STRATIGRAPHY and/or OCCURRENCE: Lower formation 

of the Potsdam Group. 
LITHOLOGY: Interbedded noncalcareous feldspathic con-

glomerate and sandstone. 
THICKNESS: 0 to 14 m. 
USES: Has been quarried for aggregate in the United Coun-

ties of Leeds and Grenville. 

Nepean Formation (Cambrian) 
STRATIGRAPHY and/or OCCURRENCE: Upper formation 

of the Potsdam Group. 
LITHOLOGY: Thin- to massive-bedded quartz sandstone 

with some conglomerate interbeds and rare shaly partings. 
THICKNESS: 0 to 30 m. 
USES: Suitable as dimension stone; quarried at Philipsville 

and Forfar for silica sand; alkali–silica reactive in Port-
land cement concrete. 

AGGREGATE SUITABILITY TESTING: PSV = 54-68, 
AAV = 4-15, MgSO4 = 9-32, LA = 44-90, Absn = 1.6-2.6, 
BRD = 2.38-2.50, PN (A-C) = 130-140. 

March Formation (Lower Ordovician) 
STRATIGRAPHY and/or OCCURRENCE: Lower formation 

of the Beekmantown Group. 
LITHOLOGY: Interbedded quartz sandstone, dolomitic 

quartz sandstone, sandy dolostone and dolostone. 
THICKNESS: 6 to 64 m. 
USES: Quarried extensively for aggregate in areas of out-

crop and subcrop; alkali–silica reactive in Portland cement 

concrete; lower part of formation is an excellent source 
of skid-resistant aggregate. The formation is suitable for 
use as facing stone and paving stone. 

AGGREGATE SUITABILITY TESTING: PSV = 55-60, 
AAV = 4-6, MgSO4 = 1-17, LA = 15-38, Absn = 0.5-0.9, 
BRD = 2.61-2.65, PN (A-C) = 110-150. 

Oxford Formation (Lower Ordovician) 
STRATIGRAPHY and/or OCCURRENCE: Upper formation 

of the Beekmantown Group. 
LITHOLOGY: Thin- to thick-bedded, microcrystalline to me-

dium-crystalline, grey dolostone with thin shaly interbeds. 
THICKNESS: 61 to 102 m. 
USES: Quarried in the Brockville and Smith Falls areas and 

south of Ottawa for use as aggregate. 
AGGREGATE SUITABILITY TESTING: PSV = 47-48, 

AAV = 7-8, MgSO4 = 1-4, LA = 18-23, Absn = 0.7-0.9, 
BRD = 2.74-2.78, PN (A-C) = 105-120. 

Rockcliffe Formation (Lower Ordovician) 
STRATIGRAPHY and/or OCCURRENCE: Divided into a 

lower member and an upper (St. Martin) member. 
LITHOLOGY: Interbedded quartz sandstone and shale; in-

terbedded shaly bioclastic limestone and shale predomi-
nate in the upper member. 

THICKNESS: 0 to 125 m. 
USES: Upper member has been quarried east of Ottawa for 

aggregate; lower member has been used as crushed stone; 
some high-purity limestone beds in upper member may 
be suitable for use as fluxing stone and in lime production. 
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AGGREGATE SUITABILITY TESTING: PSV = 58-63, 
AAV = 10-11, MgSO4 = 12-40, LA = 25-28, Absn = 1.8-
1.9, BRD = 2.55-2.62, PN (A-C) = 122-440. 

Shadow Lake Formation (Upper 
Ordovician) 
STRATIGRAPHY and/or OCCURRENCE: The basal unit 

of the Black River Group. Informally, the formation is 
known as the basal unit of the Ottawa Group in eastern 
Ontario and the basal unit of the Simcoe Group in cen-
tral Ontario. 

LITHOLOGY: Poorly sorted, red and green sandy shales; 
argillaceous and arkosic sandstones; minor sandy argil-
laceous dolostones and rare basal arkosic conglomerate. 

THICKNESS: 0 to 15 m. 
USES: Potential source of decorative stone; very limited 

value as aggregate source. 

Gull River Formation (Upper Ordovician) 
STRATIGRAPHY and/or OCCURRENCE: Part of the 

Black River Group. Informally, the formation is part of 
the Simcoe Group in central Ontario and the Ottawa 
Group in eastern Ontario. In eastern Ontario, the for-
mation is subdivided into upper and lower members; in 
central Ontario, it is presently subdivided into upper, 
middle and lower members. 

LITHOLOGY: In central and eastern Ontario, the lower 
member consists of alternating units of limestone, dol-
omitic limestone and dolostone. West of Lake Simcoe, 
the lower member is thin- to thick-bedded, interbedded, 
grey argillaceous limestone and buff to green dolostone. 
The upper and middle members are dense microcrystal-
line limestones with argillaceous dolostone interbeds. 
The upper member also consists of thin-bedded lime-
stones with thin shale partings. 

THICKNESS: 7.5 to 135 m. 
USES: Quarried in the Lake Simcoe, Kingston, Ottawa and 

Cornwall areas for crushed stone. Rock from certain 
layers has proven to be alkali reactive when used in 
Portland cement concrete (alkali–carbonate reaction). 

AGGREGATE SUITABILITY TESTING: PSV = 41-49, 
AAV = 8-12, MgSO4 = 3-17, LA = 18-28, Absn = 0.3-0.9, 
BRD = 2.68-2.73, PN (A-C) = 100-153, micro-Deval (C) 
= 8.8-18.7, mortar bar (14 days) = 0.004-0.030. 

Bobcaygeon Formation (Upper 
Ordovician) 
STRATIGRAPHY and/or OCCURRENCE: Informally, the 

formation is part of the Simcoe Group in central Ontario 
and the Ottawa Group in eastern Ontario. The formation 
is subdivided into upper, middle and lower members. 
Formally, some researchers refer to the lower member 
as the Coboconk Formation of the Black River Group. 
The upper and middle members are sometimes referred 
to as the Kirkfield Formation, a part of the Trenton Group. 

LITHOLOGY: The lower member is light grey-tan to 
brown-grey, medium- to very thick-bedded, fine- to 
medium-grained, bioturbated to current-laminated, bio-
clastic limestones, wackestones, packstones and grain-
stones. The middle member is thin- to medium-bedded, 
tabular-bedded, bioclastic, very fine- to fine-grained 
limestones with green shale interbeds and partings. The 
upper member is similar to the middle member, but also 
includes fine- to medium-grained, dark grey to light 
brown, thin- to medium-bedded, irregular to tabular 
bedded, bioturbated, horizontal to low-angle cross-
laminated, bioclastic, fossiliferous limestones, wacke-
stones, packstones and grainstones. 

THICKNESS: 7 to 87 m. 
USES: Quarried at Brechin, Marysville and in the Ottawa 

area for crushed stone. Generally suitable for use as 
granular base course aggregate. Rock from certain lay-
ers has been found to be alkali reactive when used in 
Portland cement concrete (alkali–silica reaction). 

AGGREGATE SUITABILITY TESTING: PSV = 47-51, 
AAV = 14-23, MgSO4 = 1-40, LA = 18-32, Absn = 0.3-2.4, 
BRD = 2.5-2.69, PN (A-C) = 100-320. 

Verulam Formation (Upper Ordovician) 
STRATIGRAPHY and/or OCCURRENCE: The Verulam 

Formation is often referred to as the Sherman Fall For-
mation of the Trenton Group. Informally, the formation 
is part of the Simcoe and Ottawa groups. 

LITHOLOGY: The Verulam Formation is informally sub-
divided into 2 members. The lower member consists of 
interbedded with limestone and calcareous shale. The 
limestone beds are very fine to coarse grained, thin to thick 
bedded, nodular to tabular bedded, light to dark grey-
brown and fossiliferous. The upper member is thin- to 
thick-bedded, medium- to coarse-grained, cross-stratified, 
tan to light grey, fossiliferous, bioclastic limestone. 

THICKNESS: 32 to 67 m. 
USES: Quarried at Picton and Bath for use in cement man-

ufacture. Quarried for aggregate in Ramara Township, 
Simcoe County and in the Belleville–Kingston area. 
The formation may be unsuitable for use as aggregate in 
some areas because of its high shale content. 

AGGREGATE SUITABILITY TESTING: PSV = 43-44, 
AAV = 9-13, MgSO4 = 4-45, LA = 22-29, Absn = 0.4-2.1, 
BRD = 2.59-2.70, PN (A-C) = 120-255. 

Lindsay Formation (Upper Ordovician) 
STRATIGRAPHY and/or OCCURRENCE: The Lindsay 

Formation is divided into 2 members. The lower mem-
ber is often referred to as the Cobourg Formation of the 
Trenton Group. The upper member is referred to as the 
Collingwood Member of the Trenton Group. In eastern 
Ontario, the Collingwood Member is often referred to 
as the Eastview Member. Informally, the Lindsay For-
mation is part of the Simcoe and Ottawa groups. 
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LITHOLOGY: The lower member is interbedded, very fine- 
to coarse-grained, bluish-grey to grey-brown limestone 
with undulating shale partings and interbeds of dark 
grey calcareous shale. The Collingwood Member is a 
black, organic-rich, petroliferous, calcareous shale with 
very thin, fossiliferous, bioclastic limestone interbeds. 

THICKNESS: The upper member is up to 10 m thick, 
whereas the lower member can be up to 60 m thick. 

USES: In eastern Ontario, the lower member is used exten-
sively for aggregate production; in central Ontario, it is  
quarried at Picton, Ogden Point and Bowmanville for 
cement. The formation may be suitable or unsuitable for 
use as concrete and asphalt aggregate. 

AGGREGATE SUITABILITY TESTING: MgSO4 = 2-
47, LA = 20-28, Absn = 0.4-1.3, BRD = 2.64-2.70, PN (A-
C) = 110-215. 

Blue Mountain and Billings Formations 
(Upper Ordovician) 
STRATIGRAPHY and/or OCCURRENCE: The Blue 

Mountain Formation includes the upper and middle 
members of the former Whitby Formation. In eastern 
Ontario, the Billings Formation is equivalent to part of 
the Blue Mountain Formation. 

LITHOLOGY: Blue-grey to grey-brown, noncalcareous 
shales with thin, minor interbeds of limestone and silt-
stone. The Billings Formation is dark grey to black, 
noncalcareous to slightly calcareous, pyritiferous shale 
with dark grey limestone laminae and grey siltstone in-
terbeds. 

THICKNESS: Blue Mountain Formation - 43 to 60 m; 
Billings Formation - 0 to 62 m. 

USES: The Billings Formation may be a suitable source for 
structural clay products and lightweight expanded ag-
gregate. The Blue Mountain Formation may be suitable 
for structural clay products. 

Georgian Bay and Carlsbad Formations 
(Upper Ordovician) 
STRATIGRAPHY and/or OCCURRENCE: The Georgian 

Bay Formation trends in a northwest direction from 
Lake Ontario toward Georgian Bay. The Carlsbad For-
mation is the equivalent of the Georgian Bay Formation 
in eastern Ontario. 

LITHOLOGY: The Georgian Bay Formation consists of 
greenish to bluish-green shale interbedded with lime-
stone, siltstone and sandstone. The Carlsbad Formation 
consists of interbedded shale, siltstone and bioclastic 
limestone. 

THICKNESS: Georgian Bay Formation - 125 to 200 m; 
Carlsbad Formation - 0 to 186 m. 

USES: Georgian Bay Formation was previously used by 
several producers in the Metropolitan Toronto area to 
produce brick and structural tile, as well as for making 
Portland cement. At Streetsville, expanded shale was 
used in the past to produce lightweight aggregate. These 

operations are no longer in production. The Carlsbad 
Formation may be used as a source material for brick 
and tile manufacturing and has potential as a light-
weight expanded aggregate. 

Queenston Formation (Upper Ordovician) 
STRATIGRAPHY and/or OCCURRENCE: The Queenston 

Formation conformably overlies the Georgian Bay 
Formation and crops out along the base of the Niagara 
Escarpment. 

LITHOLOGY: Red-maroon, thin- to thick-bedded, sandy to 
argillaceous shale with green mottling and banding. 

THICKNESS: 45 to 335 m. 
USES: There are several quarries developed in the 

Queenston Formation along the base of the Niagara Es-
carpment and one at Russell, near Ottawa. All extract 
shale for brick manufacturing. The Queenston For-
mation is the most important source of material for 
brick manufacture in Ontario. 

Whirlpool Formation (Lower Silurian) 
STRATIGRAPHY and/or OCCURRENCE: Lower formation 

of the Cataract Group, generally located in the Niagara 
Peninsula and along the Niagara Escarpment as far 
north as Duntroon. 

LITHOLOGY: White to grey to maroon, fine-grained, or-
thoquartzitic sandstone with thin grey shale partings. 

THICKNESS: 0 to 9 m. 
USES: Building stone, flagstone. 

Manitoulin Formation (Lower Silurian) 
STRATIGRAPHY and/or OCCURRENCE: Part of the 

Cataract Group. The formation generally occurs north 
of Stoney Creek. 

LITHOLOGY: Thin- to medium-bedded, moderately fos-
siliferous, fine- to medium-crystalline dolostone with 
minor grey-green shale. Chert nodules or lenses, and 
silicified fossils have also been reported within the for-
mation. 

THICKNESS: 0 to 25 m. 
USES: Extracted for crushed stone in Grey County, and for 

decorative stone on Manitoulin Island. 

Cabot Head Formation (Lower Silurian) 
STRATIGRAPHY and/or OCCURRENCE: Part of the 

Cataract Group. The formation occurs in the subsurface 
throughout southwestern Ontario and crops out along 
the length of the Niagara Escarpment. 

LITHOLOGY: Grey to green to red-maroon, noncalcare-
ous shales with subordinate sandstone and carbonate 
interbeds. 

THICKNESS: 12 to 40 m. 
USES: Potential source of lightweight aggregate. Extrac-

tion opportunities are limited by the lack of suitable 
exposures. 
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Grimsby Formation (Lower Silurian) 
STRATIGRAPHY and/or OCCURRENCE: Upper formation 

of the Cataract Group. The formation has been identi-
fied along the Niagara Peninsula as far north as Clappi-
son’s Corners. 

LITHOLOGY: Interbedded sandstone, dolomitic sandstone 
and red shale. The lower part of the Grimsby Formation 
becomes greener and shalier as it grades into the upper 
Cabot Head Formation. 

THICKNESS: 0 to 15 m. 
USES: No present uses. 

Thorold Formation (Lower Silurian) 
STRATIGRAPHY and/or OCCURRENCE: Lower formation 

in the Clinton Group. 
LITHOLOGY: Grey-green to white, fine- to coarse-grained, 

quartzose sandstone with minor thin grey to green shale 
or siltstone partings. 

THICKNESS: 2 to 7 m. 
USES: No present uses. 

Neagha Formation (Lower Silurian) 
STRATIGRAPHY and/or OCCURRENCE: Part of the 

Clinton Group. 
LITHOLOGY: Dark to greenish grey shale, sparsely fossil-

iferous, fissile shale, with minor thin limestone inter-
beds. The base of the Neagha Formation consists of a 
phosphatic pebble lag that indicates an unconformable 
contact with the underlying Thorold Formation. 

THICKNESS: 0 to 2 m. 
USES: No present uses. 

Dyer Bay Formation (Lower Silurian) 
STRATIGRAPHY and/or OCCURRENCE: Part of the 

Cataract Group. Crops out on Manitoulin Island and 
along the east side of the Bruce Peninsula as far south 
as Owen Sound. In the subsurface, it underlies the 
Bruce Peninsula and most of Essex and Kent counties. 

LITHOLOGY: Thin- to medium-bedded, fine- to medium-
grained, blue-grey to brown, argillaceous, fossiliferous 
dolostone with green-grey shaly partings. 

THICKNESS: 0 to 8 m. 
USES: No present uses. 

Wingfield Formation (Lower Silurian) 
STRATIGRAPHY and/or OCCURRENCE: Part of the 

Cataract Group. Occurs on Manitoulin Island and the 
northernmost part of the Bruce Peninsula. 

LITHOLOGY: Interbedded brown, fine- to medium-
grained, argillaceous dolostone and olive-green, noncal-
careous, sparsely fossiliferous shale. 

THICKNESS: 0 to 15 m. 
USES: No present uses. 

St. Edmund Formation  
(Lower Silurian) 
STRATIGRAPHY and/or OCCURRENCE: Part of the 

Cataract Group. Occurs on Manitoulin Island and the 
northernmost part of the Bruce Peninsula. The upper 
portion of the formation was previously termed the 
Mindemoya Formation. 

LITHOLOGY: Light creamy tan, microcrystalline, thin-
bedded, sparsely fossiliferous dolostone with tan to brown, 
fine- to medium-crystalline, thick-bedded dolostone. 

THICKNESS: 0 to 25 m. 
USES: Quarried for fill and crushed stone on Manitoulin 

Island. 
AGGREGATE SUITABILITY TESTING: MgSO4 = 1-2, 

LA = 19-21, Absn = 0.6-0.7, BRD = 2.78-2.79, PN (A-C) 
= 105. 

Fossil Hill Formation (Lower Silurian) 
STRATIGRAPHY and/or OCCURRENCE: Part of the 

Clinton Group. Occurs on Manitoulin Island and the 
northern part of the Bruce Peninsula. 

LITHOLOGY: Thin- to medium-bedded, very fine- to 
coarse-grained, very fossiliferous dolostone. The for-
mation also contains intervals of tan-grey, very fine-
crystalline, sparsely fossiliferous dolostone. 

THICKNESS: 3 to 34 m. 
USES: The formation is sometimes quarried along with the 

overlying Amabel and Lockport formations. 
AGGREGATE SUITABILITY TESTING: (Fossil Hill 

Formation on Manitoulin Island) MgSO4 = 41, LA = 
29, Absn = 4.1, BRD = 2.45, PN (A-C) = 370. 

Reynales Formation (Lower Silurian) 
STRATIGRAPHY and/or OCCURRENCE: Part of the 

Clinton Group. The Reynales Formation occurs on the 
Niagara Peninsula and along the Niagara Escarpment as 
far north as the Forks of the Credit. 

LITHOLOGY: Light to dark grey, buff weathering, thin- to 
thick-bedded, very fine- to fine-grained, sparsely fossil-
iferous dolostone to argillaceous dolostone, with thin 
shaly interbeds and partings. 

THICKNESS: 0 to 5 m. 
USES: The formation is sometimes quarried along with 

overlying Amabel and Lockport formations. 

Irondequoit Formation (Lower Silurian) 
STRATIGRAPHY and/or OCCURRENCE: Part of the 

Clinton Group generally along the Niagara Peninsula 
south of Waterdown. 

LITHOLOGY: Thick- to massive-bedded, light to pinkish 
grey, medium- to coarse-grained, crinoidal- and bra-
chiopod-rich limestone. 

THICKNESS: 0 to 10 m. 
USES: Not utilized extensively. 
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Rochester Formation (Lower Silurian) 
STRATIGRAPHY and/or OCCURRENCE: Part of the 

Clinton Group generally along the Niagara Peninsula. 
LITHOLOGY: Dark grey to black, calcareous shale with 

variably abundant, thin, fine- to medium-grained cal-
careous to dolomitic calcisiltite to bioclastic calcare-
nite interbeds. 

THICKNESS: 5 to 24 m. 
USES: Not utilized extensively. 
AGGREGATE SUITABILITY TESTING: PSV = 69, 

AAV = 17, MgSO4 = 95, LA = 19, Absn = 2.2, BRD = 2.67, 
PN (A-C) = 400. 

Decew Formation (Lower Silurian) 
STRATIGRAPHY and/or OCCURRENCE: Part of the 

Clinton Group south of Waterdown along the Niagara 
Escarpment. 

LITHOLOGY: Very fine- to fine-grained, argillaceous to 
arenaceous dolostone, with locally abundant shale part-
ings and interbeds. 

THICKNESS: 0 to 4 m. 
USES: Too shaly for high-quality uses, but it is quarried 

along with the Lockport Formation in places. 
AGGREGATE SUITABILITY TESTING: PSV = 67, 

AAV = 15, MgSO4 = 55, LA = 21, Absn = 2.2, BRD = 
2.66, PN (A-C) = 255. 

Lockport and Amabel Formations 
(Lower Silurian) 
STRATIGRAPHY and/or OCCURRENCE: The Lockport 

Formation occurs from Waterdown to Niagara Falls and 
is subdivided into 2 formal members: the Gasport and 
Goat Island members. The Amabel Formation is found 
from Waterdown to Cockburn Island and has been sub-
divided into the Lions Head and Wiarton members. 

LITHOLOGY: The Gasport Member consists of thick- to 
massive-bedded, fine- to coarse-grained, blue-grey to 
white to pinkish grey dolostone and dolomitic lime-
stone, with minor argillaceous dolostone. The Goat Is-
land Member is dark to light grey to brown, very fine- 
to fine-crystalline, thin- to medium-bedded, irregularly 
bedded, variably argillaceous dolostone with locally 
abundant chert and vugs filled with gypsum, calcite or 
fluorite. Near Hamilton, abundant chert nodules and 
lenses in the Goat Island member have been informally 
named the Ancaster chert beds. A shaly interval, termed 
the Vinemount shale, occurs at the top of the Goat Is-
land near and east of Hamilton. 
 The Wiarton Member consists of massive-bedded, 
blue-grey mottled, light grey to white, fine- to coarse-
crystalline, porous crinoidal dolostone. Underlying the 
Wiarton Member in the Bruce Peninsula is the Colpoy 
Bay Member which is browner, finer grained and less 
fossiliferous than the Wiarton Member. The Lions Head 
Member consists of light grey to grey-brown, fine-

crystalline, thin- to medium-bedded, sparsely fossilifer-
ous dolostone with abundant chert nodules. 

THICKNESS: (Lockport and Amabel) 3 to 40 m. 
USES: Both formations have been used to produce lime, 

crushed stone, concrete aggregate and building stone 
throughout their area of occurrence, and are a resource 
of provincial significance. 

AGGREGATE SUITABILITY TESTING: PSV = 36-49,  
AAV = 10-17, MgSO4 = 2-6, LA = 25-32, Absn = 0.4-1.54, 
BRD = 2.61-2.81, PN (A-C) = 100-105. 

Guelph Formation  
(Lower to Upper Silurian) 
STRATIGRAPHY and/or OCCURRENCE: Exposed south 

and west of the Niagara Escarpment from the Niagara 
River to the tip of the Bruce Peninsula. The formation is 
also present in the subsurface of southwestern Ontario. 

LITHOLOGY: The formation is tan- to brown-coloured, 
fine- to medium-crystalline, moderately to very fossilif-
erous, commonly biostromal to biohermal, sucrosic do-
lostones. In places, the formation is characterized by ex-
tensive vuggy, porous reefal facies of high chemical 
purity. The Eramosa Member consists of thin- to thick-
bedded, tan to black, fine- to medium-crystalline, vari-
ably fossiliferous, bituminous dolostone. Locally, the 
Eramosa Member is argillaceous and cherty. 

THICKNESS: 4 to 100 m. 
USES: Some areas appear soft and unsuitable for use in the 

production of load-bearing aggregate. This unit requires 
additional testing to fully establish its aggregate suita-
bility. The main use is for dolomitic lime for cement 
manufacture. The formation is quarried near Hamilton 
and Guelph. 

Salina Formation (Group)  
(Upper Silurian) 
STRATIGRAPHY and/or OCCURRENCE: Present in the 

subsurface of southwestern Ontario; only rarely exposed 
at surface. In southern Ontario, the succession of evapo-
rates and evaporite-related sediments underlying the 
Bass Islands and Bertie formations, and overlying the 
reefal dolostones of the Guelph Formation, have been 
termed the Salina Formation. In other jurisdictions, this 
formation is often referred to as the Salina Group. 

LITHOLOGY: Grey and maroon shale, brown dolostone 
and, in places, salt, anhydrite and gypsum; consists pre-
dominantly of evaporitic-rich material with up to 8 units 
identifiable. The Salina Group is dominated by evaporate 
lithologies in the Michigan Basin and become gradually 
shalier into the Appalachian Basin. 

THICKNESS: 113 to 420 m. 
USES: Gypsum mines at Hagersville, Caledonia and 

Drumbo. Salt is mined at Goderich and Windsor and is 
produced from brine wells at Amherstburg, Windsor 
and Sarnia. 
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Bertie and Bass Islands Formations 
(Upper Silurian) 
STRATIGRAPHY and/or OCCURRENCE: The Bertie 

Formation is an Appalachian Basin unit found in the 
Niagara Peninsula. The Bertie Formation is equivalent 
to the Bertie Group of New York and, therefore, con-
sists of the Oatka, Falkirk, Scajaquada, Williamsville 
and Akron members in Ontario. The Bass Islands For-
mation is a Michigan Basin equivalent of the Bertie For-
mation, which rarely crops out in Ontario, but is present 
in the subsurface in southwestern Ontario. 

LITHOLOGY: The Bertie Formation consists of a succes-
sion of dark brown to light grey-tan, very fine- to fine-
grained, variably laminated and bituminous, sparsely 
fossiliferous dolostones with argillaceous dolostones 
and minor shales. The Bass Islands Formation consists 
of dark brown to light grey-tan, variably laminated, 
mottled, argillaceous and bituminous, very fine- to fine-
crystalline and sucrosic dolostones with minor anhydrit-
ic and sandstone beds. 

THICKNESS: 10 to 90 m. 
USES: Quarried for crushed stone on the Niagara Peninsu-

la; shaly intervals are unsuitable for use as high specifi-
cation aggregate because of low freeze–thaw durability. 
These formations have also been extracted for the pro-
duction of lime. 

AGGREGATE SUITABILITY TESTING: PSV = 46-49, 
AAV = 8-11, MgSO4 = 4-19, LA = 14-23, Absn = 0.8-2.8, 
BRD = 2.61-2.78, PN (A-C) = 102-120. 

Oriskany Formation (Lower Devonian) 
STRATIGRAPHY and/or OCCURRENCE: Lower Devo-

nian clastic unit, found in the Niagara Peninsula. The 
formation is equivalent to the Oriskany Formation in 
New York and Ohio and the Garden Island Formation 
of Michigan. 

LITHOLOGY: Grey to yellowish white, coarse-grained, thick- 
to massive-bedded, calcareous quartzose sandstone. 

THICKNESS: 0 to 5 m. 
USES: The formation has been quarried for silica sand, 

building stone and armour stone. The formation may be 
acceptable for use as rip rap and well-cemented varie-
ties may be acceptable for some asphaltic products. 

AGGREGATE SUITABILITY TESTING: (of a well-
cemented variety of the formation) PSV = 64, AAV = 6, 
MgSO4 = 2, LA = 29, Absn = 1.2-1.3, BRD = 2.55, 
PN (A-C) = 107. 

Bois Blanc Formation  
(Lower Devonian) 
STRATIGRAPHY and/or OCCURRENCE: The formation 

disconformably overlies Silurian strata or, where present, 
the Lower Devonian Oriskany Formation. The Springvale 
Member forms the lower portion of formation. 

LITHOLOGY: Greenish grey to grey-brown, thin- to medi-
um-bedded, fine- to medium-grained, fossiliferous, bio-
turbated, cherty limestone and dolostone. The Springvale 
Member is a white to green-brown, commonly glauconit-
ic, rarely argillaceous, quartzitic sandstone with minor 
sandy carbonates. 

THICKNESS: 3 to 50 m. The Springvale Member is gener-
ally from 3 to 10 m thick; however, 30 m thickness has 
been reported. 

USES: Quarried at Hagersville, Cayuga and Port Colborne 
for crushed stone. Material is generally unsuitable for 
concrete aggregate because of a high chert content. 

AGGREGATE SUITABILITY TESTING: PSV = 48-53, 
AAV = 3-7, MgSO4 = 3-18, LA = 15-22, Absn = 1.3-2.8, 
BRD = 2.50-2.70, PN (A-C) = 102-290. 

Onondaga Formation (Middle Devonian) 
STRATIGRAPHY and/or OCCURRENCE: Correlated to 

part of the Detroit River Group. Outcrops occur on the 
Niagara Peninsula from Simcoe to Niagara Falls. The 
formation includes the Edgecliffe, Clarence and Moore-
house members. 

LITHOLOGY: Medium-bedded, fine- to coarse-grained, 
dark grey-brown or purplish-brown, variably cherty 
limestone. 

THICKNESS: 8 to 25 m. 
USES: Quarried for crushed stone on the Niagara Peninsula 

at Welland and Port Colborne. The high chert content 
makes much of the material unsuitable for use as con-
crete and asphaltic aggregate. The formation has been 
used as a raw material in cement manufacture. 

AGGREGATE SUITABILITY TESTING: (Clarence and 
Edgecliffe members) MgSO4 = 1-6, LA = 16.8-22.4, 
Absn = 0.5-1.1, PN (A-C) = 190-276. 

Amherstburg Formation  
(Lower to Middle Devonian) 
STRATIGRAPHY and/or OCCURRENCE: Part of the De-

troit River Group. The formation correlates to the Am-
herstburg Formation of Michigan and the lower part of 
the Onondaga Formation in western New York. The 
Onondaga Formation terminology has been used in the 
outcrop belt of southern Ontario east of Norfolk County. 

LITHOLOGY: Tan to grey-brown to dark brown, fine- to 
coarse-grained, bituminous, bioclastic, fossiliferous 
limestones and dolostone. Stromatoporoid-dominated 
bioherms are locally significant in Bruce and Huron 
counties and have been termed the Formosa Reef Lime-
stone or Formosa reef facies. 

THICKNESS: 0 to 60 m. The Formosa Reef Limestone is 
up to 26 m. 

USES: Cement manufacture, agricultural lime, aggregate. 
AGGREGATE SUITABILITY TESTING: PSV = 57, 

AAV = 19, MgSO4 = 9-35, LA = 26-52, Absn = 1.1-
6.4, BRD = 2.35-2.62, PN (A-C) = 105-300. 
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Lucas Formation (Middle Devonian) 
STRATIGRAPHY and/or OCCURRENCE: Part of the De-

troit River Group in southwestern Ontario. The for-
mation is subdivided into 3 lithological units: the Lucas 
Formation undifferentiated, the Anderdon Member lime-
stone and the Anderdon Member sandy limestone. 

LITHOLOGY: The undifferentiated Lucas Formation con-
sists of thin- to medium-bedded, light to grey-brown, 
fine crystalline, poorly fossiliferous dolostone and lime-
stone. Anhydrite and gypsum beds are present near 
Amherstburg and Goderich. The Anderdon Member 
consists of light to dark grey-brown, thin- to medium-
bedded, fine-grained, sparsely fossiliferous limestone, 
alternating with coarse-grained, bioclastic limestone. 

THICKNESS: 40 to 99 m. 
USES: Most important source of high-purity limestone in 

Ontario. Used as calcium lime for metallurgical flux 
and for the manufacture of chemicals. Rock of lower 
purity is used for cement manufacture, agricultural lime 
and aggregate. The Anderdon Member is quarried at 
Amherstburg for crushed stone. 

AGGREGATE SUITABILITY TESTING: PSV = 46-47, 
AAV = 15-16, MgSO4 = 2-60, LA = 22-47, Absn = 1.1-
6.5, BRD = 2.35-2.40, PN (A-C) = 110-160. 

Dundee Formation  
(Middle Devonian) 
STRATIGRAPHY and/or OCCURRENCE: The Dundee 

Formation occurs between the Hamilton Group or Mar-
cellus Formation and the limestones and dolostones of 
the Detroit River Group. There are few outcrops and 
the formation is observed mostly in the subsurface of 
southwestern Ontario. 

LITHOLOGY: Grey to tan to brown, fossiliferous, medi-
um- to thick-bedded limestones and minor dolostones. 
Bituminous partings and microstylolites are common. 
Chert nodules are locally abundant. 

THICKNESS: 35 to 45 m. 
USES: Quarried near Port Dover and on Pelee Island for 

crushed stone. Used at St. Marys as a raw material for 
Portland cement. 

AGGREGATE SUITABILITY TESTING: MgSO4 = 1-28, 
LA = 22-46, Absn = 0.6-6.8, PN (A-C) = 125-320. 

Marcellus Formation  
(Middle Devonian) 
STRATIGRAPHY and/or OCCURRENCE: Subsurface unit, 

mostly found below Lake Erie and extending into the east-
ern USA, pinches out in the Port Stanley area. The forma-
tion occurs on the southeast side of the Algonquin Arch. 

LITHOLOGY: Black, organic-rich shales with interbeds 
of grey shale and very fine- to medium-grained, impure 
carbonates. 

THICKNESS: 0 to 12 m. 
USES: No present uses. 

Bell Formation (Middle Devonian) 
STRATIGRAPHY and/or OCCURRENCE: Lowest forma-

tion of the Hamilton Group, not known to crop out in 
Ontario. 

LITHOLOGY: Blue-grey, soft, calcareous shale with thin 
limestone and organic-rich interbeds toward the base of 
the formation. 

THICKNESS: 0 to 14.5 m. 
USES: No present uses. 

Rockport Quarry Formation  
(Middle Devonian) 
STRATIGRAPHY and/or OCCURRENCE: Part of the 

Hamilton Group; not known to crop out in Ontario. 
LITHOLOGY: Grey to brown, fine-grained argillaceous 

limestone. 
THICKNESS: 0 to 6 m. 
USES: No present uses. 

Arkona Formation (Middle Devonian) 
STRATIGRAPHY and/or OCCURRENCE: Part of the 

Hamilton Group. 
LITHOLOGY: Blue-grey, plastic, soft, calcareous shale 

with minor thin and laterally discontinuous argillaceous 
limestone beds. 

THICKNESS: 5 to 37 m. 
USES: Has been extracted at Thedford and near Arkona for 

the production of drainage tile. 

Hungry Hollow Formation  
(Middle Devonian) 
STRATIGRAPHY and/or OCCURRENCE: Part of the 

Hamilton Group. 
LITHOLOGY: The upper part of the formation is a coral-

rich, calcareous shale-dominated unit. The lower part of 
the formation is predominantly fossiliferous, bioclastic 
limestone. 

THICKNESS: 0 to 2 m. 
USES: Suitable for some crushed stone and fill with very 

selective quarrying methods. 

Widder Formation (Middle Devonian) 
STRATIGRAPHY and/or OCCURRENCE: Part of the 

Hamilton Group. 
LITHOLOGY: Calcareous, grey to brown-grey shale, bio-

turbated, fine-grained, argillaceous, nodular limestone 
and coarse-grained bioclastic limestone. 

THICKNESS: 0 to 21 m. 
USES: No present uses. 

Ipperwash Formation (Middle Devonian) 
STRATIGRAPHY and/or OCCURRENCE: Upper forma-

tion of the Hamilton Group; very limited distribution in 
Ontario. 
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LITHOLOGY: Grey-brown, fine- to coarse-grained, argil-
laceous and bioclastic limestone with shaly interbeds. 

THICKNESS: 2 to 13 m. 
USES: No present uses. 

Kettle Point Formation (Upper Devonian) 
STRATIGRAPHY and/or OCCURRENCE: Occurs in a 

northwest-trending band between Sarnia and Lake Erie; 
small part overlain by Port Lambton Group rocks in ex-
treme northwest. 

LITHOLOGY: Dark brown to black, highly fissile, organ-
ic-rich shale with subordinate organic-poor, grey-green 
silty shale and siltstone interbeds. 

THICKNESS: 0 to 75 m. 
USES: Possible source of lightweight aggregate or fill. 

Bedford Formation (Upper Devonian) 
STRATIGRAPHY and/or OCCURRENCE: Lower forma-

tion of the Port Lambton Group. 
LITHOLOGY: Light grey, soft, fissile shale with silty and 

sandy interbeds in the upper part of the formation. 

THICKNESS: 0 to 30 m. 
USES: No present uses. 

Berea Formation (Upper Devonian) 
STRATIGRAPHY and/or OCCURRENCE: Middle forma-

tion of the Port Lambton Group; not known to crop out 
in Ontario. 

LITHOLOGY: Grey, fine- to medium-grained sandstone 
with grey shale and siltstone interbeds. 

THICKNESS: 0 to 60 m. 
USES: No present uses. 

Sunbury Formation (Lower Mississippian) 
STRATIGRAPHY and/or OCCURRENCE: Upper forma-

tion of the Port Lambton Group; not known to crop out 
in Ontario. 

LITHOLOGY: Black, organic-rich shale. 
THICKNESS: 0 to 20 m. 
USES: No present uses. 
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Figure D2. Exposed Paleozoic stratigraphic sequences in southern Ontario (adapted from Bezys and Johnson 1988 and Armstrong and 
Dodge 2007). 
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Appendix E – Aggregate Quality Test Specifications 

Aggregate quality tests are performed by the Ministry of 
Transportation (MTO), or by laboratories approved by MTO, 
for the Ontario Geological Survey on sampled material. A 
brief description and the specification limits for each test 
are included in this appendix. Although a specific sample 
meets or does not meet the specification limits for a certain 
product, it may or may not be acceptable for that use based 
on field performance. Additional quality tests other than the 
tests listed in this appendix can be used to determine the 
suitability of an aggregate. Greater detail on the tests and 
aggregate specifications can be obtained from MTO. 

Absorption Capacity (LS-604): This test is related to the po-
rosity of the rock types of which an aggregate is composed. 
Porous rocks are subject to disintegration when absorbed liq-
uids freeze and thaw, thus decreasing the strength of the ag-
gregate. This test is conducted in conjunction with the deter-
mination of the sample’s relative density. 

Accelerated Mortar Bar Expansion Test (LS-620): This is a 
rapid test for detecting alkali–silica reactive aggregates. It 
involves the crushing of the aggregate and the creation of 
standard mortar bars. For coarse and fine aggregates, sug-
gested expansion limits of 0.10 to 0.15% are indicated for 
innocuous aggregates; greater than 0.10%, but less than 
0.20%, indicates that it is unknown whether a potentially 
deleterious reaction will occur; and greater than 0.20% in-
dicates that the aggregate is probably reactive and should 
not be used for Portland cement concrete. If the expansion 
limit exceeds 0.10% for coarse and fine aggregates, it is 
recommended that supplementary information be developed 
to confirm that the expansion is actually because of alkali 
reactivity. If confirmed deleteriously reactive, the material 
should not be used for Portland cement concrete unless cor-
rective measures are undertaken such as the use of low- or 
reduced-alkali cement. 

Aggregate Abrasion Value (AAV) (British Standard 812): 
The AAV is a measure of the resistance of aggregate to sur-
face wear by abrasion using a standard silica sand. A low 
AAV (6 or less) implies good resistance to abrasion. An 
aggregate with good resistance to abrasion will usually give 
good macrotexture. This test is described in British Stan-
dard 812 (1975). 

Bulk Relative Density (BRD) (ASTM C29): An aggregate 
with low relative density is lighter in weight than one with a 
high relative density. Low relative-density aggregates (less 
than about 2.5) are often non-durable for many aggregate uses. 

Los Angeles Abrasion and Impact Test (LS-603 or ASTM 
C131): This test measures the resistance to abrasion and the 
impact strength of aggregate. This gives an idea of the 
breakdown that can be expected to occur when an aggregate 
is stockpiled, transported and placed. Values less than about 

35% indicate potentially satisfactory performance for most 
concrete and asphalt uses. Values of more than 45% indi-
cate that the aggregate may be susceptible to excessive 
breakdown during handling and placing. This test has been 
replaced by the micro-Deval abrasion test for coarse aggre-
gate (see below), but, because of the large number of Los 
Angeles abrasion analyses that exist in historical MTO rec-
ords, this test can still provide an indication of the aggre-
gate quality. 

Magnesium Sulphate Soundness Test (LS-606): This test is 
designed to simulate the action of freezing and thawing on 
aggregate. Those aggregates which are susceptible will usu-
ally break down and give high losses in this test. Values 
greater than about 12 to 15% indicate potential problems 
for concrete and asphalt coarse aggregate. 

Micro-Deval Abrasion Test (LS-618 and LS-619): The mi-
cro-Deval abrasion test for fine aggregate is an accurate 
measure of the amount of hard, durable materials in sand-
sized particles. This abrasion test is quick, cheap and more 
precise than the fine aggregate magnesium sulphate sound-
ness test that suffers from a wide multi-laboratory variation. 
The magnesium sulphate soundness test is still considered 
an alternative test as indicated in many of the accompany-
ing tables in this appendix. The micro-Deval abrasion test 
for coarse aggregate has replaced the Los Angeles abrasion 
and impact test. 

Petrographic Examination (LS-609): Individual aggregate 
particles in a sample are divided into categories good, fair, 
poor and deleterious, based on their rock type (petrography) 
and knowledge of past field performance. A petrographic 
number (PN) is calculated. The higher the PN, the lower the 
quality of the aggregate. 

Polished Stone Value (PSV) (British Standard 812): The 
PSV is a measure of the resistance of aggregate to the pol-
ishing action of a pneumatic tire under conditions similar to 
those occurring on the road surface. The actual relationship 
between skidding resistance and PSV varies depending on 
the type of road surface, age, amount of traffic and other 
factors. Nevertheless, an aggregate with a high PSV will 
generally provide higher skid resistance than one with a low 
PSV. This test is described in British Standard 812 (1975). 
Values less than 45 indicate marginal frictional properties, 
whereas values greater than 55 indicate excellent frictional 
properties (average value no less than 50). 

Unconfined Freeze–Thaw Test (LS-614): This test is de-
signed to identify aggregate material that may be suscepti-
ble to excessive damage caused by freeze–thaw cycles. Ag-
gregates that give losses greater than about 6% have a high 
probability of causing “popouts” on concrete and asphalt 
surfaces. 
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MATERIAL SPECIFICATIONS FOR AGGREGATES:  
BASE AND SUBBASE PRODUCTS 

Table E1. Physical property requirements for aggregates: base, subbase, select subgrade and backfill material. 

MTO  
Test 
Number 

Laboratory Test Granular O Granular A Granular B 
(Type I and 

Type III) 

Granular B 
(Type II) 

Granular M Select 
Subgrade 
Material 

LS-614 Unconfined Freeze–
Thaw Loss  
(% maximum) 

15 — — — — — 

LS-616 
LS-709 

Fine Aggregate 
Petrographic 
Requirement 

[Note 1] 

LS-618 Micro-Deval 
Abrasion Loss, 
Coarse Aggregate 
(% maximum loss) 

21 25 30  
[Note 2] 30 25 30  

[Note 2] 

LS-619 Micro-Deval 
Abrasion Loss,  
Fine Aggregate  
(% maximum loss) 

25 30 35 35 30 — 

LS-630 Amount of 
Contamination [Note 3] 

LS-631 Plastic Fines None Permitted 

LS-704 Plasticity Index 
(maximum) 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Note 1. For materials north of the French River and Mattawa River only: for materials with >5.0% passing the 75 μm sieve, the amount of mica retained 
on the 75 μm sieve (passing the 150 μm sieve) shall not exceed 10% of the material in that sieve fraction unless testing (LS-709) determines permeability 
values >1.0 ×10–4 cm/s and/or field experience show satisfactory performance (prior data demonstrating compliance with this requirement will be ac-
ceptable provided such testing has been done within the past 5 years and field performance has been satisfactory). 

Note 2. The coarse aggregate micro-Deval abrasion loss test requirement will be waived if the material has more than 80% passing the 
4.75 mm sieve. 

Note 3. Granular A, B Type I, B Type III, or M may contain up to 15% by mass crushed glass and/or ceramic material. Granular A, O, B Type I, B Type 
III and M shall not contain more than 1.0% by mass of wood, clay brick, and/or gypsum, and/or gypsum wall board or plaster. Granular B Type II and 
SSM shall not contain more than 0.1% by mass of wood. 

Greater detail, additional specifications and other aggregate product information can be obtained from the Ministry of Transportation. Details 
above are derived from MTO SP-110513 (August 2007). 
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MATERIAL SPECIFICATIONS FOR AGGREGATES:  
HOT MIX ASPHALT PRODUCTS 

Table E2. Physical property requirements for coarse aggregate (surface course): SMA, Superpave™ 9.5, 12.5, 12.5 FC1 and 12.5 FC2. 

MTO  
Test 
Number 

Laboratory Test Superpave 
9.5, 12.5 

Aggregate Type 

Gravel Quarried Rock  
(SMA, Superpave 12.5 FC1 and 12.5 FC2) 

(Superpave 12.5 
FC1 only) 

Dolomitic 
Sandstone 

Traprock, 
Diabase, 
Andesite 

Meta-arkose, 
Metagabbro, 

Gneiss 

LS-601 Wash Pass, 75 μm sieve  
(% maximum loss) 

1.3  
[Note 4] 

1.0  
[Note 5] 

1.0  
[Note 5] 

1.0  
[Note 5] 

1.0  
[Note 5] 

LS-604 Absorption  
(% maximum) 2.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

LS-608 Flat and Elongated Particles  
(% maximum (4:1)) 20 15 15 15 15 

LS-609 Petrographic Number (HL) 
(maximum) [Note 6] 120 145 120 145 

LS-613 Insoluble Residue Retained,  
75 μm sieve (% minimum) — — 45 — — 

LS-614 Unconfined Freeze–Thaw 
Loss (% maximum loss) 

6  
[Note 7] 6 7 6 6 

LS-618 Micro-Deval Abrasion Loss 
(% maximum loss) 17 10 15 10 15 

Alternative Requirement for LS-614 
LS-606 Magnesium Sulphate 

Soundness Loss 
(% maximum loss) 

12 — — — — 

Note 4. When control charts (n >20) are used for LS-601, the average value shall not exceed the specification maximum (1.3%), with no single value 
greater than 1.7%. When quarried rock is used as a source of coarse aggregate, a maximum of 2.0% passing the 75 μm sieve shall be permitted. When 
control charts (n >20) are used from LS-601 for quarried rock, the average value shall not exceed the specification maximum (2.0%) with no single value 
greater than 2.4%. 

Note 5. When control charts (n >20) are used for LS-601, the average value shall not exceed the specification maximum (1.0%), with no single value 
greater than 1.4%. 

Note 6. For the locations listed below, Petrographic Number (HL) is replaced by the following Petrographic Examination requirements. When the coarse 
aggregate for use in a surface course mix is obtained from a gravel pit or quarry containing more than 40% carbonate rock type, e.g., limestone and dolo-
stone, then blending with aggregate of non-carbonate rock type shall be required such as to increase the non-carbonate rock type content of the coarse 
aggregate to 60% minimum, as determined by LS-609. The method of blending shall be uniform and shall be subject to approval by the owner. In cases 
of dispute, LS-613 shall be used with a minimum of acid insoluble residue of 60%. When the aggregate for a surface course mix is obtained from a non-
carbonate gravel or quarry source, blending with carbonate rock types shall not be permitted. This requirement is applicable to coarse aggregates used in 
surface course mixes in the area to the north and west of a boundary defined as follows: the north shore of Lake Superior, the north shore of the St. 
Mary’s River, the south shore of St. Joseph Island, the north shore of Lake Huron easterly to the north and east shore of Georgian Bay (excluding Mani-
toulin Island), along the Severn River to Washago and a line easterly passing through Norland, Burnt River, Burleigh Falls, Madoc, and hence easterly 
along Highway 7 to Perth and northerly to Calabogie and easterly to Arnprior and the Ottawa River. 

Note 7. For Superpave 12.5 only, the requirements will be waived by the owner when the aggregate meets the alternative requirements for LS-606. 
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Table E3. Physical property requirements for coarse aggregate (binder course): Superpave™ 9.5, 12.5, 19.0, 25.0 and 37.5. 

MTO Test Number Laboratory Test Superpave 9.5, 12.5, 19.0, 25.0 and 37.5 

LS-601 Wash Pass, 75 μm sieve  
(% maximum loss) 

1.3 
[Note 8] 

LS-604 Absorption  
(% maximum) 2.0 

LS-608 Flat and Elongated Particles  
(% maximum (4:1)) * 

LS-614 Unconfined Freeze–Thaw Loss  
(% maximum loss) [Note 9] 15 

LS-618 Micro-Deval Abrasion Loss 
(% maximum loss) 21 

Alternative Requirement for LS-614 
LS-606 Magnesium Sulphate Soundness Loss 

(% maximum loss) 15 

Note 8. When control charts (n >20) are used for LS-601, the average value shall not exceed the specification maximum (1.3%), with no single value 
greater than 1.7%. When quarried rock is used as a source of coarse aggregate, a maximum of 2.0% passing the 75 μm sieve shall be permitted. When 
control charts (n>20) are used for LS-601 for quarried rock, the average value shall not exceed the specification maximum (2.0%), with no single value 
greater than 2.4%. 

Note 9. This requirement will be waived by the owner when the aggregate meets the requirements for LS-606. 

*  Designer fill-in, contact MTO. 

Table E4. Physical property requirements for fine aggregate:  SMA, Superpave™ 9.5, 12.5, 12.5 FC1, 12.5 FC2, 19.0, 25.0 and 37.5. 

MTO  
Test Number 

Laboratory Test SMA,  
Superpave 12.5 FC2 

Superpave 12.5 FC1 Superpave 9.5, 12.5,  
19.0, 25.0 and 37.5 

LS-619 Micro-Deval Abrasion Loss 
(% maximum loss)  
[Note 10] 

15 20 25 

LS-704 Plasticity Index  
(maximum) 0 0 0 

Note 10. Where the blending method has been selected for QC, the micro-Deval abrasion loss of each individual fine aggregate in the stockpile, prior to 
blending, shall not exceed 35%. 

Greater detail, additional specifications and other aggregate product information can be obtained from the Ministry of Transportation. The 
above specifications are from MTO SP-110F12 (2007). 
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MATERIAL SPECIFICATIONS FOR AGGREGATES: CONCRETE PRODUCTS 

Table E5. Physical property requirements for coarse aggregate. 

MTO or  
CSA Test Number Laboratory Test 

Acceptance Requirements 

Pavement Structures, Sidewalk, Curb and 
Gutter, and Concrete Base 

LS-601 Material finer than 75 μm sieve, by washing 
(% maximum loss) [Note 11] 
     • for gravel 
     • for crushed rock 

 
 

1.0 
2.0 

 
 

1.0 
2.0 

LS-604 or  
CSA A23.2-12A 

Absorption  
(% maximum) 2.0 2.0 

LS-608 Flat and Elongated Particles  
(% maximum (4:1)) 20 20 

LS-609 Petrographic Number (Concrete) 
(maximum) 125 140 

LS-614 or  
CSA A23.2-24A 

Unconfined Freeze–Thaw Loss  
(% maximum loss) [Note 12] 6 6 

LS-618 or  
CSA A23.2-29A 

Micro-Deval Abrasion Loss 
(% maximum loss) 14 17 

LS-620 or  
CSA A23.2-25A 

Accelerated Mortar Bar Expansion 
(% maximum at 14 days) [Note 13, Note 14] 

0.150 
[Note 15] 

0.150 
[Note 15] 

CSA A23.2-14A Concrete Prism Expansion  
(% maximum at 1 year) [Note 13, Note 16] 0.040 0.040 

CSA A23.2-26A Potential Alkali–Carbonate Reactivity of 
Quarried Carbonate Rock [Note 17] 

Chemical composition must plot in the nonexpansive field 
of a specific figure used with test 

Alternative Requirement for LS-614 
LS-606 Magnesium Sulphate Soundness Loss,  

5 cycles (% maximum loss) [Note 12] 12 12 

General Notes: 
• Where a concrete surface is subject to vehicular traffic, the physical requirements for “Pavement” will apply to the aggregate used. 
• For air-cooled blast-furnace slag aggregate, the allowable maximum value for micro-Deval shall be 21% for structures and pavements and the allowable 

maximum value for absorption will conform to the owner’s requirements for slag aggregate. 
• A coarse aggregate may be accepted or rejected by the owner based on the results of freeze–thaw testing of concrete or field performance. 

Note 11. When control charts (n >20) are used for LS-601, the average value shall not exceed the specification maximum (1.3%), with no single value 
greater than 1.7%. When quarried rock is used as a source of coarse aggregate, a maximum of 2.0% passing the 75 μm sieve shall be permitted. When 
control charts (n >20) are used for LS-601 for quarried rock, the average value shall not exceed the specification maximum (2.0%), with no single value 
greater than 2.4%. 

Note 12. The owner will waive the requirements for freeze–thaw loss when the aggregate meets the alternative magnesium sulphate soundness require-
ments, LS-606. 

Note 13. The need to demonstrate compliance with this requirement will be waived by the Contract Administrator if the source is on the current Ministry of 
Transportation regional Aggregate Source List (ASL) for Structural Concrete Fine and Coarse Aggregates or the Aggregate Source List of Concrete 
Base/Pavement Coarse Aggregates. If the aggregate is potentially expansive due to alkali–carbonate reaction as determined by CSA A23.2-26A, the aggregate 
shall meet the requirements of CSA A23.2-14A, even though it may be shown as a coarse aggregate on the ASL for Structural Concrete Fine and Coarse Ag-
gregates or the ASL for Concrete Base/Pavement Coarse Aggregates. 

Note 14. An aggregate that fails to meet these requirements will be accepted by the Contract Administrator provided the requirements of CSA A23.2-14A 
are met. 

Note 15. If the aggregate is a quarried sandstone, siltstone, granite or gneiss, the expansion shall be less than 0.080% after 14 days. For quarried aggregates of 
the Gull River, Bobcaygeon, Verulam and Lindsay formations, the expansion shall be less than 0.100% after 14 days. 

Note 16. An aggregate needs to meet this requirement only if it fails the requirements of either CSA A23.2-25A or CSA A23.2-26A. The test data shall 
have been obtained within the past 18 months from aggregate from the same location within the source as that to be used in the work. If this test is con-
ducted to show that an average deemed potentially expansive by CSA A23.2-26A does not exceed 0.040% after one year, then chemical analysis, CSA 
A23.2-26A, shall be provided to show that the aggregate intended for use has the same chemical composition as the material tested in CSA A23.2-14A. 

Note 17. This requirement only applies to aggregate quarried from the Gull River and Bobcaygeon formations of southern and eastern Ontario.  These dolo-
mitic limestones crop out on the southern margin of the Canadian Shield from Midland to Kingston and in the Ottawa–St. Lawrence Lowlands near Cornwall. 
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Table E6. Physical property requirements for fine aggregate. 

MTO or CSA Test Number Laboratory Test Acceptance Limits 

LS-610 Organic Impurities,  
(organic plate number) [Note 18] 3 

LS-619 or  
CSA A23.2-23A 

Micro-Deval Abrasion Loss 
(% maximum loss) 20 

LS-620 or  
CSA A23.2-25A 

Accelerated Mortar Bar Expansion 
(% maximum at 14 days) [Note 19, Note 20] 0.150 

CSA A23.2-14A Concrete Prism Expansion  
(% maximum at 1 year) [Note 19, Note 21] 0.040 

Note 18. A fine aggregate producing a colour darker than standard colour No. 3 shall be considered to have failed this requirement. A failed fine aggre-
gate may be used if comparative mortar specimens prepared according to ASTM C87 meet the following requirements: 

• Mortar specimens prepared using unwashed fine aggregate shall have a 7 day compressive strength that is a minimum of 95% of the strength of 
mortar specimens prepared using the same fine aggregate washed in a 3% sodium hydroxide solution. Type GU hydraulic cement shall be used. 

• Setting time of the unwashed fine aggregate mortar specimens shall not differ from washed fine aggregate mortar specimens by more than 10%. 

Note 19. The need for data to demonstrate compliance with this requirement shall be waived by the Contract Administrator if the aggregate source is on the 
current Ministry of Transportation’s regional Aggregate Source List for Structural Concrete Fine and Coarse Aggregates. 

Note 20. An aggregate that fails this requirement may be accepted provided the requirements of CSA A23.2-14A are met. 

Note 21. An aggregate need only meet this requirement if it fails the requirements of CSA A23.2-25A. Test data shall have been obtained with the past 
18 months from aggregate that is from the same source, processed in the same manner, as the material intended for use. 

Greater detail, additional specifications and other aggregate product information can be obtained from the Ministry of Transportation. The 
above specifications are from MTO SP-110F11 (2007). 
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Metric Conversion Table 

Conversion from SI to Imperial  Conversion from Imperial to Sl 

SI Unit Multiplied by Gives  Imperial Unit Multiplied by Gives 
LENGTH 

1 mm 0.039 37 inches  1 inch 25.4 mm 
1 cm 0.393 70 inches  1 inch 2.54 cm 
1 m 3.280 84 feet  1 foot 0.304 8 m 
1 m 0.049 709 chains  1 chain 20.116 8 m 
1 km 0.621 371 miles (statute)  1 mile (statute) 1.609 344 km 

AREA 
1 cm2 0.155 0 square inches  1 square inch 6.451 6 cm2 

1 m2 10.763 9 square feet  1 square foot 0.092 903 04 m2 

1 km2 0.386 10 square miles  1 square mile 2.589 988 km2 

1 ha 2.471 054 acres  1 acre 0.404 685 6 ha 
VOLUME 

1 cm3 0.061 023 cubic inches  1 cubic inch 16.387 064 cm3 

1 m3 35.314 7 cubic feet  1 cubic foot 0.028 316 85 m3 

1 m3 1.307 951 cubic yards  1 cubic yard 0.764 554 86 m3 

CAPACITY 
1 L 1.759 755 pints  1 pint 0.568 261 L 
1 L 0.879 877 quarts  1 quart 1.136 522 L 
1 L 0.219 969 gallons  1 gallon 4.546 090 L 

MASS 
1 g 0.035 273 962 ounces (avdp)  1 ounce (avdp) 28.349 523 g 
1 g 0.032 150 747 ounces (troy)  1 ounce (troy) 31.103 476 8 g 
1 kg 2.204 622 6 pounds (avdp)  1 pound (avdp) 0.453 592 37 kg 
1 kg 0.001 102 3 tons (short)  1 ton(short) 907.184 74 kg 
1 t 1.102 311 3 tons (short)  1 ton (short) 0.907 184 74 t 
1 kg 0.000 984 21 tons (long)  1 ton (long) 1016.046 908 8 kg 
1 t 0.984 206 5 tons (long)  1 ton (long) 1.016 046 9 t 

CONCENTRATION 
1 g/t 0.029 166 6 ounce (troy) /  

  ton (short) 
 1 ounce (troy) /  

     ton (short) 
34.285 714 2 g/t 

1 g/t 0.583 333 33 pennyweights /  
  ton (short) 

 1 pennyweight /  
     ton (short) 

1.714 285 7 g/t 

OTHER USEFUL CONVERSION FACTORS 
Multiplied by 

1 ounce (troy) per ton (short) 31.103 477 grams per ton (short) 
1 gram per ton (short) 0.032 151 ounces (troy) per ton (short) 
1 ounce (troy) per ton (short) 20.0 pennyweights per ton (short) 
1 pennyweight per ton (short) 0.05 ounces (troy) per ton (short) 

Note:  Conversion factors in bold type are exact. The conversion factors have been taken from or have been derived from 
factors given in the Metric Practice Guide for the Canadian Mining and Metallurgical Industries, published by the Mining 
Association of Canada in co-operation with the Coal Association of Canada. 
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for the Central and Eastern Parts

of the District of Parry Sound
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MAP  2

Bed rock Resources for the
Central and  Eastern P arts

of the District of P arry Sound
Scale 1:100 000
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              LEGEND–BEDROCK UNITS
P RECAMBRIAN
        NEOP ROTEROZ OIC (545 to 1000 Ma)
                     Carbonatite-Alkalic Intrusive Suite: Carb onatite ,
                     ne p he line  sye nite , alkalic  sye nite , ijolite , fe nite ;
                     assoc iate d  m afic  and  ultram afic  intrusions
                     Mafic Intrusive Rocks: Gre nville  m afic  d ike  swarm  (590 M a);
                     gab b ro, ultram afic  roc ks

        MESOP ROTEROZ OIC (1000 to 1600 Ma)
                     Tectonite Unit: Te c tonite , straight gne iss, p orp hyroc lastic
                     gne iss, gne iss in m ajor d e form ation zone s, m ylonite ,
                     p rotom ylonite
                     Gneisses of Metasedimentary Origin: Quartzofe ld sp athic
                     gne iss, p e litic  to se m ip e litic  gne iss, c alc -silic ate  gne iss,
                     m inor q uartzite , m inor m arb le  and  m arb le  b re c c ia
                     Mafic Rocks: Am p hib olite , gab b ro, d iorite , m afic  gne iss

                     Migmatitic Rocks and Gneisses of Undetermined
                     Protolith: Com m only laye re d  b iotite  gne iss and
                     m igm atite , loc ally inc lud e s q uartzofe ld sp athic  gne iss,
                     orthogne iss, p aragne iss
                     Anorthositic Igneous Rocks: Anorthosite ,
                     anorthositic  gab b ro, gab b ro and  re late d  gne iss
                     Felsic Igneous Rocks: Tonalite , granod iorite , m onzonite ,
                     granite , sye nite ; d e rive d  gne iss
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                     Ad m inistrative  b ound ary (U norganize d  Township , Form e r Township )
                     (e .g., Hard y Township)
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